
      Note regarding "Special USA Editions" of CI  numbers 9-9  and 10-11-12 
 
Until 1934, all English language editions of The Communist International were published in London by the CP GB.   
Starting February 1934, English language editions of CI were published both by the CP GB in London, and by the 
CP USA in NY City.   The two variants had different cover art, somewhat different content, and even when running 
the same articles, sometimes ran them in different issue numbers.   
 
In 1932, all issues of CI were to be published in Great Britain, and issues meant to be sold in the USA would be 
shipped there.    
 
But the US Customs began seizing incoming issues of CI from Britian in 1932.  Issues numbers 4-5, 6, and 7 were 
seized, but later released for sale.  Issues 8, 9, 10, and 11-12 were also seized, and either never released or at least 
held for a very long time. 
 
The CP USA ended up publishing SOME of the material in those issues locally, in New York City, in "Special USA 
Editions" of The Communist International.   Where in Britian where were issues 8, 9, 10, and 11-12, here in the 
USA there were published "Special USA Editions" numbers 8-9, and 10-11-12. 
  
Here's the announcement printed on page 251, the table of contents page, of Special USA Edition number 8-9: 
 
"Due to the seizure by joint action of the United States Customs Service and State Department of numbers 4-5, 6 
and 7 of the Communist International, upon which release was later secured, there has been delay in receiving 
subsequent numbers.  Aa a result, Numbers 8, 9, 10 and 11-12 have thus far not appeared in the United States. We 
are therefore printing selected articles from the above issues in two special issues for the United States, which 
appear as Numbers 8-9 and 10-11-12 respectively." 
 
At the bottom of that page, it is announced this issue was:  
"Published by Workers Library  P.O. Box 148  Sta. D, New York City" 
 
The same announcement of site of publication is found in Special USA edition 10-11-12. 
 
If one carefully examines the page numbering in in the issues of Volume 9 (1932) of CI, it appears that roughly 80 
pages of material present in the British-published numbers 8, 9, 10, and 11-12 issues were not able to be presented 
in the two "Special USA"  numbers 8-9 and 10-11-12 issues. 
 
At the time of writing this note, I have been unable obtain source material for scanning of any of the British-
published numbers 8, 9, 10,  and 11-12 issues in this period.  Indeed, my only source of the USA Editions of 1932 
issues 8-9 and 10-11-12 was a reel of microfilm made by Greenwood Press of its 1968 hard copy reprint of the 
Communist International.   
 
Having to use microfilm as my source for these "Special USA Editions" as opposed to the original issues (and in 
some case physical printed Greenwood Press reprints)  that I scanned for most of this digital archive  resulted in a 
much lower quality of digital reproduction for those (and a few other 1932) issues than is found in most of the rest 
of this digital archive. 
 
Martin H. Goodman MD 
Director, Riazanov Library digital archive projects 
November 2023      San Pablo, California 
 
 
 
 
 





C 0 N T E NT S II!!!!! 
Number -10-11-12 

I. MANEUVERS OF SOCIAL DEMOCRACY, ETC. 
As the crisis intensifies, tmtl the unrest •mont the mass mcretues, so JrJ the 
Sociol Democrtltic o fiatlls atlo-,t lfJer more "ret~olutionlwy" -,os6s to reuin 
their influence, This article fwovilks astonishint tletails of the lentths tr1 
which such cunnmg "left" lelltiers as Otto Bauer """ fwe'/'tlretl to lO ;,. caUint 
for the "defense" of the Soviet Union, etc., ro tret~n~t ,,. m~tss action 
NOW. (See page 299) 

2. OPEN LETIER TO THE INDIAN COMMUNISTS 
This historical tlocument of the lntlu"' rtNolutionary nuJVement throws a vivid 
search/Cght ott to IIJl ·the wetJenesses tmtJ errors o J the Young Communist 
Puty o JlnJit~1 111rtl grot~~ at the same time " cross section o J the current stat" 
o J the /ntlitm revo/.ut;on. (See p.ge 303) 

: 3. THE MINERS' STRIKE IN CZECHO-SLOVAKIA AND 
ITS LESSONS 

C omfwehemive review tm4 lltUilysis o J this mitht)' class cotJ Jlict. (See ,age 31 5) 

4. THE LESSONS OF THE RUHR MINERS' STRUG&LE 
IN 1931 AND 1932 

Ex,osing 11 number of weunesses of the C. P. of Germtm1 tmJ the Retl 
Trade Union 0Hosi.tion. (See ~ge 330) 

S. REVOLUTIONARY UNDERGROUND WORK 

How NOT to pre~e for ret~olulioMry umiergrot~nJ work. (See "'ge 34-1) 

Pt.I»Rshed by Wor~ers Ul»rary Pubn.hers, P. 0. Box 148, Sta. D, New York City. 
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THE MANOEUVRES OF SOCIAL-DEMOCRACY ON 
THE EVE OF THE SECOND ROUND OF WAR AND 

REVOLUTION 

T HE cns1s intensifies, the efforts of capital
ism to find a way out become more and 

mure hopeless. The construction of Socialism in 
the Soviet Union grows ever more quickly on the 
other side. Since the events in the Far East the 
dan{{er of an imperialist war against the Soviet 
Union ~s an immediate prospect. 

We stand before the hea v~est collisions, the 
most gigantic struggle between the pruletaria1 
and the bourge()isie, that has ever taken place. 
This is .not only economic struggle against the 
attempt to transfer the burdens of the crisis to 
the shoulders of the proletariat, or only a 
struggle of class against class in one country. A 
truly international clash of the two classes is 
preparing, which will be a decisive battle ·in the 
struggle for the capitalist, or revolutionary, way 
out of the crisis. This will be a military collision 
of an extent and importance which the world has 
not yet known. A new and greatly strengthened 
wave of the epoch of wa.rs and revolutions is 
arriving. 

These great historical events cast their. 
shadows before them. The sharpening of the 
class struggle, and the approach of the second 
mund of war and re·volution, impels Social
Democracy immediately to employ "left" 
manreuvres, on the eve of the new revolutionary 
crisis, to hold the masses back, and prevent them 
entering the struggle under the leadership of the 
C. P. Social-Democracy carried out its task 
to prevent the overthrow of capitalism, as the 
chief social support of the bourgeoisie previously, 
chiefly by openly opposing any struggle, by 
declaring it unnecessary, or a senseless "putsch." 
Struggle against the war! Unnecessary; there 
can be no talk of any war dangers. At the most 
the threat is from the side of the Soviet Union. 
Strugg·le for economic demands in the period of 
th~~ crisis! Impossible; all classes must make 
sacrifices during the crisis. These were their 
arguments, this was basically the position of 
Social-Democracy, but now the situation intensi
fies. The revolutionising of the working class 
assumes wider forms. A still greater intensifica
tion is to come. The Social-Democratic workers 
also press forward to struggle against wage cuts 
~tnd the capitalist oft'ensive. They desire to fight 
~~gainst Fascism, and they are against the war 
'.n the Soviet Union. 

In these conditions Social-Democracy has 
ncourse to certain weapons from the arsenal of 

its "left" wing. lt appears in a new uniform; 
where.as, yesterday, the war danger was an 
invention circulated by the Bolsheviks, to-day it 
is immediate. Whereas, yesterday, the only plact: 
from which the danger of war carne was the· 
Soviet Union, to-day they talk about- intervention, 
and apparently, call for the Soviet Union's 
defence. Whereas, yesterday, t:conomic struggle 
was impossible and str:ike-breaking tactics were 
resorted to, to-day they try to place themselves 
at the head, to disorganise; call for general 
strikes in the future, to prevent the strugglt: 
to-day; even place themselves at the head of a 
general strike, when the C.P. is leading it with 
every prospect of victory (Poland) to make it 
harmless to the bourgeoisie, by killing it. 
Whereas, yesterday, the unemployed were only 
men ot a. second-rate category, to-day, they are 
beginning in Germany to reduce the contribution 
ot unemployed trade union members to 10 

ptennings, to keep them jn the reformist trade 
umons. Whereas, yesterday, the pretended 
"truggle against Fascism was limited to support 
for the State (which is becoming more Fascist) as 
the "lesser evil," now they begin to rattle 
the paper' sabre against the Von Papen 
Government and operate the "united front," 
in the form of the Iron Front, and from 
that they proceed to speak about coalition 
with the Communists (Kautsky) to whom, 
however, they put as a condition-the renunciation 
of the dictatorship ot the proletariat. All this is 
undertaken to continue the tactic of the "lesser 
evil" and prevent the further dese.t·tion of the 
masses to the Communist camp. 

These manreuvres of the Social-Democratic 
leaders are themselves an indication that serious 
events are approaching, even if other evidence of 
this were not forthcoming. These "left" 
manreuvrcs, which are being carried out on the 
entire front, in all the most important countries. 
arc nothing else than the support of the bour· 
geoisie, by the Social-Democratic leaders in ti 

different torm, to suit the changed situation. 
Take the central question, the struggle of the 

Socialist system (Soviet Union) with the capitalist 
system. At the outset of the relative stabilisa
tion, the most ·'left" leader of the Second Inter
national, Otto Bauer, declared, to frighten middlt> 
class respectability, that in the period after the 
world war, the rulers were Pacifists, and the 
Soviet Union pr~pared the revolutionary war. 
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.. But this Pacifism of the rulers and leaders is 
opposed to-day by milita.·1 y re'Volt•tiotUJ-ry counter
tendencies as jn the previous century. The bearer 
of these tendencies is Bolshevism. Its objective is 
civil war, which will transform into a war of 
revolutionary nations against the c.."'untcr
revolutionary ones" (Kampf, 1925, Nos. 8-9, p. 
282). Even at the beginning of the economic 
crisis, the Second International held that war 
threatened from the side of the U.S.S.R. Eve" 
then it (the U.S.S.R.) was still characterised as 
.. imperialist.'' After the onslaught of the 
Chinese militarists on the Chinese-Eastern Rail• 
way, all Social-Democratic newspapers wrote of 
.. Red Imperialism," which was thrcntening peat.:c. 
The appt:al issued by the Berlin D. P .C. of the 
(Ierman Sociai-Democnnic Party on the 28.;. 192~ 
declared: 

"A country which desires to make itself free 
from foreign domination, which desires to 
finally be master in its own house, in its own 
country, is branded by the Communists as a 
disturber of the peace. Tlw imperi,Jiism oJ 
So'Vilt Rus.ria has bro11gllt ubout this coujlic:t." 
After Japan's onslaught on China, 16 Vorwirts" 

wrote that a secret Treaty existed bet\veen japun 
and the Soviet Union, for the parcelling out of 
"spheres of inftuence" in Manchuria. C>n the 
other hand, they write in a provocative way about 
the Soviet Union "draw·ing in its horns," tn 
Japanese imperialism. 

In this whole periutl, during which thO! dungt!r 
of war did not exist for tht• Secon•i International, 
they directlJ- agitated again!'t the Soviet Union, 
in the sharpest way, while the war agajn~t the 
Soviet Union was being practically prt>parcd. 
Social-Democracy, whi<:h ill'lively partidpated in 
this preparation, as the trials of the Menshevik!'\ 
and interventionists clearly proved, fulfillt~d the 
task of covering up anti justifying this pnlic:y 
ideologically. 

Now the Second International suddenly write!' 
in its resolution : 

.. The Japanese armies nrc nnw concentrated 
on the frontier of Soviet Russia. This i~ n 
threat to world peace whit·h th~ workers t·annut 
regard idly.'' 
And in another place · 

• 'The workers w•ll dcda-c thcmsclvt~s in 
solidarity with the defence of the Soviet Union 
if she is att.acked, and answer the attack on 
peace." ("Arbeiter Zeitung," 21.5.32). 

\Vhy this sudden change? We are aln·ady in 
dose proximity to the imperialist onslaught un 
the Soviet Union. The widest masses arc already 
clear on this and excited by it. r\ow it is nece~-

sary to hold them back by all means, whether by 
the most brutal violence on the one hand, or 
especially with "radical" phrases on the other. 

The contrast of the attitude of the Second Inter
national now, and before the world war is interest
ing. In 1914 also, the Second International 
declared against the war, and threatened that war 
would leacl to revolution. But to-day it has 
''developed" very much "further." To-day it 
also speaks q uitc .. radically," but does not 
announce the resolution, even as a pretence. The 
most decisive question is that whereas the 
Second International in 1914 promoted the war 
by its passivity before the outbreak of hostilities, 
to-day it does the same thing actively; it provides 
the ideological armour for war; and by its 
participation in the bourgeois organs of State 
power it plays its part in the practical organisation 
of war. 

This is clear when we examine the appeal of 
the Disarmament Conference in Zurich, and see 
what they concretely propose in the resOlution of 
the Executive of the Second International. 

Let us· recall the manner in which the league of 
Nations supported Japan in its onslaught on 
China. It did not do this completely openly, but 
made one or two conditions to the Japanese. This 
was only done to quieten the resistance of the 
revolutionary people of China. This swindle is 
t·xploded. ~ow the Second International tries tn 
represent the League of Nations as "helpless" 
and writes that "its authority has been under
mined." As if the League of Nations at any 
time had any intention of proceeding against 
Japan .1nd was only prevented from doing so by 
la<.·k of fofl·es! In actuality the wholt) "action" 
c ,f the League of N a.tions was noth~ng else than a 
t"(mcealment of the fact that the imperialist 
powers an~ allies of japan, daily supplying her 
with .,munitions, and at the same tim~ preparing 
the onslaught o1~ the U.S.S.R. from the west. 
"The authority of the League of Nations is 
undermined," beCiluse the masses have already 
seen through the swindle, and the Disarmament 
Confcrenec in Geneva has shown the '~desire" for 
disarmament Q! nil the imperialist powers. They 
hnvc not succeedt·c.l in concealing from the mnsses 
lhat the imperialists systematic:tiJy supply Japan 
wilh munitions bet•a.usc uf the t-Xposurcs of the 
( 'ommuni~t pres~, step by step, un the basis of 
the report~ of worker corrc~pondPnts, dragging 
it into the light of day. 

At this tlangerous moment for the imperialist 
governments, the Second lnternntHmal leaps into 
th~ breach, organises its uoiurmament Confer
enc:t·'" puts forward "new demandl'." 
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It demands the following : 

1. The immediate unconditional evacuation of 
Shanghai and Manchuria by the Japanese forces. 

2. Should japan refuse, the recall of all 
Ambassadors and Consuls from japan. 

3· Where necessary, the operation of economic 
and financial sanctions, if Japan is not prepared 
to do that which is neccssa.ry in the interests of 
world peace. ( .. Arbeiter Zeitung," 19·5·1932). 

Arc these demands not \'cry .. radical"? Are 
they not a guarantee for the maintenance of 
peace t But the Second J ntcntcttionul is stilt more
.. extreme" : 

"If, despite all this, japan refuses tu cease 
its preparations for attack, and threats, then 
the Second International wilt appccrl to the 
l.F.T.U. to prevent the manufacture and t.rans
port of munitions, together with it, and resist 
any transport of munitions or goods to Japan 
and boycott all ships coming from or making for 
Japan" (Ibid). 
Is this not "radical'' action? Even the manu

facture of munitions is to be stopped. Hut in 
reality these are only 'Words about action, to 
·prevent the real stmggle. 

The Second International here applies to the 
same imperialist governments, who have already 
shown that they arc solidly allied with Japari and 
stand in the same front with her, only not with 
charges, hut with the demand that they take 
"measures" ag-ainst Japan. A real struggle 
against the robbers' unslaugh't on China; and the 
imperialist war which is being prepared against 
the Soviet Union, is only possible wht!n one 
expos<:s the fact that Japan is not alone. Japan 
is only a link in the imperiai.ist chain. Whoever 
really desires to fight, fdlgrt~ns.t th,e menace \lf 
military onslaught on the Soviet Union must 
expllst~ the tt'lle of the imperialist powers as al!ies 
of Japurt, inust fight against these powers, must 
conduct the struggle against his "own" Govern-
1nent, in his "own" country, and prevent the war 
supplies already to-day, step by step, through 
mass actions. 

The Sl·cond International speaks of a struggle 
first, after ~he imperiali!t powers have recalled 
the Ambassadorsh and if Japan goes further in 
spite of this, it t rcaten!t to fight only ajtcr :.he 
intervention of the imperialist powers which, 
however, as they know only too well, wi11 never 
take place. They know full well that, in reality, 
precisely the contrary to the perspective they 
outline, is taking place ; in addition to Ambassa
dors, the ianpcrialist powers. supply the necessary 
material ba~is for the war, and prepare the west 
front against the Soviet Union in support of 
Japan. This is the real action of the .Second 

International. It is a man<Euvrc with the object 
of holding the working class back from struggle 
against the imperiHlist war, now when it is t/" 
question of the day, through the creation of 
illusions as though the imperialist governments 
arc ready to oppose japan. Thi:i is only for the 
purpose of winning time, to conclude the prepar
ations of war against the Soviet Union satis
factorily. 

For one part of the Second International this 
manreuvre was still not sufficiently radical. Otto 
Bauer demanded that" tlu~ "Second International 
should direct an urgent appeal to the working 
class of the world at the present moment, shrink 
from no sacrifice, and utilise every means, 
irrespective of all the differences in principle 
between democratic Socialism and Bolshevism, to 
support the defence of the Soviet Union against 
Japanese imperialism, should these declare war 
against the Soviet Union, and to fight against any 
other power which seeks to use the Russian
japanese conflict for attack upon the Soviet 
Union with every means." (Ibid, 21.5.1932). 

If Otto Bauer also disagrees with his t"'lleagues 
of the Second International on the method o£ the 
manreuvre, he is completely agreed with them in 
one (and precisely the decisive) point. He is 
agreed with them that one should first take up the 
struggle if . . . if . . . if . . . Until that 
time democratic peace and order is the first duty 
of citizenship. To attain this peace Otto Bauer 
"differentiates" from his friends, and hopes by 
this means to keep the workers (who are moving 
strongly to the left) under the influence of the 
Socialist Party. The Stuttgart resolution of 1907 
contained the following paragrap~ : 

"Should the war nevertheless break m·t, it 
as our duty to fight forits rapid conclusion. and 
make every effort to utilise the economic and 
political crisis created by the war, to arouse 
the peoples, and thus accelerate the eiimiu~tion 
of capitalist class rule." 
This resolution. which, thanks to this par~

graph quoted, which was proposed by l .:::-i•, and 
Luxemburg, still breathes revolutionary ~pirit, 

proceP.ded from the connection between the prole
tarian revolution and the struggle again~t 

imperi,llist war. Later this was betrayed. l;ke 
all the other pledges of the Second International, 
and only one Party really adopted it as an instruc
tion; the Bolsheviks under the leadership of 
Lenin. 

In the period of the general crisis of capitalism, 
while world capitalism prepares its onslaught 
upon the only country in the world where the 
proletariat rules, and Socialism is being con
structed, the resolution of the Second Inter
national declares: 
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''Should the war break out, despite ali 
attempt~ to prevent it, the first duty of the 
Parties concerned, is to make every effort to 
ensure a united International policy of the 
working class for peace." (Ibid, 21.5.1932). 
Of course, here there is not one word about 

fcrol~tan~n rev?lution. . There remains only 
u?1ted mternattonal pohcy." But which policy. 

Thts, the gentlemen have forgotten to say. We 
will help them somewhat. 

~Vhich war are we concerned with .to-day? 
W1th the war ag·ainst the Socialist Fatherland. 
Here one must see thmgs in their ·true colours 
which policy one will carry out "in the event of 
the outbreak of war,'' against whom one will 
tight for peace. The question is, which side to 
t~ke? 

The leaders of the :Second InternatiOnal show 
where they stand by their participation in inter
vention throughout the whole of the past. This 
even comes to light also trom their own resolu
tions. \:Vhat is it but open support on the side 
ot the interventionists, whose plans have so 
recently been exposed, when one writes "the 
Second International states that the defe~ce of 
the Soviet Union will be all the more guaranteed 
the more the policy of the Government of th~ 

: Soviet Union enables all the Socialist forces of 
the country to actively partu:tpate in the defence 
of the Russian Revolution." (Ibid). 

What che "Socialist forces" want, may be 
observed from the ''Socialist Vestnik'' where the 
~e~sh~viks describe their objective as the "re
mstltutiOn o~ property,'' namely, precisely that of 
the preparation for war against the Soviet Union 
by the imperialist powers. 

According to. this formula the slogan of the 
~econd InternatiOnal to defend the Soviet Union 
ts, conseque.ntly, "overthrow the dictatorship of 
the pr?letana.t, place the Mensheviks in power, 
and bnng capttahsm back again." For this reason 
the Seco?d International fights against the Sov;et 
power \Vtth the Russian 1\i ensheviks. The work
i_?g .class of the entire \V')rld c·an only defend tht. 
Sovt.et pow~r wh~n they have clear revolutiC?nary 
parttes, whtch datly leetd this '\trug·o-le and organ-
. 1 1 • h ' tse t 1e revotuhon in th=~ir ''own" country. These 
parties are the Comm~mist Parties. Consequently 
the Second International directs its main fire 
against the Communists precisely in the question 
of war., Of course, in the ~arne of the "defence'' 
of tl:e Soviet Union. 

"Where in the world GH1 the Russian workers 
~nd _fri.ends and support, should Japaw.:se 
1mpenahsm really arm for ~n attac;-: o:l Sovi:.·i 
Russia? In the Communist nonentities, or tlL· 

great Social-Democr:ttic Parties of the \\'estern 
world? The responsible personages in Moscow 

will not grasp this. 
Communist workers 
20. 5·1932). 

Nevertheless, perhaps the 
do.'' (Arbeiter Zeitung: 

Therefore join the Socialist Party if you want 
to defend the Soviet Union. How it comes about, 
that the "Communist nonentities" are thrown into 
prison, martyred, persecuted and shot by the 
rulers of capitalism, while the Social-Democratic 
Parties, the self-styled "best defenders" of the 
Soviet Union, are drawn into their Governments, 
is not stated. Is it not clear that the Social
Democratic Party is seeking to achieve exactly 
the same object as the ruling class, only in 
another way, namely, the destruction of the 
only Party which will be dangerous to the bour
geoisie in a war against the Soviet Union? The 
British I. L.P. is now creating committees 
for the "defence'' of the Soviet Union. Even th\· 
Pilsudski Social-Democrats of Poland call for the 
defence of the Soviet. Union. All the time this 
has only one object : to disarm the working class. 
To satisfy the workers that "our great Party is 
on the watch," to be able to carry out a hundted 
times more scandalous betrayal at the decisive 
moment than in 1914. 

Recently "Vorwarts" let slip an admiss10n 
which shows what the Social-Democratic leaders 
really think about the defence of the Soviet Union. 

"Yes, things are really so serious now, that 
Moscow has every reason to make a basic change 
in its previous foreign policy. (It would seem 
that this foreign policy is to blame for the serious
ness of the situation.-Ed.). Above all, the 
illusion must be forsaken that the capitalists are 
opponents of the Soviet Union, while the hearts 
of the workers beat for her. In reality things are 
already practically the reverse." "Vorwarts," 
21.5. 1932· 

And so the workers are against, and the 
capitalists, however, are for the Soviet Union ! 
Obviously the reason why the masses should enrol1 
for the war against the Soviet Union. For through 
this war, also, those capitalist interests whicL 
trade with tllC' Soviet Union will be encountered, 
while l;he workers (in conjunction with the. Men
sheviks) will be able to realist: their "ideal" oi 
democracy. 

This is the real content of the "defence" of the 
Soviet Union by Social-Democratic leaders. Fignt 
against everything which reaJ1y defends the 
U.S.S.R., against any attempt at a true 
struggle. The Social-Democratic leaders have 
arriverl at the manreuvre of the "defence" of the 
Soviet Union by a whole se~ies of other "left" 
manreuvres with which it is connected. 
The first step on this path was Otto 
Bauer's "change" in the question of the 
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Soviet Union. This road is paved with ''State 
capitalism,'' "g-eneral strike ag-ainst Fascism and 
the offensive of capital," "the united front of all 
toilers.'' The masses desire Socialism and not 
war, the leaders of the Social-Democratic Parties 
show them the "nationalisation" of the debts of 
the bankrupt banks, and tell them this is the way 
to Socialism, we are already growing into it, 
without any struggle at all. The masses want 
to fight against their economic misery, the Social
Democratic leaders who take the revolutiQnary 
spirit of the masses into account are ready to 
place themselves at the head of any strike, to 
retain their influence over the mass and to throttle 
it, at the right moment when a struggle is 
unavoidable. The Polish Socialist Party, for 
exampl~, placed itself a't the head of the general 
strike, to prevent it coming under the leadership 
of the Communist Party, which would have led 
it to a complete victory. The masses want a 
united struggle against Fascism. The Social
Democratic leaders talk about a united front, 
meaning the unity under their leadership, unity 
for the prevention of the revolutionary struggle 

Social-Democracy is combining its manreuvres to 
conceal the preparations of war, with its 
manreuvrcs for the struggle against the revolu
tionary way out of the crisis. The object of "left" 
manreuvrcs Jike "State capitalism," thf' "social
isation" of the mines (in Germany), etc., is to 
hold the working class back from the struggle for 
the proletarian revolution, and the "left" 
manreuvre in the question of war, is to hold them 
back from real defence of the Soviet Union. 

More then ever before, to-day, the fighting 
unity of all toilers is imperative. Every worker 
must realise that the preparation of the imperial
ist war goes ahead on every band. There is only 
one force which can present serious resistance, 
which has the will and is capable of combining the 
struggle against imperialist war with the fight 
for the transformation of the Imperialist War 
into civil war, with the fight for the proletarian 
revolution. This force is the Communist 
Party, and the unity of all toilers must be 
established under its leadership, for the struggle 
for these aims, in spite of and against all "left" 
manreuvres of the Second International. 

OPEN LETTER TO THE INDIAN COMMUNISTS 
D EAR Comrades, 

The revolutionary struggle of the toiling 
masses for their national and social liberation has 
reached a turning point. The national bourgeoisie, 
which has betrayed the revolutionary people, are 
trying their best to preserve their influence over 
the toiling masses, to ward off the approaching 
Indian revolution. 

It depends to a great extent upon the efforts, 
the energeti~ and self-sacrificing struggle and 
c...-orrect policy of the Indian Communists, whether 
the treacherous bourgeoisie will maintain its 
influence and carry out its counter-revolutionary 
job successfully, or whether the working class, 
headed by the Communist Party of India, having 
isolated the national reformists, will lead the toil
mg masses of town and village to a victorious 
struggle for independence, land, and the workers' 
and peasants' power. 

The objective conditions and the growth of the 
class consciousnwss of the Indian proletariat 
testify to the fact that the latter course has every 
chance of fulfilment, provided the Indian Com
munists overcome. their lagging behind in the 
formation of a mass All-Indian Communist Party; 
provided they, on the basis of the platform of 
action published by them, and the experience of 
the past years, energetically and jointly under
take the formation of the Communist Party and 

organise the struggle of workers and peasants, 
not in words but in deeds. 

I. THE CORRELATION OF CLASS FORCES. 

The Indian bourgeoisie which is trying to pre
serve its influence over the masses, and which did 
not break off its negotiations with British 
imperialism at the end of the Second Round 
Table Conference, is continuing its policy of 
c.ounter-revolutionary compromise with Britisl• 
Imperialism and betrayal of the revolutionary 
people. British imperialism, making use of 
counter-revolutionary national reformism, widely 
developed the policy of repression and provoca
tion, the orgamsing of the reactionary elements 
of the country, trying to drown in blood the rising 
masses of workers and peasants and simul, 
taneously continuing negotiations with the Indian 
bourgeoisie. Full agreement between the Indian 
bourgeoisie and the British imperialists is being 
hindered at the present time by the rapidly 
developing revolutionary movement under the 
conditions of the deepening .economic crisis. 

Because of the sharpening of the economic 
crisis, the insignificant and temporary reduction 
ot taxes in a few provinces has not helped the 
position of the peasants in the least. The burden 
of ruin, oppression and poverty, which is pre
conditioned by the whole system of imperialist 
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feudal-money-lending exploitation, and is. aggra .. 
vated by the present decline of agricultural prices, 
together with the actual increase in taxation and 
reaction, is reaching an unprecedented height. 
In spite of the fact that the process of drawing the 
peasant masses into the struggle is proceeding 
unevenly, it has already assumed such a powerful 
character (guerilla warfare in · Burma and 
Kashmir, struggles in U.P., etc.), that on the 
one hand it has compelled the National Congress 
(which was negotiating an agreement with the 
imperialists) to continue pretending its sham 
opposition towards imperialism longer than it 
wished, to deceive the masses and disorganise the 
peasant 'struggle. On the other hand it has forced 
the British imperialists to hasten in the use of 
barbarous forms of mass terror to break up the 
people's. movement. 

On January 7th, 19321 the ••Bombay Chronicle" 
was compelled to admit that 

"a noteworthy feat4re of the peasant movement 
in the United Provinces is the fact that the 
peasants are becoming their own leaders . . . 
that the ·peasant movement to an ever-increas
ing e~tent takes place at the initiative of the 
peasants themselves, and that they have identi
fied themselves with the Congress because 
they could not get assistance from other 
organisations. I I 

The leaders of the National Congress, Gandhi, 
Nehru, and Co., are compelled to admit the fact, 
in a number of speeches, that the anti .. imperialist 
movement and the agrarian struggle are begin
ning to come together more and more. The terri
fied bourgeoisie are now trying to disorganise the 
peasants' struggle and hold the peasant move
ment back, so that it be limited to a peaceful, 
submissiv~ economic campaign for slight reduc
tion of taxes, postponement of debts, etc. How
ever, in spite of the efforts of the National Con
gress, t~e peasant movement is beginning t.:> 
exceed the limits marked out by the Congress, 
and dissatisfaction of thr. peasantry with the 
policy of the Congress is beginning to spread. 

Dissatisfact~on with the policy of the Nationnl 
Congress is likewise inrrea&ing among the petty
bourgeoisie in the towfls (the increase in the wave 
of terrorist actions, increased interest of various 
elements in the tcrror·ist movement, in the 
working-class movement and Marxism, speeches 
at student meetings in Calcutta, etc.) and is 
expressed to a still gr·t>atcr t'Xtent among- the 
working masses. 

The working class has roused the town petty
bourgeoisie and the peasantry, by its activities 
beginning from 1928, to the strugg-le against the 
British imperialists and thus h::ri a tremendous 

influence on the development of the people's move
ment in 193o-3 1. 

The events of the last few months (the Bombay 
demonstration against Gandhi, the Sholapur 
strike, etc.) show that the process of drawing the 
Indian proletariat into the economic and political 
struggle, accompanied by its liberation from 
the influence of the National Congress, is 
g-rowing, and in spite of the still existing 
uneven character, is beginning more and more to 
assume an all-Indian character. All the facts 
show that in most cases, the workers themselves 
begin the strikes and that among the workers, 
not only in Bombay, but also in other places, there 
is growing a strata of active workers who arc 
capable not only of becoming the cement and the 
leaders of a mass revolutionary trade union move
ment, but can become, with energetic work carried 
on the part of the Communists, the mass basis 
of a strong, working class, illegal Indian Com
munist Party. 

Some comrades are inclined to think that the 
working-class movement entered a period of 
decline and depression as the result of the defeat 
of the Bombay strike in 1929. Such a point of 
view is entirely wrong. It is true that the defeat 
of the strike (which occurred as the result of 
the absence of a C.P. and neglect of the task of 
spreading the strike to Ahmedabad and Sholapur), 
the growth of unemployment in the first half of 
1930, the terror of the employers and the police 
and particularly the insufficient work of the 
revolutionary wing of the trade union movement 
had undoubtedly a. bad effect on the position of 
the G. K. U. * But thi$ dQes not at all justify 
the theory of decline, because it was exactly in 
the years. 193o-31 that ( 1) there was a final 
split of the Communist groups from "Left" 
national reformism and for the first time there 
really commenced the formation of an illegal 
Communist Party; (2) the working masses took a 
most active part in all political activities to the 
point to open fights against the police and the 
troops (Sholapur, etc.); (3) the backward sections 
of the proletariat of the country (Bangalore, 
Cawnpore, Baroda, etc.), who had h~f'n l:•gg-ing
behind, began to be drawn in thc strul-!'g·lc: (4) 
a number of independent political :1cti\'ities of the 
working masses took place, :md the working 
class, by its methods of strugg-le, put a specific 
imprint on the whole mass movement. Tho 
advanced sections of the proletariat commenced 
an open struggle against the National Congress. 
The historical demonstration of Bombay workers 
on the day of Gandhi's departure to London, and 
the Sholapur demonstration of textile strikers, arc 

• "Girni Kamgar" (Red Flag) Union.-Ed. 
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'\'ery remarkable instances of such a struggle, 
against the inftuence of the National Congress. 

The development of a spontaneous working
class movement, lhe growth of the class-conscious
ness of the proletariat most definitely refutes the 
theory of renction among the working masses, of 
a decline of their fighting spirit, of the low level 
of class-consciousness of the Indian proletariat 
outside Bombay. Such theories merely $how that 
some comrades ha,·e not overcome their dis
belief in the power of the working class ar.e 
not in contact with the workers outside BOn;bay 
and confuse the question of \he literacy of th~ 
workers, with the level of their class-conscious
!less. These comrades have brought with them, 
mto the workers' movement, the anti-proletarian 
bureaucratic organisational principles of the 
National Congress, dh·ision into leaders and 
masses, and practical disbelief in the strength of 
the revolutionary rank and file, therefore they 
cannot even explain the outbreak of spontaneous 
economic strikes and the tremendous participation 
of the working ma~ses in the anti-imperialist 
movement. This shows that many Communists 
have nGt yet pondered the experience of the 
end of 192; and 19·28, when the Bombav textile 
wor:-kers very quickly kicked out the ~eformist 
group of Jdshi, to the astonishment of the revolu .. 
tionary leaders, and solidly came over to the plat
form of the ''Red Flag.'' 

It may be stated accurately that in India "the 
strength of the present mo,·ement lies in· the 
awaken!ng of the mas~es (chiefty the industrial 
proletnnat), and its weakness lies in the insufticient 
~onsciousness ~nd initiative of the revolutionary 
leaders" (Lenin). 

The gener~l picture of thc Communist move
ment is not satisfactory. On the one hand there 
is a tremendnus unprecedented development of the 
working-class movement. On the other hand, 
the Communist Party still consists of a small 
number (though the number is increasing) of weak 
groups, often isolated from the m~sses, discon
nect(•d with each other, not politically united, and 
in some places not clearly differentiated from 
national reformism, adopting a conciliatory policy 
toward~ it. Instead of a struggle for a united 
;,tl-Indiitn Communist Party, we find socialism, 
provincinlism, self-isolation from the masses, etc., 
which, though it could be understood to some 
extent in 1930, now represents the main danger 
to the revolutionary, proletarian movement. 

The lagging behind of the Communist vanguard 
must be rnpidly and most decisively overcome. 
This is the first and the most iml'nrtant task for 
all those honest Communist revolutionaries who 
stand by the platform of action of the C.P. of I., 

and are faithful to the cause of the Indian and 
world proletariat. 

2. COMMUNI~TS AND THE STRUGGLE FOR 

INDEPENDENCE. 

The biggest mistake made by Indian Com
munists consists in the fact that, in reality, they 
stood aside from the mass movement of the people 
ag:·tin~t British imperialism. In spite of the fact 
that the documents of the Communist movement 
rc fer to this mistaken policy, no change has yet 
tnken place, and self-isolation from the struggle· 
for independence still exists. 

In June, IgJo, one of the documents of the 
Bombay organisation said : 

''We came to a position in Bombay when we 
act~nlly withdrew from the struggle and left it 
cntJrcly to the National Congre~s. We limited 
our r6le to that of a small group who sit aside 
and issue ... leatlets occasionally. The resuit 
was one which could have been expected· in 
the minds of the workers there grew the opi~ion 
that we are doing nothing and that the Congress 
is the only organisation which is carrying on 
the fight against imperialism and therefore 
workers began to follow the lead of the 
Congress ... 

''The result of the policy of actual withdrawal 
from the political struggle, lack of attempts to 
le~d the masses, to organise them, to isolate 
the reformist elements proved to be harmful in 
regard to the growth of the C.P. itself." 
The self-isolation of the Communists from the 

c:mti-imperialist mass struggle, alleged to be a 
purely Congress movement, has created confusion 
in the Communist ranks. It helped to increase 
the disbelief in the strength of the proletariat and 
the growth of its class-consciousness among 
Communist-intellectuals. It has hindered the 
development of the process of differentiation in 
the revolutionary movement, has hindered the 
isolation of "Left" national-reformists from the 
working masses, nnd objectively strengthened the 
positions of the bourgeois National Congress. 

The whole history of the Indian working-class 
movement, however, proves that this is a most 
dangerous error. At the dawn of the Indian 
working-clas, movement, Lenin, estimating the 
pnrticipation of the Bombay workers in the protest 
tlemonstration against the arrest of Tilok (in 1go8) 
wrote: 

"In India also the proletariat has already 
reached the point of a conscious political 
struggle, and as this is the case, the days of 
the Anglo-Czarist order in India are numbered." 
The movement of 1921-22, developing under the 

influence of the October revolution, showed a 
further maturing of the proletariat. Even the 
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enemies of the revolutionary proletariat, such as 
Gandhi, were compelled to admit (see "Young 
India") that the workers of Bombay, Ahmedabad 
and other towns came forward during this period 
as a most active force, thereby frightening the 
bourgeois National Congress terribly. But the 
present period, which is developing under the 
influence of the Chinese revolution, and the suc
cessful construction of Socialism in the U.S.S.R. 
(the Bombay strikes, the boycott of the Simon 
and Whitley Commissions, the Meerut trial, the 
movement of 193o-J1, the formation of the C.P., 
etc.), shows the gigantic extent of the working
class movement, its further progress, and its 
particular activity in the struggle for indepen
dence. The whole history of .the working-class 
movement decisively refutes those who do not 
believe in the ~trength of the proletariat, and 
its ability to fight for the leadership of the people's 
movement. 

The bourgeois Natio1UJl Congress, deeply hos
tile to the proletariat, distracting the workers and 
peasants from the struggle against the capitalists 
and landlord~, has so far succeeded in maintain
ing influence over considerably wide masses of 
the workers. This can be explained, mainly, by 
the fact that bourgeois national reformism has 
cleverly made use of the hatred of the working 
masses. for British imperialism, and using this, 
has be·en foisting on them a policy of internal class 
peace concealed by "radical" phrases on the "joint 
national struggle.'' 

Thus the liberation of the proletariat from the 
influence of the treacherous bourgeoisie, and its 
C011version from an active political force into the 
leading force with the hegemony of the people's 
movement can be brought about at present only 
by the exposure of the bourgeois National Con
gress and its "left" wing, Bose, Kandalkar, Roy, 
etc., as the betrayers of the struggle for indepen
dence. It can: be realised only if the Communist 
Party takes a most energetic part in the struggle 
for independence, on the basis of an irreconcilable 
struggle against the nation:.·l reformists. 

This participation in the anti-imperiali~t move
ment is closely connected, :~nd interwoven with the 
energetic participation of Communists in the 
everyday struggle for the economic. interests of 
the working masses, with the most energetic sup
port, organisation and development of the pt'asant 
stntggle, the. agrarian re,·olution and the attrCic
tion to their side of all n:\ olutionary-clemonatic 
elements who are prepar<'d to struggle against 
British imperialism. 

The prerequisite for a con,'ct polic_,. for Com
munists in the anti-imperialist mov•~ment is a 
definite, sharp, dear and uncompromisinl!" struggle 
and exposure of the Nati~lLtl Congress and 

especiaJly the "Left" nataonal-refonnists, first of 
all its special variety - the group of Roy
Kandalkar. 

However, while struggling against "left" 
national reformism, it is incorrect to separate our
selves from the mass movement of the people, who 
appear to be under the leadership of the National 
Congress. A distinction must be made between 
the bourgeois Congress leadership and those sec
tions of the workers, peasant~ and revolutionary 
elements of the town petty-bourgeoisie, who, not 
understanding the treacherous character of the 
National Congress, followed it, correctly seeing 
the basis of their slavery in the domination of 
British imperialism. 

The National Congress was able to preserve its 
leadership over the masses of town poor, workers, 
student youth, artisans, etc. (who participated in 
a number of armed struggles with the police force 
of British imperialism on their own initiative), 
not by its positive political programme which con
ceals its bourgeolsrfeudal contents under vague 
"radical" promises, but only on the basis of assur
ances of its loyalty to the independence movement, 
utilising the hatred of the people toward blood
thirsty robber imperialism and the still existing 
illusions of a "united national front." 

To isolate the National Congress and all the 
"left" national reformists from the toiling masses, 
to help the separation of the forces of revolution 
and counter-revolution and establish the hege
mony of the proletariat in the struggle of the 
people, the· Indian Communists must take the 
most energetic part in the anti-imperialist move
ment and must be in the forefront in all activities, 
demonstrations and clashes of the toiling masses 
w1th the imperialists, coming forward as the 
organisers of the mass struggle, openly exposing 
everywhere and at all times, by concrete examples, 
the treachery of the bourgeois National Congress 
and its "left" wing. It i5 necessary to partici
pate in all ttuzss demonstrations organised by the 
Congress, coming forward with our own Com
mrmist .;;logans and agitation; to support all the 
revolutionary sturlent demonstrations, be at the 
forefront in -the clashes with the police, protesting 
against all political arresb, etc., constantly 
criticising the Congress leaders, especially ••tcft" 
ones, and calling on the masses for higher forms 
r,f struggle, setting ever morl' concrct(! and ever 
more revolutionary tasks bPfore them. 

The experience of the Girni Kamgar Union con
firms the correctness of this analysis. The 
Kandalkar-Roy group was able to split the 
(~.K.U., hec.ause (paying lip service of their 
loyalty to the revolutionary struggle for indepen
c~•'nce) they appealed to the workers to support 
! he united national front, and urged the workers 
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to join the bourgeois National Congress, describ
ing it as a people's organisation, thus helping it to 
disorganise the revolutionary struggle of the toil
ing masses. It was only by use of .. anti
imperialist'' phraseology, utilising the hatred or 
the working masses towards the imperialists, that 
the national reformists \Vcre able to attract con
siderable sections of the workers to their side. 

But if the existence of "united national front" 
illusions played its part in maintaining the 
influence of the National Congress,. the .self
isolation of the Communists objectively assisted 
the reformists, and retarded the process of the 
brC'aking away of the workers from the bourgeois 
National Congress. The treacherous Roy-V. N. 
Joshi-Kanclalkar group tries to hide its counter
revolutionary essence and its affiliation to the 
National reformist camp, by the old and well
known bourgeois method of charging the Com
munists with ultra-raciicalism and sectarianism. 

This charge of sectarianism is nothing but 
slander of the Communists for their Bolshevist 
irreconcilability to national reformism, for their 
revolutionary hatred of the imperialist and feudal 
system of exploitation, for their persistent and 
continuous preparation and mobilisation of the 
toiling masses for the revolutionary overthrO\v of 
imperialist rule. 

The treacherous Roy-Kandalkar group, in their 
appeal to the Trade Union Congress in Calcutta, 
in the leaflet issued in Bombay against Bradley 
rtnci the l\Ieerut prisoners, by their condemnation 
of the position ef the ·revolutionary wing at the 
Nag-pur Congress of trade unions, and the 
o1·ganisation of a reactionary bloc with the Joshi
<~iri-Bokhale group, their disruptive work on the 
railroads, their struggle against the general strike, 
and the platform of action of the C.P.I., etc., 
only prove unce more that they are agents of the 
bourgeoisie in the labour movement, that they are 
carrying- on a policy of subordination of the work
ing class to the bourgeoisie, that they are hinder
ing the differentiation and break of the toiling 
masses with national reformism,. and disorganis
ing the revolutionary struggle of the workers and 
pec:tsants for independence, land and bread. 

Pledging their support to the Comintern in 
phrases, the Roy-Kandalkar-Joshi group are the 
worst enemies of the international revolutionary 
proletariat and the Indian anti-imperiali.st and 
agrarian revolution in deeds. 

The conclusion to draw from this is : that the 
formation of an All-Indian Communist Party, the 
isolation of the national reformists, and the 
development of the people's revolution under the 
leacicrship of the proletariat, can only be achieved 
when the Communists determinedly liquidate their 
self-isolation from the anti-imperialist struggle of 

the masses. It can only be achieved when the Com
munists show that the C. P. is the leader of the 
toiling masses and the only leader of the anti
imperialist and agrarian revolution in practice, 
as the va~guard of the masses, showing the way 
of rcv?lutiOnary strug~le, shaq~ly and mercilessly· 
exposmg and struggling agamst the National 
CongTess and its "Left" wing. 

From this point of view, the Communists must 
also sharply combat all ideas of those comrades 
who unconsciously arrive at self-isolation from the 
mass anti-imperialist struggle through their 
desire to preserve the cadres, to gain time for 
building the Party. 

Such a line is harmful and shortsighted. The 
preservation of cadres, the guarantee of continuity 
and the formation of an illegal Party is an 
extremely necessary task. However, the fulfil
ment of it must not be achieved through self
isolation from the anti-imperialist struggle, but 
only by the correct combination of illegal and legal 
methods of work, organisation, and the most 
energetic' drawing of workers into our ranks, and 
developing of new cadres from workers and trust
worthy revolutionary youth. 

3· THE STRUGGLE AGAINST THE NATIONAL 

CoKGREss AND THE PETTY-BouRGEOISIE. 

The increase of the dissatisfaction of wide 
masses with the policy of the National Congress 
(negotiations in London, etc.), directly connected 
\vith the deepening of the crisis, the offensive of 
imperialism, and the further revolutionising of 
the toiling masses, has compelled the leaders of 
the National Congress to follow the path of 
new ''Left'' manoeuvres to strengthen their 
influence. Very characteristic in this connedion 
is the fact that the "Left" national reformists 
(Bose, etc.) have again raised the question of 
their readiness to create a separate organisation 
of "Lefts" and have begun to "criticise" the 
participation of the National Congress in the 
Round Table Conference, etc. (see his speech at 
the Conference of the Youth in Maharaster). All 
this is done in order to once more fool the masses, 
and organise, if necessary, a "safety valve" like 
the former League of Independence to give an 
outlet for the dissatisfaction of the masses. These 
manoeuvres of the bourgeoisie show the process 
of ferment and disappointment which is spreading 
among the toiling masses, and confirms the 
coyrectness of the platform of action of the C. P. I. 
which speaks of the necessity of the sharpest 
ditTcrcntiation, criticism and exposure of "Left" 
national reformism, including its foremost detach
ment, the group of Roy, as the necessary pre
requisite for the mobilisation of the toiling masses 
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for a revolutionary struggle and the creation of a 
mass C.P. 

Struggling ac.-ainst the bourgeois National Con
gress, some c~mrades mistaken)~ . identify t~e 
bourcrcoisie with the petty-bourgeo1s1e, mechanic
ally ~ontrasting the "class'' interests of the prole
tariat with the independence movement as a 
whole; while other Communists, fighting against 
this mi5taken conception, forget about the bour
geoisie, forget about the instability, the '~~verings 
and hesitations of the petty-bourgeoiSie, and 
sometimes in practice join with or follow the 
latter, thus objecti\·ely subordinating the p~o~e
tariat to the leadership of the national bourgeoiSie. 

For example it was a mistake when the leaders 
of the trade union movement stated (see "Bombay 
Chronicle") that the split in Calcutta is a mat.ter 
for the workers, only affects the trade um~n 
movement, is only connected with the econo~1c 
struggle and has no connection w~ats<?ever w1th 
the "patriotic" fceling·s of the n~t.10na~1st~. The 
struggle, against the ~><?urg~mste, ms1de the 
working class, is of dectsive Importance for the 
whole of the anti-imperialist movement. The 
~plit and is:;ues raised in ~.alcutt.a .are also an 
important stage in the anh-1mpenahst strugg;le, 
and the differentiation of the forces of revolution 
<111d counter-revolution. The organisation of an 
All-India centre of the trade union movement, 
based on the principles of the class struggle, must 
sen·e, in spite of the mistakes made, not only for 
the class consolidation of the proletariat, but must 
also help in the mobilisation of the peasn.ntry ~n.d 
1he revolutionar\' strata of the petty-bourgeOJste 
~round the proietnriat and its Communist va.n
guard. To do this it is al~o necessary ~o dis
tinguish between the revoluttonary patnottsm of 
the toiling masses, sufrering from national oppres
si{m and the treacherous counter-revolutionary 
pseudo - patriotism of the bourgeoisie. \Ve 
mu~t learn to prove that that portion of the trade 
union Congress which follr.wed B?se, Ka.ndalkar, 
Roy :md Co. has carried on and 1s carrymg on a 
strugg-le against the "patriotism,'.' against the 
anti-imperialist fight of the revolutiOnary people. 
Those who separate the class interests of the 
proletari:l~ from the struggle for independence in 
practice drive the toiling mas~es and. ~he. revolu
tionary sections of the petty-bourgeOISie mto the 
••rms of the Kational Congress and the "L~f~" 
wing-, strengthen the position of the bourgeotste, 
instead of rc.lhing the toiling masses around the 
Communist Party and fighting for the hegemony 
of the proleariat. 

A mistake of an opposite ch~racter is the state
ment of some .-omrades that the anti-imperialist 
movement of 1930-31 can be described as a move-

ment of the town petty-bourgeoisie. From the 
viewpoint of these comrades, the proletariat and 
peasantry as the basic forces of the Indian revolu
tion disappear, and the counter-revolutionary 
bourgeoisie with its innuence over the masses (still 
great) is forgotten. The tactics of the Com
munists are adapted as a result to the town petty
bourgeoisie and hence criticism of the National 
Congress and the "Left" national reformists is 
toned down. Among the supporters of this view 
there arose at the end of 1930, under the influence 
of the waverings of the town petty-bourgeoisie, a 
theory of ''reaction'' in the working-class move
ment (see '' Railwayman," November, 1930). This 
theory incorrectly explained the situation of 1930 
and would be wrong for the present period. Is 
it correct a!) "Railwayman" states, that the work
ing class in 1930 ca~e into motion un?~r the 
influence of the dissatisfied petty-bourgemsre and 
fell under its leadership? It is not. 

In 1928-29 the proletariat by its strikes, ~ts 
struggle against the Simon a.n? \Vhitley Commrs
sions its re\·olutionary pos1t1on at the Nagpur 
T. U. 'congress, etc., aroused the ·petty-bourgeoisie 
to the anti-imperialist struggle. In 1930 the most 
active element in all mass actions in the towns 
(Bombay, Sholapur, Calcutta, Madras, etc.) was 
the working class. In many cases the advanced 
sections of the workers spontaneously took the 
initiative into their hands, drawing the students 
and the city poor to their side (Calcutta, etc.). 
Therefore, to underestimate the growth of the 
,·evolutionary consciousness and activity of the 
working class, to claim that it was an appendage 
of the petty-bourgeoisie, means in reality to fail 
t.o see its process of development, to lag at the 
tail end of events, give up the idea of forming a 
mass Communist Party and blame the workers 
for their (some of the revolutionary leaders) own 
pessimism, shortsightedness and in.ability to 
Oi·ganise the ~truggle of the workmg cl~ss. 
Depict.ing- the petty-bourg:oisie as the l~~dmg 
force 111 1930 and construmg a theory of reac
tion," the authors of the article made a mistake, 
in the sense that they gloss o\·er the question of 
the treachery of the national bourgeoisie, which 
succeeded, in 1930, in leading the petty-bour
geoisie, and a considerable portion of those 
sections of workers and peasants, who, for the 
first time, were drawn into the independence move
ment. By stating that the working class Wag 
following the petty-bourgeoisie, the authors of 
the article unconsciously help to conceal the bour
geois character of the National Congress, identify 
the petty-bourgeoisie with the bourgeoisie a~d in 
reality hinder the exposure of the national 
reformists-objectively helping to spread the 
harmful theory of the necessity of toning down 
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cntJcJsm of the National Congress, so as not to 
frighten away the masses who follow it. 

Actually what the author of the article entitled 
''reaction'' meant was that among the workers 
there was a growing discontent with the treacher
ous policy of the National Congress, that the 
illusions of the "united national front" had begun 
to dis~ppear, and a drift of the masses from 
the National Congress had commenced. The 
absente of the C. P. hinders this process and makes 
it possible for the enemies of the working class 
to bring demoralisation into the ranks ·of the 
proletariat. It is from this point of view, without 
throwing responsibility for the mistakes of the 
revolutionary leaders on to the workers, that we 
spould attentively consider the counter-revolution
ary speech of Ruikar, and the resolution adopted 
by the Nagpur textile trade union in January, 
1932. Speaking of the growing disbelief of the 
workers in the leaders of the National Congress, 
Ruikar called on the workers not to support any 
political party whatever, but to only carry on an 
economic struggle, and persuaded the Nagpur 
textile union to pass a resolution not to take any 
further part in the national movement and restrict
ing themselves merely to the trade union struggle. 
("B.C.," January 14th.) 

These facts testify to the drifting of the 
masses from the National Congress and the 
treacherous work of the national reformists 
Kandalkar-Ruikar-Roy, once more confirm 
the harmfulness and the danger of the 
theory of "reaction;" which is linked up with 
self-isolation from the anti-imperialist struggle 
and lack of faith in the working class. Self
isolation from the anti-imperialist struggle aid!: 
the work of all the agents of imperialism, who 
are trying to detract workers from the political 
struggle, .and disorganise their ranks, especially 
at this moment when millions of peasants are 
being drawn in, when dissatisfaction and dis
appointment with the National Congress is grow
ing, when the class character and treachery of 
the ~ational Congress, in the struggle for inde
pendence, and the interests of the peasantry, 
becomes clearer. 

In clo~e connection with the mistakes exposed 
above we find the underestimation of the danger 
of "Left" national reformism and an insufficient 
struggle against it. In all the statements of the 
Communists (leaflet for the Karachi National Con
gress, etc.), the question of the "Lefts" and their 
special function and rOle was not f'aised. A 
struggle is carried on against persons but the 
"programme," manoeuvres and nature of "Left" 
national reformism is not exposed. Such a mis
take was made also at the Trade Union Congress 
in Calcutta. But it is not accidental that the 

''Left'' national reformists are hastening to cover 
themselves with "socialist" armour and the 
renegade Roy swears devotion to the Comintern. 
The ·"Lefts" will come more and more to the 
forefront, especially the Roy g-roup, whose par
ticular task is to carry on disintegrating work 
among the proletarian vanguard. The position 
of the comrades who tried to secure unity with 
Kandalkar was entirely wrong, because instead 
of raising questions of principle (the struggle 
against national reformism), they raised the ques
tion of persons, forgetting that the positions of 
groups and persons always reflect the interests 
of definite classes, and thus these comrades have 
been objectively helping the National Congress. 
The pt>int of view of those comrades who think 
that criticism of the ''Left" national reformists 
in the trade unions will lead to the isolation of 
the C.P. is wrong. On the contrary, if criticism 
is taken to the masses, the Communists will only 
strengthen their influence and win over the masses 
to their programme. We must hold the "Left" 
national reformists to their words, and expose 
their phrases appealing to the people, before the 
masses by comparing them with theif' deeds, show
ing that the first and smallest test was the fact 
that, instead of fighting against the imperialists, 
they went to the Round Table Conference; instead 
of helping the peasants they helped the imperial
ists to ·collect taxes ; and now they are dis
organising the no-rent movement ; instead of 
supporting the workers they sabotage the general 
strike; instead of a revolutionary struggle they 
preach canter-revolutionary non-violence and 
submission ; instead of supporting the revolution .. 
ary workers they split the Trade Union Congress 
in Calcutta and made an agreement with the 
Joshi and Giri group, the open agents of the 
imperialists, etc. Therefore, we must consider as 
incorrect the fact that the proletarian revolution
aries, while struggling against the national 
reformists at the Calcutta T. U. Congress, did not 
come out simultaneously with a special declaration 
against the Sen-Gupta group, thereby hindering 
the differentiation and the struggle against 
national reformism. The struggle against 
national reformism, and still more against its 
dangerous variety (the Roy-Kandalkar-V. N. 
Joshi group) serves as a base, and is connected 
with the overcoming of two incorrect points of 
view which have appeared in the process of the 
formation of the Communist movement. One 
of these consists in passive resistance to the ex
tensive recruiting of revolutionary workers into 
the ranks of the Party. The other consists in 
glossing over the class character of the Com
munist Party. It is wrong to propose to the 
revolutionary petty-bourgeois organisations to. 
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fuse with the Communist Party. An alliance of 
the proletariat with the peasantry is the basis of 
the strategy of the Indian C. P., but while fighting 
for the leadership of the anti-imperialist and the 
general peasant struggle, we must not for a 
moment forget the separate organisation of the 
town and village proletariat, and the formation 
of a completely independent class Party-the Com
munist Party. While fighting in alliance with 
the peasantry, the Indian proletariat must pre
serve its class independence; this is the only 
guarantee, not only that it will be able to ensure 
its hegemony (if a Communist Party exists) in 
·the general national movement, but that it will 
be able to draw the majority of the oppressed 
peasantry, after the overthrow of the power of the 
imperialists, with it in the struggle for socialism. 

4· THE PEASANTS AND THE NoN-PAYMENT oF 

TAXES MOVEMENT. 

The tremendous growth of the peasant move
ment, taking on the character of guerilla warfare 
in some districts, the struggle. in the United Pro
vinces, etc., was the main reason compelling the 
National Congress to move more and more to the 
right, against the revolutionary people, conceal
ing its actions by ''Left'' manoeuvres. The 
National Congress has retarded the "no-rent and 
no-taxes'' movement in every way for one and a 
half years, and helped the British imperialists to 
collect taxes and debts from the peasants. Now, 
stating that it sympathises with the non-payment 
movement in words, it continues to carry on dis
organisational counter-revolutionary work against 
it in reality. 

The present "no-rene and no-tax" movement 
bears a spontaneous character. The task of the 
Communists at the present time is: following the 
policy as outlined in the platform of action of the 
C. P. I., to actually start the organisation .of a mass 
movement for the non-payment of taxes, rent and 
debt~, drawing all revolutionary democratic ele
ments into this campaigp, and giving it the anti
imperialist character of the struggle for indepen
dence. Only in this way. proving by concrete 
examples how the "radical" words of the National 
Congress differ from their disorganising actions, 
will it be possible to isflkrte the national reformists 
and develop a powerful pea~ant movement. 
Resides direct agitational and organisational work 
by the Party and the utilisation of the inciustrial 
workers connected with the villages, it is neces
sarv to call on the rcvolutionarv elements of the 
t-mik and file (followers of the National Congress; 
the youth leagues; the pcasl\n'. org-anisations, 
etc.), to undertake the organisation of a nation
wide movement for the non-payment of taxes and 
rent, in spite of the National Congress and over 

its head, organising peasant committees, self
uefence groups, anu establishing contact with the 
town workers. 

It i~ incorrect to oppose the slogan of the 
general strike to the mass movement for non
payment of taxes and debts, civil disobedience, 
and the boycott. While supporting this mass 
movement, the Communists must win the leader
ship of it, and exposing the treachery of the 
National Congress by concrete example,. develop 
and guide it into genuinely revolutionary channels. 

5· THE SLOGAN OF THE GENERAL STRIKE AND THE 

STRUGGLE FOR THE MAJORITY OF THE PROLETARIAT. 

At the end of 1930 some revolutionists (see 
article of "Railwayman ") took a negative attitude 
to the slogan of the general strike. These com
rades "explained" their negative attitude by 
claiming that the workers were not yet sufficiently 
class-conscious and that most of the trade unions 
opposed thi~ slogan. 

The basis for this position was an incorrect 
estimation of the general situation, lack of faith 
in the strength of the working class, and con
fusion on the question of the tactical tasks of 
Communists. 

The objective situation of 193o, and at present, 
shows that the slogan of a general strike was ·and 
is timely, corresponds to the relationship of class 
forces, and is one of the basic uniting slogans for 
the next stage of the struggle of the working 
class for hegemony in the people's movement. 

The author of the article confused the question 
of the slogan of the general strike as a tactical 
line for the Communists, with the question of the 
date for calling the strike, which depends on a 
number of concrete factors. We must not, under 
the excuse of disagreement with the fixing of a 
date for the strike, carry on a struggle against 
the tactical line of the revolutionary proletariat. 
"To consider the mood of the workers is impor
tant when choosing- the moment of action, but not 
for deciding the tactical line of action, of the 
working class" (Lenin). 

It is also incorrect to consider the slogan of a 
gen~ral strike according to the attitude of the 
trade union leaders. The majority of the Indian 
trade unions are bureaucratic, non-mass organis;l
tions, acting against the interests of the working 
masses, without contact ·with them. At the pre
sent time, the strength of these reformist tr<tdc 
unions is the result of the poor activity of tl•c 
proletarian revolutionaries, of disorgani~ation in 
the workers' ranks, and the fact that the national 
reformists utilise the anti-imperialist sentiment 
of the working class. It is useful to recollect th~ 
experience of Bombay in 1928 and the rapid break
ing up of the textile "Union" of Joshi and Co. 
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When considering the slogan of the general 
strike we mu~t not mistake the attitude of the 
reformist leaders for the real sentiments of the 
working class. This is a gross error. 

In order to break down the disorganising 
influence and work of the reformists, it was neces
sary not to withdraw the slogan of the general 
strike, but on the contrary transfer the struggle 
for it to the rank and file, to the masses, exposing 
the reformists and organising the workers. 

The events of the last few months (the increase 
of strikes, the growing demand of the railway
men for a railway strike, the growth of unemploy
ment and poverty, resistance to the terror of the 
imperialists, etc.) show that support for the slogan 
of the general strike is increasing. The task of 
Communists is to come forward in deeds not in 
words as initiators of the struggle of the workers. 
To start to organise strike committees, composed 
of rank and file workers and using the assistance 
of all revolutionary democratic organisations 
(youth leagues, rank and file revolutionaries at 
present deceived by the National Congress) and 
thus mobilising all forces, over the head of the 
reformist trade union leaders, developing the 
strike movement, especially on the railways, and 
by means of them, linking them up with political 
demands, leading the masses to the general 
polhical strike. We greet the fact that Indian 
workers, as stated in the "Railway Mazdoor," are 
beginning this task. The general strike is of 
historic importance for the development of the 
revolutionary movement and the conversion of the 
proletariat into the leading force, mobilising the 
peasants and the city poor around it. It will 
deliver the first powerful blow at the power of the 
imperialists - bringing the revolutionary people 
right up to the highest form of struggle, the 
revolutionary uprising. 

The development of the strike movement places 
the task of forming mass trade unions, and factory 
committees, before the Communists and the 
necessity of combining the battles for the every
day interests with the political struggle. The 
revolutionary T. U. movement has registered a 
number of individual successes, like the strikes 
at Sholapur and Bombay, the calling of a confer
ence of textile workers with the participation of 
400 delegates from 6o factories, the strengthening 
of its position among the railwaymen, the growth 
of the workers' press, etc. 

However, the weakness of the G.K.U., the loss 
of the leadership of the strike at the "Madhowji 
Dbaramsi" factory, the loss of the leadership in 
the tramway union, etc., also show that the 
Communists disdain the everyday work in the 
factories and trade unions, do not build up groups 
of active workers, do not form Communist frac-

tions, do not carry on sufficient everyday organisa
tional and agitational work. It is only by leading 
and defending the interests of the workers in 
large and small struggles constantly and every 
day, in attack and defence, that the Communist 
Party can win the unshakable confidence of the 
working class and lead it to the decisive battle 
against the exploiting classes. 

It is time to get rid of bad traditions in the 
trade unions (the traditions of bureaucratic 
methods of work from above, the division into 
leaders and rank and file) and to start to form 
mass trade unions with elected management com
mittees, consisting of worke·rs from the bench, 
regularly functioning and in contact with the 
working masses, boldly promoting workers, sup
porting them and in every way developing their 
initiative and self-reliance. 

We must carry on energetic work among the 
workers who follow the reformist trade unions. 
It is a great mistake to continue the practice of 
self-isolation from workers' meetings, and the 
mass trade unions which are under the influence 
of the reformists. Communists must always take 
part in them and carry on work among the 
workers, urging them to join the united fighting 
front of the proletariat. 

During strikes and other economic and political 
actions of the workers, it is necessary to propose 
to the workers who follow the reformists to help 
the general struggle, take part in the rank and 
file unity committees, defend the workers' 
demands, etc., and thus fight for the unity of the 
workers, not in words, but in deeds, exposing the 
reformists at the same time. 

At the same time, it is necessary to change the 
passive attitude of Communists to the question 
of the All-Indian trade union movement and 
repudiate the special theory that "the trade union 
Congress is not living and concrete for the 
workers. '' In this, as in the other questions, 
lack of faith is shown in the working class and 
local tasks are counterposed to .all-Indian ta~ks, 
the G.K. U. is counterposed to the trade union 
Congress. 

Such counterposing is very harmful. While 
developing our activity a hundred times for 
strengthening the G. K. U. and converting it into 
an all-Indian textile union (including Sholapur, 
Ahmedabad, Nagpur, etc.), it is necessary to com
pletely do away with a negative attitude towards 
the all-Indian trade union movement, and begin 
to form mass trade unions all over the country, 
in the coal, steel and jute industry, the plantations 
and the railroads, attracting the workers of the 
reformist trade unions to our side. 

After the split of the Calcutta trade union con
gress, the revolutionary wing did nothing to form 
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n mass trade union movement, while the national 
reformists are carrying on a 11 unity" campaign 
(i.e., di~rganisation of the revolutionary prole
tariat), organised a number of all-Indian cam
paigns (11 Labour Day," etc.), formed a textile 
federation, seized the initiative on the railroads, 
formed provincial tra~e union councils, etc. 

Even now the revolutionary trade union move
ment is in a position to send a number of groups 
of active workers to various centres in the 
country so ns to start work among the rank and 
file workers. Only by boldly promoting workers 
and tested revolutionary Communist intellectuals 
into the leadership, starting real work and aban
doning a number of mistakes explained above-
only in this way will the Communists be able to 
start the organisation of the proletariat and 
develop the struggle for the heg~mony of the 
working class in the people's movement. 

6. THE STRUGGLE FOR AN ALL-INDIAN PARTY. 

The biggest gain of the proletarian movement, 
the greatest move forward is the fact that the 
advanced workers and revolutionaries have 
entirely separated from the National Congress 
and commenced to form an illegal Communist 
Party: The idea of an illegal C.P. has already 
been adopted and is beginning to be carried out. 

However, the development of the Indian Com
munist movement is being blocked by the state 
of discord, the separate existence of the Party 
groups, a number of mistakes connected with it 
and enumerated above, without oven."''ming 
which, the movement cannot norma.lly develop 
further. 

If the period of isolated circles might have 
been considered inevitable in 1930 and the begin
ning of 1931, such a position must be considered 
as extremely harmful and dangerous to the 
further development of the Communist move
ment at ·the present time. 

The movement has now reached a stage of 
development when it is absolutely. necessary to 
raise the standard of struggle for an All-Indian 
Communist Party resolutely and firmly, for unit
ing and welding together all the Communist 
groups, for the organisational and ideological 
smity of the Communist ranks, utilising and 
developing the initiative from below to form and 
develop new ]ocal groups and organisations at 
the same time. 

Hence it must be recognised that the Party 
organisation has not carried out a correct policy : 
instead of a struggle for the Party, it has, in 
reality, taken the line of provincialism. Instead 
of helping the local groups, it 'has taken up the 
position of self-limitation, and reducing the whole 
Party merely to a local organisation, not linked 

up with other Jocal organisations. Instead ot 
rousing and organising the ideological struggJe 
for the Party, widely explaining and discussing all 
the questions of principle of the movement (for 
which purpose it is necessary to create an ilJegal 
printed organ of the Central Committee and legal 
newspapers in the shortest possible tim~), the 
Party organisation was not even able to continue 
puhlication of the legal Marxist paper of all
Indian importance. The absence of such illegal 
and legal papers (and their substitution by the 
trade union press does not improve the position) 
not only drove all disagreements deep inside, 
hindering the working out of a united Party line, 
but it played a great negative r61e in the forma
tion of the Communist Party, strengtheni11g of 
contact between the various districts, develop
ment of the class struggle against the imperialists 
and the bourgeoisie, and winning the workers 
and the revolutionary youth to the Communist 
Party; Revolutionary newspapers are appear
ing everywhere in the country (in Calcutta, 
Madras, Punjab, etc.), trying to preach Marxism 
and defend the proletarian point of view. How
ever, the absence of an illegal fand a legal) 
Party press makes it exceedingly difficult to 
influence them, to struggle against confusion, 
discord and gross mistakes, hinders the working 
out of a united Communist line and the establish
ment of unity of views and methods of struggle. 
It is necessary to clearly understand the teach
ings of Lenin on the r6le of a central Party 
paper as an agitator and organiser of the masses 
and the Party. This is particularly important 
for the present period of the Indian Communist 
movement. 

A psychology of provincialism has developed in 
the circles and refusal to work on an 
All-Indian scale. On all questions which were 
of All-Indian importance (the AU-Indian Trade 
Union Movement, the general strike on the rail
roads, the peasant struggle, the movement for 
the non-payment of rent and taxes, the Round 
Table Conference, the jute strike, etc.}, the Com
munist groups proved unable to rise above the 
provincial horizon. They did not see the general 
task and the All-Indian scale of the struggle,. 
which in its turn, led them to narrow down their 
tasks, on the spot, in their provinces. In prac
tice, they completely cleared the All-Indian arena 
for the national. reformists, who took the initia
tive in the organisation (i.e., in reality disorg<ln
isation) of the railroad movement, the textile 
federation, the united front campaign, the work 
among the miners and metal workers of 
Jamshedpur, etc. Abandonment of the All
Indian arena, self-isolation, for instance, 
inability of revolutionary leaders of the Bombay 
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workers to give assistance to the jute strike in 
Calcutta, etc., in practice leads to the strengthen
ing of the inftuence of the bourg-eoisie, hinders 
th~ formation of the C.P., prevents the winning 
of the hegemony in the struggle of tile people 
by the working class, leads to the loss of initiative 
in all questions whatsoever (in the struggle for 
the trade union congress, preparations for the 
railway strike, etc.) . 

Provincialism and discord is also shown in the 
fact that the G. K. U. alone is made to take the 
place of the All-Indian trade union movement. 
In practice this leads to the fact that the Com
munist groups voluntarily leave the All-Indian 
arena and objectively play into the hands of the 
bourgeoisie. and the imperialists. 

The existence of the Party as a number of 
isolated groups brings about complaints that 
there are no forces, no comrades available, that 
it is imoossible to cope with the great tasks 
facing the revolutionary movement. Hence we 
often find passivity, despondency, mutual dis
putes, deviations of all kinds, sectarianism and 
an opportunist attitude to national refonnism, in 
which the possibility of splits, on an unprincipled 
basis, becomes very great. Ho~ver, this com
plaint of the absence of forces is contradicted by 
thou:;ands of facts of every-day life which show 
that among the workers an~ the revolutionary 
youth there are thousands of active fighters sym
pathetic to the C.P. 

It is necessary to come forward decisively for an 
All-Indian C.P. While increasing a hundred
fold local work (especially in Calcutta, etc.) , it 
is necessary at the same time to move the centre 
of gravity of Party work somewhat to the All
Indian activity, and begin to build the Party, 
carrying on the struggle for a common political 
line, creating a network of local Party organisa
tions, developing the sense of responsibility, 
Party feeling and discipline, encouraging local 
initiative and courageously drawing workers and 
those revolutionary intellectuals who are true to 
the working class cause into our ranks. Such 
a change will not weaken, but on the contrary 
will make the local activity, contacts and agita
tion, stronger and more stable. It is necessary 
to build and extend Party organisations every
where, encouraging lO<'al initiative.· The 
strength of the Communist Party is determined 
by the degree of its contact with the wide 
masses, above all with the proletariat. The only 
correct form of organisation to secure this con
tact, and the fighting ability of the Party is the 
system of factory cells. Particularly in India, 
under conditions of terror and comparatively 
high concentration of the proletariat, the forma
tion of factory cells is absolutely essential 

obligatory and highly important task of the 
Party. It is necessary to get in touch with, and 
draw in all active industrial workers, because 
that is the chief guarantee of successful building 
of an illegal (;ommunist Party, able to withstand 
the terror and lead the struggle of the working 
dass. It is essential to arrange propagandist 
circles, short courses, etc., at the same time, 
to develop and teach the active workers 
the elemental essentials of Marxism~ helping 
them in every way into active Party work as 
organisers and leaders of working class struggles 
and Party organisations. The Communist groups 
were al!llo unable to properly combine legal and 
illegal forms of work. In some districts, follow
ing the correct position of the platform of action 
of the C. P .1. that under present conditions the 
C.P.I. can exist only as an illegal Party, the 
Communists have not been able to ensure the 
formation and normal existence of illegal organ
isations and leading organs. 

It must be thoroughly realised (and this will 
determine how seriously and consistently 'the 
Communists stand by the illegal Party and the 
revolutionary struggle) that the leading organs 
of the Party, and the kernel of the Party organ
isations, must be in an illegal position, and that 
mixing the conspirative and open apparatus of 
the Party organisation is fatal to the Party, and 
plays into the hands of Government provocation. 
While developing the illegal organisation in 
every way, measures must be taken for preserv
ing and strengthening the conspirative :~el of 
the Party organisation. For the purpose of all 
kinds of open activity (in the press, meetings, 
leagues, trade unions, etc.) , special groups and 
commissions, etc., should be formed which, 
working under the leadership of Party committees, 
should under no circumstance injure the exist
ence of illegal cells. 

To sum up: the slogan of an All-Indian illegal, 
centralised Communist Party, ideologically 
and organisationally united, a true section 
of the Comintern, fighting for the platfonn 
of action of the C. P .I. and the programme 
of the Communist lnternationa·l must become the 
cent1al slogan for gathering and forming the 
Party ; and for the struggle against waverings, 
ag,Unst the tendency of maintaining isolated 
circles, against toning down the struggle against 
national reformism and opportunist secta.rianism, 
all of which hinder the victory of the' working 
class. 

CoNCLUSION. 

The international situation is becoming more 
and more acute. Japanese imperialism is carry
ing on war in China and, together with a number 
of imperialist States, is preparing its division 
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and complete subjugation. It meets the resist
ance of U.S.A., which is striving to strengthen 
and widen its imperialist position in China by 
way of reducing the share of the other imperialist 
robbers and increased exploitation of the Chinese 
masses. The military offensive, the. war of the 
imperialist States against the U.S.S.R., the first 
working class. republic, which has the sympathy 
of the revolutionary proletariat and the oppressed 
colonial masses of the world-is fast af'proach
ing. British imperialism is .once more trying to 
utilise India, as in the world war, to supply1 

reinforcements for its army, use its raw materials, 
and make it into a strategic basis for the war 
against the lT.S.S.R. and the revolutionary 
peoples of the East. The Indian bourgeoisie is 
once more betraying and selling the revolutionary 
people for a mess of pottage. 

In the approaching deadly struggle between 
world imperialism and the proletarian State-the 
r6le of the Indian Communists is enormous. The 
Indian anti-imperialist and agrarian revolution 
can deliver a death-blow at British imperialism 
and thus hasten the complete destruction of 
capitalism throughout the world and guarantee 
the victory of the world revolution. The C.P. of 
India. occupies a responsible sector of the world 
revolution. And for this struggle the Indian 
Communists must prepare in a truly Bolshevik 
manner. 

At the present time, the tasks are exception
allv difficult. But for the Indian Communists 
there is no other revolutionary way to solve these 
tasks than the Bolshevist way, that is : With 

the maximum of energy, tenacity and consist
ency, following the Marxian-Lcninist theory anu 
practice, to undertake, in spite of difficulties, 
imlividual failure and defeats, the fulfilment of 
these tasks and the most important of them-the 
creation of a true Communist Party. 

There can he no greater crime than if the 
Indian Communists (having their platform of 
action of the C. P. I. and agreeing with the present 
letter) instead of struggle for the great historical 
aims of the Indian and world proletariat, follow 
the path of unprincipled factional struggle, 
fractions nnd personal groupings. Unprincipled 
fadional struggle will piny into the hands of .the 
British imperialists. True Communist groups 
must put the interests of the proletariat above 
everything else, direct all their efforts towards 
the rapid formation of the Communist Party, 
settling all que~tions of dispute within the frame
work of the Communist International and if 
necessary with its assistance. 

The C-ommunists of the whole world do not 
doubt that, in spite of their present weakness, 
inexperience and partial isolation, the Indian Com
munists will show sufficient Bolshevist firmness, 
courage and decisiveness to enter the wide A11-
Indinn area of stn~g-gle for the Party-the leader 
and organiser of the Indian revolution. 

Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
China. 

Central Committee of the Communist Pa.,ty of 
Great Britain. 

Central Committee of the Communist Pa.,ty of 
Germany. 
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THE MINERS' STRIKE IN CZECHO-SLOVAKIA AND 
ITS LESSONS 

T HE Central Committee of the Czecho
Slovakian Communist Party met on the 19th 

and 2oth of March, I<JJ.l. In the resolution 
unanimously adopted it was said that : 

''In the recent period the Pnrty and the Rt.'(l 
Unions were better able than hitherto to lead 
the opposition in the factories against the 
offensive of the employers. To-day, however. 
the attacks of the capitalists enter on a new 
stage; they are making a simultaneous frontal 
attack upon huge sections of the workers, 
whole branches of industrv. This, and the 
successful development or' the small strikes, 
calls for the transition to big- mass struggles 
and strikes. The success of this task depends 
upon the further development of our influence 
in the factories.'' 

The Central Committee was led to this con
clusion by the following train of thought which 
was given expression in the reports and discus
sion in the committee. 

rhe Party was successful in securing a some
what significant success among the unemployed, 
by establishing a broad united front movement 
of the unemployed under its undisputed leader
ship. It developed -particularly in the Car-
pathian Ukraine-a broad and keen mass move
ment of the small peasants against Czechish 
imperialism. In many branches of industry 
(building \vorkers, land labourers), it led a great 
number of small, and in the majority of instances, 
successful local strikes. But the decisive short
coming of the mass resistance against · the 
capitalist offensive, organised by the Party, was 
the absence of any big strike movements in the 
principal important jndustries. There the resist
ance in the first stage was in the form of guerilla 
warfare, of small fights. Action in individual 
factories, demonstrations outside the factories, 
short demonstrative strikes-this was the form of 
the development of the struggle, in the course of 
which the Communists and the Red Trade L'nions 
fought slowly and stubbornly to develop the faith 
of the working masses in bigger struggle by 
means of the defence also of the smallest dav-to
dm· interests of the \vorkers. For the rest,- this 
form of struggle also accorded with the 
fm·m of the capitalist offensive; for in the majority 
of instances the employers did not give notice to 
end the collective agreements. They abandoned 
tht- higher cost of living increase, individually 
n•duced the agreed wage-rates, enormously 
increascd the measures of rationalisation, gave 

notice to individual workers, and g-radually 
carried throug-h the dismi~sals. 

In the recent period, with the rapid develop
went of the crisis, the employers' offensive aJ-,, 
proceeded at a faster rate. The capitalists went 
over to a g-reat frontal attack; they terminated. 
the a~recmcnts for whole sections of the W(>rkers; 
there was a setting- aside of wage-rates and mass 
dismissals in whole sections. The old form of 
resistance no longer answ.::rcd to the requirements 
of the situation. If the Communist Part\· is to 
win the confidence of the masses in the 'revolu
tionary way out of the crisis, it must defend the 
interests of the masses by a great strugg-le 
against the capitalist attempts to seek a solution 
of the crisis hy means of a fearful impoverishment 
of the working- masses. The position imperiously 
demanded the transition from guerilla warfare in 
the factories to the organisation of mass strikes. 

On the other hand the guerilla warfare pre
supposed the solution of this task. For onlv 
through a number of small struggles can the 
Communists harness the masses, raise their self
consciousness and persuade them that the Com
munists not onlv are ahle correctly to estimate 
the situation an~l to show the perspectives, but 
also that they arc able enr>rgetically and success
fully to lead the daily struggle of the workers. 

For these reasons the Central Committee put 
forward the transition to mass strikes, and par
ticularly the organisation of the miners' strike, 
as the vital question. This happened on March 
2oth. On March 23rd the great miners' strike 
began. 

* ' "" * 
The prerequisite of a successful development 

of the great miners' strike against the will ol the 
Social-Fascist leaders and in spite of ·the raging
terror of the State apparatus was a number of 
small strikes, which had been already organised 
in all important districts under the leadership of 
the Partv and the Red Unions since last autumn. 
Already in November of last year, in the Northern 
B9hemian mining district a broad movement was 
organised for the payment of the cost-of-living
increase-abandoned by the empbyers. This 
demand at that time brought the masses for the 
most part into action. The correct tactic of pro
letarian unit'ed front was employed. A broad 
united front conference was org-anised and a 
United Area Committee elected, in which a 
number of Reformist factory committees and 
functionaries of the Reformist 'trade union groups 
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\n~rc rcprcsentcd. In December there was organ
ised in the pits a numher of short demonstra
tive strikes to demnn<.l payment of the.: cost-of
living increase, in which more thnn half the 
workers involved participated. At the State pits 
the action was successful in getting. the cost-of
living increase granted. And it was precisely 
this wave of small fights and ;~lso the pnrtial 
successes which the workers in many pits 
achieved, which strengthened the fighting deter
mination of the North Bohemian miners and 
C'rcated the basis for a brond united front of mine
workers. 

In December in the Kladno district the Com
munist Party and the Red Unions organised a 
fight for the concrete pnrtial demands of the mine
workers, for the cost-of-living- increase, against 
the reduction of miners' insurance, ngainst dis
missals, and for the six-hour day \\'ithout wage 
adjustment. At the end of Da·emher this fight 
reached its summit in a united action of the 
Kladno mineworkers, linked up with short demon
strative strikes at the pits, demonstrations of the 
miners, their women folk nnd the unemployed 
before the pits and on the streets of Kladno. This 
action secured-as compared with Briix-no 
material success, but it mobilised the ma::-ses and 
thereby prep.ared the solidurity nction of the 
Kladno district for the Brux strike. 

In the Ostrau district as well the Party led a 
long preparatory C'ampaign. Here in the fore
ground, besides the cost-of-living increase and 
the fight against dismissals, stood the special 
demands of the young mineworkers. A number 
of united front conferences mobilised the masses 
already in the summer and autumn of last year. 
The movement rose to demonstrative strikes at 
individual pits where workers had been dismissed. 

While this action in all districts led to wide 
propaganda for the slogan of "Not a man to be 
dismissed : Not a farthing wage reduction," nnd 
for the six-hour day without wage reductions, and 
populnrised the strike weapon, so also a situation 
was created in the districts in which the masses 
were rend,· to answer n new attack of the coal 
barons with a strike-a situation in whieh a 
spark would ~tart an explosion. 

* * * 
:\t the beginning of Murch the broad oflensive 

nf the coal bnrons began. They demanded the 
<lismissal of 15,000 mineworkers, wage reductions 
up to JO per cent. and the worsening- of a number 
of conditions in the agreement. (As regards 
Saturdav nllowanccs, etc.) It was clenr that 
this wa~ the beginning of a frontnl attack of 
the l'Oal mag-nates in all districts nnd the signnl 
for n broad offensi\'e against all wages. The 

Party put forward a slogan of defence a~Hinst 
th<~se attacks by strong action, nncl heg-an to 
mobilise the radicalisecl workers. The Sodai
Fascist leaders beg-an to manceuvre. Thcy called 
a Unity conference of aJI the representntiv<~s of 
factory c:ounc:ils and hx.:al leaders of the distric-t, 
nn<l also inviteu the Red Trade Unions, who 
hitherto had always been strictly })(>)TOlled. Th.:y 
vmn~d solemnly to reject the conditions of the 
c:o:al bnrons and that they would never wii.Jing-Jy 
ag-ree to wag-e reductions and dismissals. They 
spoke solemnly and at great length about the 
nceessity of workin~-dnss unity an<l invited the 
Red Unions this time to the neg·otiations with the 
employers, nlthough they were no parties to the 
c:ontmc:t, and although previously they hacl 
sought to keep their reprt~scntatives far removed 
from all ne~tiations. But at the same time they 
endeavoured toi lull the workers and to hinder 
all c:onnetc measures of !-.trugg-le as we11 as the 
estnblishmcnt of a united front organisation. Th<.· 
mistakes of the Ostrau comrades, with which we 
shall he concerned later, made it possible for them 
to win time and to prolong negotiations. 

In the menntime, the offensive of the coal 
barons commenced also in the district of Northern 
Bohemia; indeed, here the employers <.lid not 
come forward with nn op~n declnration of their 
demands, but they planned n 10 per cent. to 12 
per <~ent. wage cut and began with dismissals. 
Shortly after a pit disaster, which had been 
brought about by rationalisation, and in which 
eight Jives had been sacrificed and the mine
workers brought into a state of great agitation, 
the Brux Mining Co. gave notice to the whole 
of the workers at the Humboldt pit, about 340 
men. On the proposal of the Communists the 
workers replied with an immediate strike. The 
strikers puJied out the neighbouring pits and 
brought them to a slanclstill. Two davs after
wards all the pits of this compnny were <in strike. 
The Party put forward the slogan of an a11-district 
strike. On the 2ith March a Unity conference 
took place, called by the Pit Council, nt the 
Humboldt pit, which put forward the demand for a 
general mineworkers' strike of the whole district. 
The Social-Democratic, National-Socialist and 
Fascist leaders declared the strike to he "wild" 
nnd called upon all their members to break the 
strike, forbade them to participate in the ckctecl 
strike committees which everywhere had hccn 
rapidly established. Reinforcements of the polin:, 
g-endarmerie and military quickly came into the 
district. The Ministry promised agnin to go into 
the question of compenseition for the shutting
down of the Humboldt pit. The district authori
ties issued a publication saying that ther<.•by the 
grounds for striking had been removed and there-
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fore the\· \\'ould suppress the strike "by every 
means.'; The mint'rs, with their womenfolk and 
the unemployed, went from pit to pit, and in spite 
of the prohibition, held daily meetings (at which 
Communist representatives spoke) fought the 
g-endarnws ,,·ho had establislwd themselv(~S at 
the pits; and always the effect was the same; 
further enterprises refused to work under the 
"protection" of the gend11rmes, came out elected 
pit committees, established mass picketing- and 
joined in the strike. 

On the 23rd March, thirty-five pits were at a 
standstill; on the 29th March fifty-two, on the 
30th eighty-eight, and on the Jist the ~trike was 
as complete as ever seen in this district ; 
out of over 100 pits not one person was at work 
and from the whole area not a single piece of L"'al 
was transported without the permission of the 
1~entral lef\dership. 

The pits at Kladno came out on strike, and in 
a few days here also the strike spread to all pits 
in the district with the exception of two. 

All this, in spite of the demands of the Social
Fascist leaders for the breaking of the strike; all 
this, in spite of the fact that at the strike of one 
of the pits longest at work, Julius V. in Komotau, 
the gendarmerie had already turned the guns on 
the crowd. The mineworkers answered with new 
mig-hty demonstrations. They did not, it is true, 
force their way throug-h the military and police 
cordons up to Julius V. Pit. But the men 
answered the bloodbath by joining in the strike. 

On February 27 the broad united front confer
ence met in Brux. It put forward the demands: 
\\'ithdrawal of all notices, guarantees against all 
dismissals and wage reduetions for the period of 
a year, compensation for short time, holidays at 
employer~· cost, six-hour day without wage 
adjustment, safety and sanitation for mine
workers, insurance at the employers' and State 
expense, State maintenance for all unemployed 
ancl abolition of Geneva system, prohibition of the 
filling of pit wagons during the days when not 
hauled, pit inspectors (safety measures) elected 
bv all workers and paid by the State, immediate 
recall from the district of gendarmes and the 
military. A broad strike leadership was elected 
from a11 the organisations concerned (the organ
ist•d Communists were in ~ minority, but had 
undi!i~puted leadership). It wa:s decided to extend 
the strik~ over the whole district, everywhere 
to elect strike committees, representative of and 
IC'd b,· mineworkers onlv. and to set up mass 
picketing. Tht• t'onr~rence t.un~ed. townr~ls. t~e 
Ostrau mineworkers w1th the tnv1tat1on to .Jotn m 
a common fight ag~in:;t a common foe. 

1 n the meantime the Party took up the line of 
the extt•nsion or the strike into a general strike of 

mine\\·orkers. It wtt:..; d~cidcd to do ~n·rything· 
to secur·t· the participation of the other <listric h 

in the strikt· as quickly as possible. 
On March 2'), iu spite of the most raging· 

terror, in spitC' of tht' Of'cupation of all the pih 
and mining colonies by hundr-eds of g-cndetrnw .... 
in spite of c·olossal endeavours of the rdormist 
apparatus to break the strike, seven pits in the 
Silesian part of the Ostrau district came out. In 
two tlays the strike spread altogether to thirte(:n 
pits and .embraced ~.()()(J mineworkcrs. The 
State apparatus ans\vered by shooting-, two mine
workers being killt·d and a numlH'r wounde<l. 
The police forbade .any sort of strike agitation, 
no meetings, even if they were of T. U. g-roups 
or committees ( ! ) , were tolerated. In spite of 
that, great demonstrations took place in Karwina. 

On March J r, the first three pits in Klauno 
came out on strike. Here also in a few davs 
the strike spread to all the pits in the distri1·t "i"th 
the exception ot two. 

Thus the prophecy of the secretary of tht: 
Social-Fascist Union, Brozik, was contradicted 
by events. A week before the strike, at a privatt· 
meeting, he had said that in the Ostrau district 
"nothing would move them." Thus all the 
Social-Fascist and liquidatory prophecies Wt!re 
given the lie, prophecies which the day befon· 
the strike were confidently declaiming that there 
in Kladno no action would be taken. 

Now the Social-Fascists began to manreun<:. 
For Ostrau an agreement was made that tht· 
notices fixed already for April rst should fur the 
time being be withdrawn, and that d"ring ,egotia
tians no worker would be discharged. The 
Government forbade for the time being- the dis
missal of the workers at the Humboldt pit and 
the Nelson pit in Northern Bohemia. The Social
Fascists brought into Parliament the proposals 
for the nationalisntion of the mines. 

And while all thei"r organisations, the ('ze~hi~h 
Social-Democrats, Svaz, the German Social
Democratic Union, the Czech-Socialist, Jednota, 
the Hakenkreuzler (the Czechish Fascist!') and tht! 
Christian Socialists in Ostrc:lU, in Klnrlnn, in th(· 
small mining area or Falkenau, where in conse
quence of the lack of brown coni there 
arose a boom, all these organisations, together 
with the State apparatus, strangled the 
"wild" strike, organised open strike-breakin~. 

terrorised their own membership tn drive them 
back to work, and adopted in tht• !'J'orthcrn 
Bohemian district, when~ they wL·rc ~omp<'lled by 
mass pressure of their own members, a '' At•xibl<·'' 
tactic. 

The Social-Democrats were the most determined 
strike-breakers. Thev t·ontinueci to denounce the 
strike as "wild," again forbade (certainly without 
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success) their members to take part in the ~trike 
leadership, and carried on a shameless persecu
tion of the strikers, against whom their Minister 
sent gendarmes and military forces. They no 
long-er dared directly to summon their members 
to work. They now took up a "neutral" stand 
and left the responsibility to the "Communist 
witches.'' 

The Cza.·hish Socialists were still rnor(' 
''elastic." Thev ·declared the strike to be 
"correct," but ,:undertaken at an inopportune 
time.'' They did not forbid their people to par
ticipate in the strike leadership (although it 
wouldn't have made any difference if they had). 
In speeches at the meetings ef the mineworkers 
they attempted to support the "correct" struggle 
and at the same time permitted the gendarmes 
and soldiers to shoot down the miners, gendarmes 
and soldiers whom their ·Minister sent into the 
district. At the same time they strangled the 
strike in all other areas in order to isolate the 
Brfix strikers. · 

The Hakenkreuzler went the furthest. They 
were on all strike committees, voted for all the 
Communist proposals, carried through all 
decisions (for they must, if they were not to lose 
all influence) ... but simultaneously, togetht:r 
with the Social-Democratic bureaucrats, throttled 
the strike in Falkenau. 

In the meantime Parliament met. The Com
munists put forward as their proposal-; the 
demands of the striker.:; : Ban on dismissals for a 
year, shortening of the working day, tax on the 
profits of the coal barons for the benefit of the 
unemployed mineworkers, immediate recall oi the 
gendarmerie and military forces. . . The Social
Fascists, who had just put forward the proposal 
for "nationalisation of the mines,., voi:ed against 
these proposals and exposed themselves i-n the 
eyes of their own members. 

The concrete propos:tls for the continuance, 
extension, and increasing of the fight unveiled the 
false .. friends" of the mineworkers in the dis
tricts. The mineworkers were clearly persuaded 
of the correctness of thf' Communist estimation of 
the Social-Fascist lead~rs. 

On March 31, there occurred, however, a seri
ous repuhe to the hitherto continually extending 
strike f!"ont. As it wHs not possible for the 
'Mihr (Ostr~\U) part of the Ostrau-Karwin ~istrict 
to come out with the others (for the Social
Democrats have a prcdom!·1ant ·influence in this 
part), the Silesian pits began to vacillat~ and 
at some pits in Silesian Ostrau the ~trike col·· 
lapsed. In the eastern part, in Kan,·in and 
Orlau, the strikers held fast and over 8o per cent. 
of the men were out. But in the absence of the 

leading Party representative, who led the s! rike 
in the Ostrau area, the Ostrau comrades, in spite 
of strictly cont mrv instructions from the (:entre, 
made a i·awl mistake and broke the strike with
out close examination of the situation anti without 
taking the decision of the workers themselves. 
The miners went into the pits, but still their J1ght
ing determination was so great that the employers 
dare not provoke them by any kind of persecu
tion. At the funeral of the shot comrades, 2_:;,ooo 
mineworkers vowed to avenge themselves and 
1·esolved to take up the flght again as quickly as 
pos!"ible. · 

Still the breach in Lhc fight had great cffe~t. 
In Kladno the strike began to crumble away ; it 
was necessary, after the (·xhaustion of all means 
for continuing it, to secure an organised retreat. 
In the small districts, where preparations had 
been made to join in the fight, it was necessary 
either to be satisfied with a demonstrative strike 
( Rossitz and Handlovia in Slovakia, where the 
demands were partially achieved) or single strikes 
which quickly caved in (Falkenau). 

In the Ostrau district itself the Centre corrected 
the mistake. On April 3 a new conference of 
Red. mineworkers was helrl with the participation 
of a number of Reformist delegates. The mis
take of the Ostrau leadership was openly criticised 
by the Centre with the support of the worker 
delegates. The stoppage of the breakaway which 
had begun was thereby urged and the conference 
voted , unanimously and enthusiastically for 
resumption of the strike in the next few days. 
Nevertheless, during the following week (April 
3 to 10) only individual pits came out on strike, 
and it was not yet possible, through the continu
ance at work of the "Social-Democratic" pits 
in the Ostrau area, to win for strike action the 
decisive part of the distri~t. 

In this situation the bourgeoisie directed all 
their forces on the Northern Bohemia district 

· in. order to strang-le the strike there. The 
employers gave out communications in which 
they demanded an immediate return to work. The 
authorities issued a decr-ee on April 1 announc
ing that the Brux Central Strike' Committee was 
an "illegal body," since, it was alleged, the 
withdrawal of the notices at the Humboldt rit 
(which had provided the immediate c:1use of the 
breaking of the strike front) had taken away the 
grounds for strike. On the same day all tlte 
Reformist unions and the Czechish Social-Fascists 
called conferences of their organisations and 
ciirected their huge authority (among their big 
guns was the member of the Senate, Soukup, and 
member of the Executive of the Second Inter
national), towards carrying through the return to 
work on the 4th April. 
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Still the mineworkers put up their measures or 
resistance. After the dissolution of the strike 
leadership committee the Red Mineworkers' 
Union alone took over the leadership of the 
strike, called upon tht· mineworkers to persevere 
in and to sharpen the .strugg"lc. In the whole 
country the Communist Party of Czecho-Slovakia 
organised demonstrations and demonstrative 
strikes against the dissolution of the elected 
organ of struggle. As early as the 3rd of April 
a Unity conference of mineworkers was held in 
Briix in which 774 delegates took part, 185. of 
whom were unorganised and 144 members of 
Reformist and Fascist organisations. The con
ference decided unanimously in favour of continu
ance of the struggle, demonstratively re-elected 
all members of the dissolved strike leadership on 
to a new strike committee, declared that this 
alone had the right to represent the strikers, 
withdrew its permission for the transportation of 
the coal already hauled for ~cessary social ser
vices until such time as the new strike leadership 
was recognised by the authorities; and called for 
a mass meeting on April 5th of the "Vhole district 
at Briix. 

Meanwhile the Reformist conference met. The 
workers and the members of the leading organs 
of the strike, showed their sharp opposition to the 
strike-breaking leaders. The leaders were out
voted, and found it necessary to call a stop to 
the summons for the return to work; their resolu
tions were defeated by a m~jority. 

The Social-Fascists were surprised. As early 
as the 4th April an orgara of the Czechish 
Socialists declared: "To-day all the Northern 
Bohemian miners will go back to work.'' Already 
in the evening of the same day they adopted 
another ~one: for in the whole district not a sing-le 
mineworker had returned to work. 

Deputations of mineworkers threatened the 
withdrawal of the safety workers if the strike 
leadership were not recognised. The authorities 
were forced to recognise the new strike L"Om
mittee and their officials made a request for 
permission for the transport of coal which two 
days before had been withdrawn, since they 
viewed the hindrance of the free disposition of the 
coal baron's accumulated supplies as an "illegal" 
act. 

The demonstration in Briix was permitted. On 
the 5th April all the gendarmerie, police and 
military forces disappeared from the streets; 
40,00o workers from the whole district marched 
in unity to Briix and expressed their determin~
tion to continue the struggle until victory. 
Numerous enterprises stopped work. The move
ment became so much strengthened that the petty 
bourgeoisie were carried along with it. As an 

example· of solidarity the shopkeepers closed the 
shops, and distributed foodstuffs among the 
demonstrators. 

Throughout the whole land meetings were held 
in which masses of Reformist workers took part, 
in spite of the prohibition of their leaders. A 
broad solidarity action dcvclopcd in numerous 
meetings and demonstrations. This was linked 
up with the contemporary anti-war week which 
was particularly strong in Slovakia. In Brunn, 
under the influence of the struggle of the miners, 
several thousand textile workers came out ·ori 
strike. In Pilsen a strong movement was started 
against the dismissals in the Skoda works. 

Even in· the Carpathian-Ukraine there- took 
place solidarity demonstrations and protest 
strikes (Uzhorod, Mukacevo, Bockov, Akna
Slatina). 

Again the bourgeoisie adopted an intensified 
terror. The Government sent Dragoons into the 
district which rode through the towns and villages 
with drawn sabres. At some pits an attempt 
was made, under gendarmerie and military pro
tection, to transport the accumulated coat.· 

As an answer to this and as a further intensifi
cation of the struggle the strike leadership 
decided on a one-day g·eneral strike of all worker.s 
in the Northern Bohemia district for Wednesday, 
13th April, and called for mighty demonstrations. 

On 1oth April, in Kornotau, Aussig, Dux, BrQx 
and Teplitz conferences of the working people 
were held. Workers from all branches of industry 
as well as numerous members of the middle class 
and their organisations were represented. One 
conference was broken up by the authorities; at 
the rest, the workers fought for legality. The 
general ,strike was everywhere unanimously sup
ported and measures were taken for its carryihg 
through. 

Now the bourgeoisie decided upon a trial of 
strength. The Reformist unions forbade partiCi
pation in the general strike. The demonstrations 
were forbidden ; military forces and the gen
darmerie appeared in masses ; the Government put 
its whole power and prestige in frustrating _the 
general ·strike and the mass meetinJ; 

But in vain. At once the maJority of the 
enterprises in the Brux, Dux and Komotau area::; 
came out on strike. In Oberleutensdorf. in the 
forenoon, collisions took ·place. ThereupOn more 
enterprises came out on strike, ~s well as the 
workers on an electric railway line. From all 
sides the masses marched to Brux. The authori
ties shot at the crowd ; in Briix some workers 
were killed. The enraged masses defended them
selves. Cavalry charges were repulsed by barri
cades. Dragoons were wounded and also taken 
prisoner by the masses. .Police officers were 
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beaten up. In Komotau tht· \\orkcr~ bunll'd the 
motor lorries in which the ge-ndarmerie reinforee
ments had been broug-ht up. Only in Dux, 
where the authorities permittt·d th~ demonstra
tion, were thl· proceeding-s peaceful. In "hort ; 
the masses c.:-apturcd the streets, thL·y did not 
permit· themselve~ to be intimidated, the ~trikl' 
held fast. 

A new wn\'e of protest strikt>s nnd demonstra
tions took place over the whole country. This 
rime there W'Cre protest stri·kcs in Cesko
Mornvska, the bigge!it fnctory in Pr~tgue, in the 
Reichenberger textile miJis, demonstrations in 
Pillllen, Brunn and KOniggriitz. In Reichenberg 
the authorities attempted to strangle the protest 
movement by arresting all the higher Party 
functionaries. Mas!i protests demand~d their 
liberation. llnder the influence of the workers, 
even the Reformist members of the factory com
mittee at the Pilsen Skoda works deman•ied the 
resignation of the Minister of the Interior, only 
in order, it is true, to divert the workers. 

And nt the funeral demonstration of th<' 
murdered workers, 50,000 demonstrntors took 
part. As the State power did not venture to 
appear upon the streets the demonstration was 
held without any collisions. 

Meanwhile, the Ostrau district ended the strike 
for- th<' third time. In the clays during- which the 
Social-Fascists hoped to throttle the strike, they 
had entered into a shameful pnt·t with the coal 
barons : they gav~ them the rig-ht to dismiss 
workers individually, which meant acceding the 
permission to dismiss up to 10 per cent. of the 
eomployees. Concerning further dismissals they 
agreed to a short-time rota, which meant 
that every month 12,000 mineworkers would 
hr. !'tood off for an unpaid . holiday. whereby 
they would, in the mpnth that they worked, 
have to pay the insuranct· t:ontributions for l\Hl 

mQnths ; they accepted wnge reductions of the 
mineworkers up to 20 pt•r •·ent. 

This inevitably let loose " storm of indignation 
in the district and also opened the eyes of those 
mineworkers who hithC'rto had believed in tht> 
Social-Fascists. 

The RNI Union, which was rcpresented at the 
negotiations. immediately informed the mine
workers and mobilised them to dt'fence, and also 
constantly at the negotiations, put forward tJw 
demand of "Not a man to be dismissed, not a 
farthinl.:' off the pay." And tht>y rcfusrd natur
ally to sign the agreement. All 1 he other organ
isations signed the ~g-n:ement. 

On 10th April the conferenee of the org-anisa
tions met. Thl· Soeiai-Fascish rcfu~wd to call a 
united-front t•onference, although th<·y hart pre\·i-

ously g-iv~n assurances thwt tlu: Unity ccmft'renct' 
alone would take the deci~otiun. 

The confcrence of the Reel Union, supported by 
the partit•ipation of 4'{·4 pit dele~ntes, S4 of whom 
were from organisations and S7 of whom wcr~ 
unorganisccl, rejected the p:wt ancl al{ain clecicled 
for strike. 

But also in the other conferences tht~ oppc.>~otition 
orl{anised a stormy resistance against the Jt:aclers. 
The Czechish Socialists and the Christian 
Socialists rejected the pad ; umong- the Soc~ial
Democrats. the leaders found it necessary to adopt 
a new manreuvre &and permitted a S<'crct V<•te in 
their groups ; nmong the Czechish Fascists the 
leaders decided to agree to tht~ pac.:-t only unucr 
the pretence that other org·anisations hud alreauy 
done so. 

In this way the situation called for n new slrikc. 
On 13th April, the day of the Northern Bohemian 
strike, there took place in Peterswnld, a new, 
and this time, really broad llnity conference, at 
which over 1 ,ooo delegates participated, among 
them hWldreds of non-Communists. The decision 
to strike wns taken. In spite of the most rag'int{ 
terror, armed occupation of the pits, prohibition 
of all meetings, anti-strike decisions of all other 
organisations, twenty pits, with 16,000 men, came 
out on strike until the 17th April. This time the 
bnsis was much broad~r. The strike had also 
enveloped some "social-democratic'' pits on the 
Mahr side of the district; Reformist and Fascist 
organised workers joint.'<i in the strike, also some 
of the funC'tionaries of these organisations parti
cipated in spite of the order of their leaders. At 
the pits brondly-electccl strike c.~ommittees began 
to be established. 

But also this third strike met with a frightful 
terror on the part of the reactionary trad~·union 
leaders and the State apparatus. And as the 
number of strikers were onlv to a small <'Xt~nt 
firmly orgnnised, the strike· broke down under 
this terror. On 18th and 19th April work hnd 
been resumed at a number of pits; af others the 
Communists remained isolated. In these concti
tions it wns necessnry for the Party to give the 
lead for calling off' the strike. 

In the Bri.ix district the C'oal barons and the 
authorities found it convenient, after all thf'se 
struggles, finally to enter into negotiations. 
Besides the parties to the ngreement (that is, 
Reformists and Fascist~) they also invited tht· 
Red Unions; but, nevertheless, they refused to 
invite the strike committee. At the opening of 
the negotiations the representative of the Red 
Union energetically demanded the invitation of 
the strike committee. After the Social-Fascists 
were turned down at the enterprises, the strike 
leadership empowered the representative of tht 
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Reel l~nion also to represent them, and the Rl'd 
Union declared that it would not be willing to 
sign any settlement" without thl' endorsement of 
the strike committee. 

The result of the negotiations was the accept
ance of a pact which the Social-Fascists already 
previously had agreed to with. the empJoyl~rs and 
the authorities. The conditions, as a result of 
the intluence of the united struggle, were incom
parably better than the conditions of the Ostrau 
pact, but thev. did not fulfil many. demands of the 
strikers and "teft open all possibilitic·s for dismis
sals and wage reductions. The con<Jition~: were : 
the notices to the Humboldt pit to be withdrawn 
until the end of I93,l· Individual ·dismissals 
should be admissible, mass dismissals inadmis
sible except if all the pits of a company shou;d 
be unable to keep working more than three days 
in the week. Overtime should not be permissible, 
also the fiJiing of the wagons during the day 
when not hauled, should only take place in excep
tional circumstances. 

A general pardon to be given to the members of 
all the organisations which immediately signed 
the pact, with the others persecution to be applied. 

This last condition the representntivc of the 
Red Union was to be compelled to sign without 
consultation with the strike committee. TI1e com
rades refused. The strike committee called a new 
Unity conference for Sunday, April 18th. This 
Unity conference firmly declared that the pact 
c1id not answer the demands of the strikers and 
that the leaders of the coalition of the unions had 
betrayed the rightful demands. They passed 
sharp judgment on their policy, decided unitedly 
to continue the strike, and called a new conference 
for the 2oth April, which according to circum
stances would decide further. 

The Reformists put the brake on at their con
ferences and this time were successful--certainly 
with resistance from the worker delegates - in 
carryjng through a decision for the termination of 
this ~trike. Thereby the leaders finally restrained 
the Social-Democrats as well as the Czechish 
Socialists. 

And thil' time also the Hakenkreuzler 
put forward a secret ballot and called upon their 
people to abandon the strike committee. Their 
leaders abandoned the Unity conference, but the 
workers remained and condemned their treachery. 

On Monday, 18th April, the Unity confer
ence again scored a victory over the Social
Fascist Atrike-breaking tactics. In the centre 
of the district, in the Brflx and Dux areas, 
the strike remained unbroken. All the Dux 
pits were at a complete standstill. In the 
Rand area, particularly around Teplitz, the 
l'trike, however, began to crumble away. 

There at the Unity confcr~nce, hclcl on 
April J~th, it was <k~cidcd to end the strike in 
order to maintain the unity of tht' \\'orkcrs, whiC'h 
WHS the most valuable fo:ttun~ of the.: lig-ht. 

Against any kind of measures of pcrsceuti(m 
or new offensive of the coal barons tlx: wmkcrs 
would remain unitedly pn:parc<l for strike. The 
strike committees would be transformed into unity 
committees and arranged, as the next general 
task, to create great <lemonstrations for the Jst 
~1 av. So ran the unanimous resolution of the 
coa{fcrcnce. 

On 2oth April the mineworkers unitedly 
returned to wor~. Although the "general 
pardon'' included only the Reformists, the 
employers did not dare to attempt any persecu
tion. 

* * * 
I have described the course of the struggle in 

l,rdcr to make it possible for foreign comrades to 
~ct an understanding of the concrete situations in 
which the Party decided upon the individual 
tactical measure!'. 

Now I will deal with the most important 
lessons. 

The most decisive question in every strike 
under present-day conditions - where the great 
majority of workers are not yet under our influ
ence - i.~; the coJtrect application of the uniten
tront tactic. In the Northern Bohemia strike 
the united-front tactic during the whole struggle 
was correctly-one might say exemplarily-
applied. The struggle ended there with a con

siderable material partial success and with an 
undisputed pQiitical victory of the Communist 
Party. In the Ostrau district, where the united
front tactic was applied only with serrous mis.: 
takes, no success was achieved in spreading and 
holding the strike over the whole area, despite 
the heroic endeavours of the revolutionary section 
of the mineworkers ; the L"'al barons on the whole 
exerted their dominance and the political success 
'vas much smaller. 

In what consists the essence of the correct 
application of the united-front tactic. in the 
N orthem Bohemia ·district? Firstly, in that 
the Party understood how to win the great mass 
of mineworkers for every demand and every 
tactical measure, and so to select their proposals 
and measures of struggle that they were under
standable to the great masses and regarded as 
necessary, while at the same time the Social
Fascist and Fascist leaders were forced inro the 
position of openly serving capitalism. 

Secondly, that on the initiative of the Party and 
the Red Unions at all pits in all areas, united
front organs were created, broadly and really 
democratically ~lected and acknowledg-ed hy all 
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workl·r~; which really led th(' fight and enjoyed an 
c·normous authority among till· \\orJ.:('rs. 

In almost a II sl rikl' con1mtt tc.·t·s and also in I he 
( 'c·nt ntl Strik(' Commit lee.• in Hri'tx t h<' non-( 'om
munists wc·r<' in a majority. On thcs(' cornmilttc:s 
worl.:c·rs from :til oq~·:mi~al ions, ( ~zc~c·hish :11111 
c;c·rman Sol'iai-I>c~rnocrats, ('z•·l'hisl. Nation:d 
Socialists, followers of the ('zechish Fascist 
Narodnv Sdn1zc:ni, ( ic·rman I -111 k•·nk rcuzlt·r, 
( 'hrist i:;n Socialists and unorg-anised workers 
\\'c•n· n·pn·s•:ntc.·d. These· strike.· c·ornmitl(•cs 
opc.·rall'cl permanently, clc:dt with all questions, 
ac..-c.·ptt·d in ('very in ... tancT tlu: proposals of tlw 
( 'ommunists. J n can lw saicl that in the Norl hl'rn 
Boh('mia strike· thl'n' \\as not ~ sing-le important 
clecisinn made, not a singll' t:wt iced turn carried 
throug-h, ahout which the ('cntral ('onunitt<~ nf 
the Party lwei not prl'vinusly dccich·d. But, not 
a single one of these decisions was carried 
t hr«.mgh l>dorc· t lw ckmocrat ica II y-elceteu org-ans 
of the \\·hole of I h(' striking workers, the strike 
c·nmmith•c·s, lwd thoroughly discussed and 
accepted it. The Communists lwei undisputed 
lc.·adcrship in the unit('cl-fronl organs, hut this 
leadership was not nH.·d~:~nical. The ( 'ommnnists 
took the lead hec:tusc they had the greatest cxperi-

: ence and initiative, because they always came 
forward with the correct propo~als at the oppor
tune moment, and :Ill workers were persandcd of 
their correctness a•HI nccPssitv. 

Thereby the decisions of tl~e strike committees 
stood openly under the control of all strike'rs. 
The majority- of the decisions of the central 
strik<! l<·adt:rship were unanimothlv taken up. 
\Vh<•n, how<'vc.·r, in one instance, . a Reformist 
member vacillated during the day and on one 
decision abstained from voting-, he was, the same 
l'V(~ninJ,:", eall<•d before the miners he rcpres<:ntcd. 
to g-ive a report and \\:ts so hl'lahonred hy the 
workers, among- whom also were many Reformist 
mt·mbers, that the next dav lw cledared in II•<· 
( ·c~ntral Strike ( 'ommittec t h;tt he· s<m· his mistak<' 
and \\"ClS persuacJ<~cJ or th(' C'Orr<TtnCSS or the 
r<!solution. 

The resolutions of dw Central ~trike Com
m.ittce were ('arried throug-h _hy all the strikers 
with (•nthusiasm. FreqtH'ntly it happened that 
hug-e meetings of strikers in the loc<llities (,·,·hich 
;tctually were not p1-rmit1ed hy the authorities anrl 
wen• really "illcg·al") w:titc·d sever:tl hours in 
onlc·r to n·c·cive from the delc·g-:tte~ who had hc<'n 
to tht' Central StriJ.:(~ Committ<'e a r<"port on the 
n:solutions of that hodv in ord<"r to he able to 
c·arry them throug-h :.L ~mce. \-\"it hout \vaiting 
for the resolution of ltw Ct'ntr:1l Strikl' Committee 
thl~ safetv men refust'd to n·main at \\·ork. \\'ith
out pl·rnlission of th<' < ·t·nt r:tl St rikc Committee 
not a sing-1<· piece of the co:tl aln·:~dy brought to 

t lw top of the pits dare he tr:msported, and in 
I he antc·-room of tlw ( :t:nlr:tl St rif.:t: ( 'ornmittce 
thc· dinTiors ol the: l•ospitals, tlw sd1ool~. tht! 
c·kdrit·it v and walc·r-worl.;~ and c~xting-ui-.hc;d 
g-l:~ss fa;·tory waikcl to lwg- pc·rmis-.ion fo:· !he 
I r:msport of some \\<:tgon~ of c·o<tl. E\'cn 1 he 
oflicials of tlw Borough <tnd the: ( ~<llrislln, n;•y, 
t~vc·n I he mining companic·s who n·q11in:d co:ti lor 
tllt'ir otlic .. ~s. visitc·cl I he· Strike ( 'ommittc·c: in ordc:r 
to appl'al for thc·ir pc~rnrission that from th(·ir 
''own'' dep{,ts, coal mig-ht he transported for tln.:ir 
"own" ofliccs. Natur:tlly, all thc·s1: requc:..,ts, 
exc:c:pt thos~· from the hc,spitals :uHI the schools, 
\Vl're rejected. But they rc~vc:tlecl the: authority 
and power which the.: Strikc: ( 'ornmittce c:njoyc~d. 
This :tulhority exll'ndcd, hy IIH' w:ty, not only 
over the strikers, hut also over other sc·ctions of 
th<: working- class. The: um:mployccl and wo;king 
women carried throug-h the rcsolut ions ot the 
Strike Committee, on which they had their repre
scntat ives, with the same enthusiasm and (lis
cipline. \Vh<·n the strike.· leadership called for a 
general stri kc of the whole district on the 13th 
April, :tnd confirmed th<"ir rcsolut ion at five bro:tcl 
Unity confc·rences, the majority of the factor':l<·s 
in the' districts struck work. \Vhen thev sum
moned the dosing- of the shops, the small traders 
and shop people closed their shops, althoug-h it 
was forhicld('n by the authorities, and a fine for 
disobeying- the ordlor imposed. And after the e!lcl 
of the strike a deputation from a Brux factorv 
came to thc· "trike l('adcrs with a request th:-~t th"c 
St rikc Committee should take up and org·anise 
the fi~ht of the workers at this factorv, who were 
completely unorganis•·cl, and <·ng-agc· in a wa~(· 
strug-gle. 

The aut horifi('s had at l('mpte(l to dissolve the 
Strike Committee. This \\as not possible, thanks 
to th<· m:tss resistance of the worker~. Two davs 
aftc•r the dissolution of the strike committc~s 
(which was C'ausc<l, among other thing-s, hy the 
fad that tlw strik<' lc:ukrs h:tcl had the "arro
g:tncP." to clet·idc on the question of the trans
portation of ''oat out of the d<·puts \\'hich, alter 
all, b<"longed to thl· emplor(•rs), it w:ts n<'i'<·ssarv 
for the authorit i<·s to ag-:•in rl·cogni~e the st ril.:~· 
leadership, and th<· Bornug·h nflicials pres<:ntC'<I 
their oflici:tl n·qucst for a quanlitv of coal, which 
two days b<·lor"<· thcy had with;lrawn. Jf thf~ 
strike !l'adership resolvC'd to organisl' a demon
stration. it was earned throug-h whether tlw 
authorities rH'rmitt<'d it or not. And in the end 
thing-s dev<·loped -.o far that the Bomugh onlcial 
of Komotau heatedly asked a Communist lunc
t ionary ; "\Vho actually 1s the Hornug-h offici a., 
here ? 1 or vou ? " 

The drawi~g- in 0f the Rdormist workers in 
th<~ unitec.l-fronl o• g-an~ mvokc· the initiHtive of 
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the masses and prm·idcd thl' strike with hundreds 
of new functionaries. In the Northern Bohemia 
tig-ht, tht·rc was certainly no searcit\· of function
arit•s. The whole day iong in the· headquarters 
of the Central' Strike Committee, dozens of mine
workers were at hand, rc;,dy to g·o as messeng-ers 
or as reporters in the l<)ealities and to the pits. 
In almost all places, local district and pit com
mittees held mass meetings daily. In this 
common work the unitL"d front of the fig-hters 
was welded firmly together. The summons of 
the Social-Dcmocratic leaders to resign from the 
common strike committee was simplv taken no 
notice of b,· the Reformist workers. ·And when 
in critical · moments--aftt:r the breaking of th~ 
first Ostrau ~trike-the Social-Fascists ealled 
tog-ether conferences of their organisations and 
through their functionaries sought to carry 
through the breaking of this strike behind the 
b~~ks of the strikers, . they came up against the 
vigorous resistance of their own functionaries and 
were turned down by their own conferences. 

There "·ere individual comrades who, at the 
beginning of the strike, worked so ddeetivclv 
that the leading r61e of the Communist Party 
was hardly at all expressed. Thcv sa\v the "defect" 
in that all decisions should· be planned and 
announced in the name of the elected strike com
mittee~. They would rather have seen the leading 
r6le ot the Party expressed perhaps in the fact 
that at the headquarters of the strike committee, 
the inscription "Office of the Central Strike Com
mittee" should have had in addition the words, 
"Under the leadership of the Communist Party"! 
But the lead!ng r6le of the Party is not expressed 
by declamations and mc-~·hanical instruction. The 
mineworkers struggled so unitedlv and deter
minedly against all foc~s-induding· the Social
Fascist leaders-because thev were conscious of 
the fact that they themsclve~. by means of their 
eleeted united-front organs, determined the 
leader'ship of the struggle. And in these org-ans 
they accepted all the proposals of the Communists 
and cnthusiastil'allv carried them out hccause 
they were themselves persuaded of the correct
ness and necessity of these proposals. When 
the first strike committee was dissolved bv the 
authorities and the Red mineworkers' union 
alone took in its hands the leadership of the 
strike, all strikers undcrstood that and \vekomed 
it. Thev were evidentlv convinced that it was 
the only. trade-union organisation which will and 
can lead their struggle successfully. When the 
coal barons refused to negotiate with th~ strike 
,·ommittee, the Central Strike Committee unani
mously entrusted the reprcs<·ntative of the Red 
mineworkcrs' trade union to represent the strike 
committe<.· and all the strikers at the negotiations, 

\\'hilt· the R(·d mim·\vorkcrs' union d1·1'lan·d th<~l 

without the endorsement of the strikt· 1·ommit tt·1· 
they would have no truck with any <lel·ision madt· 
at the neg-otiations. I" the unanimous r<"solu
tions of the united-front conferences at whid1 
non-Communists were more numerous and iinallv 
were in a g-reat majority, the st rikc-breaking- r()l~· 
of th<' Social-Fascist <md Fascist leaders cortinu
ally became more and more evident. And <•t lhl' 
end of t'lw strikt· a hug-(• conference (over 1 ,ooo 
present) in whid1 th(~ ( 'ommunists composed 
hardly a quarter, resolved unanimou~ly that the 
Red union had alone ddended the interests uf 
the miners ag-ainst the strike-breaking· of the 
leaders of all the other organisation~, and callt:d 
for mass recruiting into the Red union. 

To-day in (_ 'zccho-Siovakia there is not a sing-It: 
rational person who is ablf~ to dcnv that the strik<.· 
of the mine\\·orkers was led hv the Communists. 

Still, this leadership cannc;t come into being 
mcchanic~ly, but through the initiative, through 
energetically, consciously and dexterously setting
up the broad united-front organs whi('h work 
independently. '"hieh develop the initiative of the 
masses, \Yhich hold fast tog-ether the unity of the 
fighters, and which win fo.r themselves e~ormous 
authority. 

Th:-ough the initiative of the Communists and 
the conviction of the broad masses of their 
correctness, the "left" manceuvre of the Social
Fascists in the Northern Bohemia struggle was 
also exposed. 

The Social-Democratic leaders placed them .. 
selves openly against the strike from the begin
ning. Thev declared it to be a ''wild" strikt:. 
refused participation at the start, campaigned 
against the strikers in their Press in the wildest 
manner, and sent gendarmerie and the military 
into the district. Several times they attempted, 
behind the backs of the strikers, to send out 
orders to return to work and thus break 
the strike. \Vhen they were not able to aehien· 
this and \vere defeated at their own conferences, 
they began tc "tolerate" the strike, althrmgh 
they "rejected all responsibility." and ordered 
their members to come out of the strike com
mittees. These instructions, however, were not 
followed bv their members, and in Northern 
Bohemia the Social-Democratic leaders wen· 
po\\'erless; for which also the bourgeois Press 
very sharply reproved them. 

On the other hand, the leaders of the National
Socialists attempted to apply an "elastic'' ta~tic 
of breaking the strike. After their first attempt 
at open strike-breaking had run aground, they 
announced their "solidarity" with the NLlrthen~ 
Rohemian strike, but at the same time atteiT'ptt>n 
to throttle the struggle in all the other aist1 ich, 
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in order lo isolale the Nnrtht:rn Bohemian mine
worker:-., and they regarded with favour all tl:e 
( ;ovt·rnmt·nt mensures for the fon·dul suppression 
Ill tht· strike. 

The Hakt:nkrcuzkr, in tht·ir manu~uvre.", went 
still further. They participated otlicially i;l the 
strike committt·es, voted there-bt-cnuse thev wer(! 
forl'e<l to--for all the fig·hting- resolutions, and 
carried them out. At the same time, tog-ether 
with the Soeial-Democratic leader!';, whieh they 
otherwise sa\'ag-ely "attaekcd," they throttle<! 
the strike in the Falkenau district. And at the 
decisive moment of the strugg·lc they recalled 
their n1embcrs from the strike committees and 
negotiated in secret with the Ministry over the 
!ooig-ning- of the agrecmenl whid1 hnd been turned 
down by the Unity L'onference. Thereby they 
exposed themselves before their own members, 
and instead of securing the expected victory at 
the expense of Social-Democracy, there now 
developed among their members a movement of 
recruitment into the Red union. 

How di<l the Communists oppose these 
man~uvrcs? They expoc;;ed the "false friends" 
of the mineworkers in that they put before the 
masses dear proposal~ for the further develop
ment, extension and intensification of the 
struggle, which were obvious and understand
:tbJe to every Reformist worker, but were 
unacceptable t~ the agents of capital. Therefore, 
the workers were persuaded by their own experi
ence of the treacherous r6Je of the Social-Fascist 
and Fascist leaders, and of the deceitfulness of 
their phrasemongering. 

One of the manreuvres deserves special atten
tion. During the struggle, the Czechish Social
Democrats and National SocialistsJ put forward 
in Parli:tment the proposals for the "Nationalisa
t ion of the Mines." The Party castigated this 
swindle and explained to the workers that within 
the frnmcwork of capitalism the nationaJisation 
of industry is impossible, that the Stnte ownership 
of an individual enterprise-even if it were 
possible-would signify a stiiJ grenter exploita
tion and repression of the workers. The Party, 
however, was not content merely with this pro
paganda of exposure. 

In Hl"Cordance with the demands of the Centra] 
Strike Committee, the Communist parliamentary 
fraction put fonntrd the foJiowing proposals: 
Thnt until the end of the vcnr all dismissals at 
the pits be forbidden; thnt ·the net profits of the 
coct1 barons be heavilv taxed for the benefit of the 
unemployed minewo;kers; the six-hour dav with 
fuJI wag-e-compensation be introduced in the pits ; 
inspection over the protection of life and health 
of the mineworkers be placed in the control of 

org-ans electe<l by the \\orkers; lhe g·endarmeric 
and the military be immt~dialcly withdruwn from 
the distric·ts and the strikt-rs g-uaranteed full free
dom for meeting-s and demonstrations. Tht.· 
Social-Fascists, tog-t~ther with other bourgeois 
parties, rejected all these proposals. And thcrchy 
their swindle of "nationalisation" was completely 
exposed evt·n before the most backwltrd workers. 
• • How can ''C believe that they arc earnest about 
nationalisatinn "--declare<! the \Vork(!rs-"if tht:v 
reject the mere prohibition of dismissuls for ;, 
year and taxation of the profits of the coal 
masters?'' 

* * 
While one can describe the Northern Bohemia 

strike as a model of correct application of the 
united-front t;lctic, one can, on the other hand, 
find serious mistakes in the application of the 
same tactic in the strike in the Ostrau-K:uwin 
district. 

The objct·tive situation in this district was still 
more favourable than in Northern Bohemia. The 
attack of the employers was much more severe 
and directly threatened 12,000 mineworkers with 
dismissals, and the rest with wage n:ductions up 
to .JO per cent. 

The preparatory campaign, which had already 
been carried through since the summer of the 
prc.vious year, was, also in Ostr<lU, quite good. 
As a result of smaiJ fights, a number of demon
strations, demonstrative strikes and also small 
strikes (at the \Vilzek pits, for example) the 
district was so well prepared that the Social
F:tscists were compelled to meet the enormous 
militancy of the mineworkers by announcement 
of the employers' new attaek ~tnd their determina
tion to fight ; and hy nu~ans of thoroughgoing 
"]eft" manreuvres. 

The Social-Fascist leaders declared that it wa~ 
impossible to 1ie down before the dictatorship of 
the coal masters;. in tht>ir agitation they made 
the slogan of the ·Red union, ''Not a man off the 
job, not a farthing off the pny, '' sound as if it 
were their own; they declared that unity was the 
great need, declared that all previous discords 
should be forgotten, and invited the Rerl mine
workers' union to the negotiations with the coal 
barons, although they w·ere not parties to the 
colJective agreement ; and they called o/,'lmited 
conference of aJJ the factory councils and chairmt'n 
of the trade-union groups of all the unions. 

At this moment the opportunistic mistake of the 
Ostrau district leadership began. It had its roots 
in the false theory of the 11 double-edgedness" of 
the Social-Fascist 11 lcft" manreuvres. The 
Ostrau comrades thought that the Social-Fascist 
leaders involuntarily radicalise the masses by their 
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''left" manct•uvre and thus makt· it easier for us 
to approach the Reformist workers. Conse
quently we must not exert ourseln:s so much with 
criticism since "for the time being·'' the Reformist 
workers \\ould not yet understand \Vt· only 
need to say "Yes" and."Amen'' to the promises 
of the Social-Fascists, and in the course ol tht· 
struggle the traitors would quickly expose them
selves. From that n·_sultt-<1, at the beg·inning- of 
till' fight, an essentially pt.~ssh•c,. •wailiug, tactic. 
The Ostntu comrades argued that the coal barons 
would stick to their dictates and tin·allv the Social
Fascists would bl' compt~lled, under the pressure 
of the masses, either to begin the struggle or to 
refuse to do so and theu we would show them 
up and bt·g-in with 011 r action. Condusivel.v and 
finally this false theory ·of the ''doublc-edg·cdness ·' 
of the "left" manreuvrcs of the Social-Fascist 
leaders led to the liquidation of the principle of 
iudepeude11t leadership of the economic strug-g-les. 

The comrades fundamental!\· misunderstood the 
meaning of the "left" man<~uvres. The "left" 
manreuvre was not the cause but the consequence 
of the alretldy-experiellced radicalisation of the 
masses. Their subjectin~ and objective signifi
cance was not a possibility of our approach to 
the Reformist worker~, not the erection for us 
of a bridge to the Reformist workers, but, on the 
contran·, the Social-Fascist leaders aimed, hv 
this ma.nceuvre, at erecting a new barrier betwee;, 
us and the radicalised masses, in order to catch 
hold of the leftward-swingint; masses and again 
deceive them in the interests of capital. 

1.ne "participation" of the Social-Fascist 
leaders in the struggle "as certainly not quite 
excluded from the perspective, but only as a hy
pn){luct of our course of the independent develop
ment of the strike. Th,~ Social-Fascists wouid 
"accompany," but only when there should really 
be no other v.·av-if we should have heaten them 
among- the ma~ses. And only .for this reasun
in order to ensure ne\\· influence through "accom
panving" the struggle, and with it break the 
strike. In everv case our chief task "·as the line 
of independent ieadership of the struggle even in 
the fir-;t stage of the conflict, and consequently 
the ruthless criticism of the Social-Fascist leaders, 
the entry into the struggle with independent 
initiative and the erection of a united front from 
below against the will of the bureaucrats was the 
precondition far this. 

The Ostrau comrades did not understand that. 
In spite of opposite instructions from the Centre 
thev went to the l.'nitv conference of the :;th 
l\la.rch "·ithout their O\\:n resolution and their o~vn 
propos;ds for the immeJiate preservation and 
de,·elopment of the fig-ht. They even gave their 
support to a "unity" resolution, which indeed 

was not l:wking in radi,·al phrase~, hu1 ·.vhid1 
assure'() the mincworkers that all org-ani-.ation-. 
were now in unison, that the dc-.tiny of tiw 
struggle rested in g·oocl hands, thai the mim:
workers should wait and not un<.lcrtake anything 
without the dl'cision ur th<.: trade union. Jt wa" 
a direct warning of t Jw nc<.:d for initiative in tht· 
t:onstruction of the united front from helow; ir 
was a suhstitntl' ol the unitul front from below 
hv the false "unitv" from abov<.: . 
. No wonder then. that in the following wet·k, all 

etHieavours to create a rt:al united-front org-an at 
the pits came to nothing·. Our comrades, h~· their 
support of the resolution, had thems<:h·es actually 
g-iven ammunition for usc against the creation of 
these organs; and the Reformist workers did not 
see their necessitv if "without that evervthing-
was alreaclv united above.'' · 

The Centre of the Communist Partv of Czecho
Slovakia immediatelv criticised this m-istake in the 
sharpest terms and -;.lso laid bare its roots. ThP 
Ostrau comrades acknowledged this criticism. 
They hegan, two days ~tfter the conference, to 
criticise sharply the Social-Fascists. But the 
mistake had already broug·ht about a certain fear 
in the mass of mineworkers and to a certain 
extent also among our own cadres. And the 
Ostn-m comrades did not energetically enough 
fight against this frame of mind. The fateful 
"waiting" tactic had dug itself in too deeply. 
The Reformist workers were persauded that the 
decision as regards the fight must be held on_·r 
until the conclu5.ion of the negotiations with the 
employers. And a section of our own comrade!-> 
remained of this persuasion-that before the ter
mination of these negotiations nothing could be 
commenced. 

In the meantime the Northern Bohemia strike 
beg-an. The Centre took up the quite correct line 
of extending the strike to a general strike of mine
,,·orkers and gave the lead also to Ostrau, in
structing them that the .strike should be begun 
without waiting until the end of the negotiations, 
in which already the Social-Fascists had openly 
betraved the mine\\·orkers. 
Th~ outbreak of the first Ostrau strike which 

very quickly covered more than a third of tiH: 
district showed the corn.-ctness of this decision. 
The Social-Fascists were surprised, the strik£' 
expanded itself. Cndcr its influence the Kladno 
district came into the strug-gle and some small 
areas. (Rositz, Falkenau, Handlova) made pre
parations for a quick entry into the fig·ht. 

Nevertheless, the old mistake avenged itself. 
It was not possible, in the Mahr half of the dis
trict where the Social-Fascists had predominant 
influence, to bring- them quickly enough into the 
fight. It was not possible because the Reformist 
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workers, n~ a result of our mistake, still had faith 
in tht• Social-Fascists and mntited the course of 
the negotiations. And wh<:n the strik<· was 
broken at thrl'e of the l\n·lve pits which had come: 
out, tht• Ostrau comrades fell into a panic, and 
despite strict telephonic instructions to the con
trary from th{· Centre, they passed the f<~tcful 
resolution to <:all otT the strike at all the pits. 
This took place without consultation with the 
strik<·•·s and their organs. This took place despite 
tlw fal't that, as \\'e shall show later, on the tlav 
of the breaking of the strike, over ~o per cent. 
of the workt•rs, atTonlin~· to the ollicial report 
of the employers, remained firm, and in place of 
the three pits who had g-one bad:, two new pits 
join(_·d in the strike. This break, which took 
place against the will of the Centre and the 
majority of the strikers, was a heavy blow 
against the extension of the strike into a general 
strike of mineworkers of all districts. Under its 
influence the strug-gle in the Kladnau district 
began to numble away, which, despite all 
endt'avours, continued for a week up to the 
collapse of the strike. lJnder its influence tht· 
strike movement in Rusitz, Halkenau :111d Hand
lova did not develop to a stoppage of work in 
the~e small district. And a~ainst the Northern 
Bohemia district, the Social-Fasl'ists, employers 
and the State apparatus concentrated the whole 
of their attack, which, nevertheless, was repulsc·ct 
by the correct application of the united-front 
tactic. 

This mistake of the Ostrau comrades was also 
not accidental.· It was a result of their failure 
to tirelessly root out the "waiting tactic.'' ThC'y 
went into the first strug·gle without being correctly 
persuaded of the right line and as a consequence' 
of this capitulated at tlw first big· difficulty, 
although the course of the strike itself g-ave the 
li<· to their pessimism. Besides that, it wa=-
rt:\ ealed-quite the contrary to Northern Bohemia 
-that there was at thi~ first strike in Ostrau 
and its break, an underestimation of the organs 
of the united front, and the false attempts to suh
l"titutc the united-front dc•_·isions bv the decisions 
of the Party leadership, and · council-board 
ordinances made without the consultation of all 
the \V(\rkers. 

The Centre again interv~ned, criticised before 
the mine\vorkers the mistakes which had been 
beg-un, energetically explained the question of the 
indt>pt>ndcnt leadership of the struggle, and two 
days ;•fter the breakaw::ty the conference of the 
Red :Mineworkers' Union, with participation of 
the Reformist worker delegations, unanimously 
acioptcd a new strike resolution. 

In the seconci and particul<l.rly in the third 
st rikc at Ostrau the mistake was corrected. The 

whole district revolted ctgainst the treacherous 
pad whit~h, in the me<mtinw, had been sig-ned by 
tlu· Social-Fascists and Fascists. In the third 
strike we led already twenty pits into the strike, 
Hmong them also some purely "reformist" and 
"Fascist" pits, against the will of their treacher
ous lead(~rs. The third strike was led upon a 
broad united-front basis from below. But this 
third strike did not indeed lead to material suc
cess. It was not possible to lear up the 
treacherous pact; but it was a political success 
for the Party. It mude it evidt•nt to the masses 
that it is possible to fight ;md that the Communists 
and the Red trade unions are the only people 
which defend the interests of the mincworkers. 
It powerfully shattered the position of the Social
Fascists and particularly the Fascist NtJYodny 
Sdrezir~y. That was revealed in the Municipal 
Elections which followed in some minin~ areas, 
where all opponents lost heavily and the Commun
ists were easily victorious. It was revealed in the 
great increase of the number of demonstrators on 
the 1st May and finally also in a comparatively big 
recruitment into the Red Mincworkers' Union 
(after this strike the Union in the Ostrau district 
won about 1 ,ooo new members). 

Hut if this Reformist mistake had not been 
made at the beginning of the strike the success 
would have been much greater and the Ostrau 
Mineworkers would perhaps have warded off the 
attack of the employers in the form of a general 
strike of all mineworkers in Czecho-Slovakia. The 
O~tntu mistake should now be studied, together 
with the great positive experiences of Northern 
Bohemia as we11 as of the Ostrau struggle, in a 
hruact enlightenment campaign. They show 
together with the immensely important lessons of 
the correct application of the united-front tactic 
in Northern Bohemia, the dangers of its false 
opportunistic misrepresentation anci the danger of 
the false theory of the automatic "dQuble-edged
nc·ss" of the Social-Fascist 11 left'' manoouvre. 

Still a few word, on the termination of the 
~or.th~rn Bohemian strike: In order to assure the 
g-reatest possible matersal and political success, 
it is certainly very important to choose the right 
moment for the termination of the strike. 

ThP Social-Fascist anci Fascist Unions, as was 
known, had concluded an ac-reement with the 
employers in the Northern Bohemian district 
hehind the backs of the mineworkers. This pact 
contained some concessions of the coalmastc·rs. 
The dismissals at the pits, which constituted ~ 
direct cause for the outbreak of the strike, were 
postponed for a year. The coalmasters promiseci 
the whol~ of the district that "on principle" they 
would carry through no mass dismissals. Several 
small dem;nds of the strikers were acceded to 
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~uch ns on the <JUestion of overtim~, forbidding 
the filling uf the wagons <.luring the c.lety when not 
hauled, etc. In c..~•mparison with the Ostrotu pact 
there was u tremendous ditTerencx·. There 1 :.z,ooo 
mineworkcrs were to h:we compulsory short-timl·, 
wng-cs were..• to be reduced up to 20 per c~nt. Here 
(in Northern Bohemi;a) no tlismissals and no wage 
reductions were provided for. 

Nevertheless the conditions of the Northern 
Hohemaa pact were also c:ompletely insutlicient and 
did not fulfil the deman<.ls of the strikers. The 
pact w;,s full of r~servations IJy means of which 
the coalmasters can evade all their obligations. 
And al.oo in the principal question - protection 
against dismtssal~ - the pact gave no real 
guarantee, for it contained the condition that mass 
dismissals an· permissible in exc(~ptional cases 
where the sale of coal would not once permit, the 
working of the pits in three shifts per week. The 
Northern Hohemaan mmeworkers saw, indeed, the 
tremendous difference between the pact for Ostrau 
where the employers were successful in throtthng 
the strike, an<.l the pact for Northern Bohemia 
which came into being under the pressure of their 
powerful and united strike. But they saw at the 
same time that they had been betrayed of the full 
fruits of their fight by the treachery of the Social
Fascist leaders, and that without this treachery 
of the Social-Fasdst l~aders it would have been 
possible to achieve much more. 

The Social-Fascists and Fascists signed the 
pact uncon<.litionally, and promised that the 
miners would return to work the following Mon
day. The Red Union refused to sign th~ pact ant1 
the unity conference also decided to reject it and 
to perscv~re in the struggle. 

Once more it was po~ible to repel thr. conr«-n
trated attack. On the Monday the strike in the 
centre of the district stood firm. At all the bigger 
pits the workers struck solidly ; the instructions 
of the Social-Fascists were not heeded. Still, at 
the periphery of the district the strike began to 
crumble, a number of small pits returned to w2rk, 
and this time the Social-Fascist and Fascist 
leaders were able to carry through at the confer
ences of their organisations the resolution for 
stopping the strike. Thereby the treacherous 
leaders were again exposed before the masses, 
and this time at~ the Hakenkreuzler who had 
previously man~uvred so cunningly. 

The strike had reached its apex. The political 
success, the confidence of the masses in the Com
munist Party was stronger than ever. All the 
enemies of the mineworkers were exposed and 
compromised. 

The paet was indeed insufficient, but still it 
was a partial success and everybody was aware 
that the partial !'uccess was a result of the leader-

ship of the strike and the Rt~d uniun ; its insutli
c:iency, however, the result of the Social-Fa!icist 
<~nd Fasc.·ist treachery. 

On the other hand it was dear that the best 
g-uar:mtee ctgainst further attal'ks of the coal
masters hay not in the dauscs of the pact but in 
re~olutf'ness ancl unity, with which the tight would 
hc l'onducted and with which the miners would 
also end it. 

To caa ry on the strike, signified in the first 
place the perspective of a long struggle in the 
most solid centre of the <.listrict. On the other hand 
it meant a erumbling away at the periphery of 
the district and a struggle between the mine
workers themselves, between, on the one si(te, 
those who had persevered in the struggle, and on 
the other tho~e who, having fought heroically for 
four weeks, had then, through hunger and 
treachery, preferred the unsatisfactory pact 
to a. further lengthy strike. 

The means for sharpening the strike in the 
district itself were for the most part already 
employed. As is well known, the strike had 
already previously been raised to a one-day 
general strike in the whole district with great 
illegal demonstrations and severe collisions with 
the armed forces. The strikers used excellently 
the threat to withdraw the safety men and ftood 
the pits. They used the withdrawal as a threat 
after the dissolution of the first strike Committee 
and had compelled recognition of the newly
elected strike leadership. At some pits they with
drew the safety men !'ince the authorities 
endeavoured under military protection to trans
port coal from the dep6ts. 

The best chances for the continuation of the 
fight was naturally its extension, the leading of 
further sections of workers in the country into 
the struggle. Yet at this time there was no real 
prospect of a quick realisation of this. 

The mineworkers' strike in Kladno was ended; 
in Ostrau it was impossible to take the- whole 
district along in the struggle and the third partial 
!"trike in Ostrau was defeated by the forces of 
terror and the treacherv of the Social-Fascists; 
the other small areas we~e forced to content them
selves with partial struggles and demonstrations. 
In Rriinn the textile workers' strike was already 
terminatf"ci. 

In the sf" circumstances the termination of the 
l'trike was the only correct thing to do. The 
stru2'gle was ended at the moment of the 2'reatest 
political success of the Communists and the 
proletarian united front. The mineworkers 
returned to the pits united and with fighting 
resoluteness. They were resolved to answer every 
attack of the employers with a new struggle. 
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Thi~ slogan was no empty phrusc. Sinl·c the 
t~rm!nation of the great struggle in the mining 
d1stnct of Northern Bohemia thf're have already 
been seven pit strikes. The cause was always the 
same. Some workl:rs were late in starting work 
for the simple reason that they had hecn 
arrested, i.e., for accidental causes. The pact 
promised to take on only those who turned up for 
work at the right time. When, however, the pit 
managers refused to re-employ one worker onlv 
the whole of the men came out on strike-with 
always the Harne result. In all the seven instances 
the bosses were forced to re-employ the men. 
Th~ strike committees remained together and 

transformed themselves into mineworkers' unity 
committees. At a number of pits campaigns were 
hlaUJ.:'Urated for an immediate new election of the 
pit councils and it was possible thereby to win the 
legally prescribed two-thirds majol'ity. The unity 
committee summoned a general Red Mav Dav 
demonstration which took place with the partici
pation of tens of thousm~ds of workers of all 
political tendencies, while the Social-Fascist 
festivities shrunk into small gatherings. In the 
district an active recruiting campaign for the Red 
Min~ Workers' Union took place. Whole groups 
of Reformists and Hakenkreuzler workers joined 
the Red Union. All this showed that the Party 
and the Red union had not only Jed the strike 
<~orrectly but had also ended it at the most oppor
runf' moment in the correct manner: had thus 
created conditions for a shattering of the Fascist 
and the Social-Fascist. influence in the district, 
and for a permanent strengthening- of the revolu
tionary front. 

The mineworkers' strike in Czecho-Slovakia 
has had great significance for the class struggle 
in that country. For the first time the Party and 

-.the Red Trade l7 nions, during a period of 
P.r.Onomac.: crisis, were able to lead indepeodentlv 
a great mass ~trike. Of all the 8o,ooo mine
workers in all the districts, 55,000, even accord
ing to official statistics, took part in the strike. 

In the Northern Bohemia distric:-t it was possible 
to bring the attack of the coalmasters to a stand
stilt. In other districts proof was conclusively 
brought forth that the workers cnn fight and that 
the Communist Party is the only party which 
really defends the interests of the workers. 

All the strike-breaking arguments of the Social
Fascists were contradicted through the struggle. 
It was shown that it is a lie to say that during 
cris_is the workers cannot fight, for never befo-re 
was the mineworkers' struggle in Northern 
Bohemia so united and so' complete. 1 t was 
revealed that the Social-Fascists had lied when 
they declared that the unemployed would stab the 
strikers in the back ; on the contrary, the unem-

ployed had supported the strike in exemplary 
fushion and nt the l'nd of the strike the Soc•al
Fnscists exposed the mendacity of their arguments 
themselves in that they said tht:tt only the unem
ployed prevented the mineworkcrs from returnin~· 
lo work (which naturally, was a new tie). The 
fal~ity of their arguments was revealed that with
out sufficient funds no strike could be successfully 
carried through, when on the one hand the miner..: 
without any regular support showed the greatest 
endurunce in the strike, ancl on the other hand it 
was pos$ible to organise a broad parallel solidarity 
campaign amongst all sections of the working· 
class and, in spite of the prohibition of the reform
ist organisations, to collect hundreds of thousands 
of Kronen for the strikers. It was also revealed 
that the arguments of th<; Social-Fascists, that it 
was impossible to strike because the coalmasters 
had gigantic stores of coal at the depots which 
they would sen during the strike, were an empty 
threat, as, for the first time in the history of 
Northern Bohemian miners' strikes, the strikers 
successtully prevented the transport of coal from 
the dep6ts, and at the end of the strike, there was 
a perceptible scarcity of brown coal. 

The miners' strike revealed to the workers, 
particularly the Nationalist and Reformist" 
adherents, the r61r of the bourgeois State 
apparatus ; but it also revealed that it 
was possible to fight successfully against 
the severest terrorist measures. The mass 
of mineworkers fought for their right to strike 
and their right to the streets. Under their 
pressure the· dissolved strike committees were 
again permitted. The general strike and the mass 
demonstration of the 13th April were carried out 
in spite of the ban, gendarmerie, military forces 
and the shooting. 

The miners' strike showed dearly that by the 
c:-onsistc:-nt and dexterous application of the United 
Front from below, it is possible to come up suc
cessfully against the treachery and the strike
breaking of the Social-Fascists and the Fascist 
leaders. l n the Northern Bohemia district the 
Reformist leaders were powerless. No one heeded 
their instructaons. Their own caretully-sift~(l 
delegate conferences turned down their proposals. 
Their influ\!nce was tremendously shaken. 

These lessons do not remain without effect on 
the broadest masses of the Czecho-Slovakian 
proletariat. 

During the mmers' strike we also had a risl: 
of the strike movement in other districts. We· 
had a strike of the textile workers in Briinu 
against the reduction of the cost of living increase, 
which, to be true, embraced only a part of the 
industry and after a few days was compelled to 
break up. But undf'r this pressl,Jre the employers 
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~o longer dared to reduce the whole cost of living· 
mcrensc and to a t.~ertuan extent granted it. \\'c 
!wd a strikl• in ~he Rima M urauga llailutay worlu 
Ill East. Slovakia. A strike lasting eight wet·ks 
was untte~ly carried out in the textile factory of 
/JouMelly '" Ecut Bohemia nnd emled, despite no 
material sucl'css, in the strengthening of the Red 
Trade llnion. And of the support which the 
workers' struggle produced arTHmg the working 
masses the following incident is. charucteristic. In 
the Richter textile factory in Mildenau in Northern 
Bohemia, the employer& gave notice to thirteen 
workers. Thereupon the whole of the worker~. 
numbering- 1, roo men, came out under the slogan 
of .. Not a man off the job," and after three days 
enforced the re-employment of all the discharged 
men. 

.After the miner~' strike a wave of strikes 
developed in a number of areas and branches of 
industry. 

The building workers for some time led a suc
cessful small struggle against the attacks of the 
employers. According to the statistics of the Red 
Building Workers' Union, from the beginning of 
the year to the middle of April, .zo,ooo building 
and stoneworkers in 350 enterprises (building and 
quarries) had taken part in partial and demon
strative strikes under their leadership. During 
this period the Union had recruited 4•5<>7 new 
members. 

Now, however, the question of the transition to 
a greater strike in the building ~rade stands on the 
order of the day ; a strike which will embrace the 
whole of the workers, in which tens of thousands 
nf building workers, under the leadership of the 
dected strike committees, the organ of the united 
front, will carry on their successful struggle. 

The landworkers in the Galanta territory in 
Slovakia (about 4,500 men) had foug-ht a united 
struggle for a JO per· cent. wage increase on the 
c:xisting wages, payment for overtime and the 
recognition of their elected and trusted represent
atives. This strike was carried out against the 
collective agreement signed by the Reformists. It 
was won in a district of the greatest terror where 
the previous year the notorious shooting took 
place in Kossuth. Now th\! strike encompasses n 
number of more distant areas of the Slovakian 
htndworkers. In the Carpatho-llkraine the strike 
of wine-workers ended with a partial victory. 

In the textile industry there was a number of 
partial struggles. For July a gn.•nt strike against 
wage reductions and rationalisation was prepared 
in th(! East and Northern Bohemia districts 
included in the agreement. The position is the 
same in many other branches of industry. 

At an organisers' conference, the C.C. of the 
Czecho-Slovakian Party, nfter a thorough exam-

ination of the lessons of the rniner!i' strike dis
('Ussed an<l laid down concrete tasks tor the 
<lt:velopment of the economic struggle~ in all 
spheres. It is expected that. the attacks of the 
employers will come up against resolute resistance 
of the working masses organised by the Commun
ists, and that they will lead to further mass 
struggle$ !n the course ()f which the Communists 
will lead stilf broader masses and win them for 
the fight tor the liberation of the working class. 
At the same time the Party rnobilises the masses 
for resistance against the application in Czecho. 
Slovnkia of emergency measures on the model of 

· Brunning and Von Pupen in liermany. 
As is kfl()wn, the rudder of the Czecho-Slovakian 

State has up to now been held by a ugreat coali
tion'' ·of almost all the bourgeois and Sociai
Fas~ist parties, which possess a great majority in 
Parhnment. 

Still, in recent times, more and more lrequent 
complaints have been made within the bourgeois 
camp that the Government acts too slowly and 
with insufficient energy, that Parliament is too 
lethargic, and that o.t great new form of govern
ment is required. 

The rapid development ot tnc crisis, the hope
lessness of a quick realisation of the Tardieu 
middle-European plans leading to some kind of 
"amelioration" uf the crisis, the shaking of the 
Social-Fascist influence over the masses, the suc
C'f'Ss ot the Communists, ;,II make necessary a new 
manreuvre. 

The bourgeoisie plans new attacks on the living 
standards of the working masses; reduction of 
wages and the salaries of civil servants ; reduction 
of the wretched unemployment relief and the 
introduction of compulsory labour for the unem
ployed ; new indirect taxes; reduction of rent 
protection, etc. 

And above all the war plans of the Czechish 
bcntrgeoisie make quick action necessary. 

For these reasons the tendency to displace the 
great coalition ·by a cabinet of officials or a 
"cabinet of personalities" grows rapidly, to set it 
up through a law of authorisntion with "full 
powers as in Germany Bruning had and Von 
Papen has to-day, to dissolve parliament, to drive 
forward in the severest manner against the revo
lutionary working class movement, up to the dis
solution of the Communist Party. The first step 
towards thai has been the banning of the W.I.R. 
and LL.D. as well as the Young Communist 
League. The Social-Democrats would be able 
further to play their r61t• ()f the chi~f !'oc.ial sup
port of the bourgeoisie, but in. a slightly a~t~r.ed 
form. Thcv would reject all dtrect respons1bthty 
for the dee;ts of the "fiovcrnment of the Strong 

(Co•1i11ud ou pajl HO) 
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LESSONS OF THE MINERS' STRIKE STRUGGLE IN THE 
RUHR IN 193 1-32 

By S. PHRHVOZNIKOV. 

I
~ the Ruhr district is represcntetl one of t~c 
decisive sections of the class struggle m 

ln!rmany. Uespite the growing replacement of 
(·oat ·b~· new .synthetic fuels, the Rulu coal basin 
sti11 remains the chief fuel anti powet base of 
tierma11y. In addition to coal, the leading section 
of the German metal industry is also locntcd in 
the Ruhr. ''The reduction of the cost of pro
duction and the increase of the competitive power 
of our industry can be begun only with· the Ruhr,'' 
this slogan, thrown out by the "Bergwerks
.lcitung" (journal of the coal industry) already 
at the beginning of the introduction of capitalist 
rationalisation, has been stressed and enforced 
pnrticu}arly du!il)g the year.s .of the. c'ri~is. The 
l'Hpitahst solutiOn of the cnsts, whach mvolve~ a 
reduction of the living standards of the workmg 
class, begins with, and in a great measure 
depends upon, a const~rit and stro~g pressure 
upon :the workers, particularly of thts coal and 
metal base of the German industry. And for this 
''ery reason the struggle of the Ruhr ~or~ers is 
of the greatest importance to the organisatiOn of 
resistance and a counter-offensive of the German 
proletariat against the effort of the bourgeois!~ to 
solve the crisis at the expense of the great tothng 
masses. 

The C.P. of Germany and the revolutionary 
trade union opposition of the Ruhr province ha~e 
been able to accumulate a great deal of expen
ence in independent h~aders~ip . of the ~cono~ic 
~truggle. The original ~pphcatJon ?f th1s pohcy 
of independent leadership began m the Ruhr 
during the lockout of the 2 I 3 ,ooo metal workers 
in 1928. The fir5t mass strike prepared and con
ducted from the beginning to the end by the Red 
Trade-Union Opposition of Germany also tl')(.ik 
place in the Ruhr, namely. the strike. of 6o,ooo 
miners in 193L For th1s reason 1t. appears 
especially important to trace on the basts of the 
l'xpcricncc .of t?c Ru.hr, t~e causes of the ~bsencc 
of big economic stnkes m ~ermnny durmg. the 
past year despite the growmg acuteness of all 
the class contradictions. 

ln the first half of 1931 the C.P. of Germany 
and the Red Trade-Union Opposition of the Ruhr 
Province had a series of remarkable successes. 
They independently cond~cted a big- .miner~· stri~e 
in January, 1931, and m connect1on w1th th1s 
struggle created the all-Germ.an Red u~ion ~>f 
miners. The factory committee election~ 1n 
Mnrch and April, 1931, ren~aled the g-rowth of 

the political influence of the Party and of the Red 
Trade-Union Opposition in the factories: the Red 
tickets received in I 20 mines 68,324 votes against 
35,262 at the previous elections, while the Social
Democratic and reformist trade unions lost 
26,000 votes. These elections sho~e<l that the 
masses approved of the policy of the Party and 
revolutionary trade-union opposition in the 
January strike, as well as of the creation of H 

Red union. 

Since then the stnke struggle m the Ruhr has 
been marked by a steady decline. In October, 
1931, the Party and the Red union succeeded in 
leading in the fight against the 7 per cent. wage 
cut only scattered groups of miners (about 2S,ooo
JO,ooo on the whole) and keeping them in the 
strike for only a few tlays. In january, 1932, 
the Communist Party of Gennany and the Red 
Trade-Union· Opposition of the Ruhi; mobilised 
an even smaller number of miners against 
Bruning's emergency decree, only a few 
thousand miners striking for one or two days in 
six mines. This dec1ine of the strike movement 
in the Ruhr has been accompanied by a retard
ation of the growth of the political influence of the 
Party (and even by its weakening) and by stag
nation in the Party organisations, in the Red 
mmers' union and in the revolutionary trade
union opposition of the Ruhr province. In the 
elections to the Prussian Landtag last April the 
C.P. of Germany polled in the Ruhr (Westfell
North and South} 25,000 votes less than in the 
Reichstag elections of the autumn of I9JO, not to 
mention the f:~ct that it failed to· capture the 
8o,ooo votes lost by the Social-Democratic Party 
during this period. The Fascists (Nazi) who 
gained 38o,ooo votes chiefly at the expense of the 
bourgeois parties, became the set:ond strongest 
Party (next to the Centre) in this proletarian 
region. 

One of the main causes of the temporary dis
continuation of the growth and partial decline of 
the influence of the Party among the masses of 
.the Ruhr consists in that the C.P. of Germany 
and the Red Trade-Union Opposition failed <o 
organise the workers' resistance to the lowering 
of their living standards. 

During the past year the situation of the Ruhr 
miners has been steadily deteriorating. Accord
ing to the "Gewerkschaftsarchlv" (January, 
1912), the wages of a miner working· full timt• 
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and receiving full rates nmounted on the averuge 
to the foltuwinJ:" : 

Skilled U nskillecl 
1929/ JO uo.8 marks 75·7 marks 
January, 1931 114.3 , 71.9 , 
November, 1931 105.8 , 66.4 ., 
January, 19:l2 95· 2 ,. 59.8 , 

The actual monthly wages of a Ruhr hewer, 
that is of a· skilled miner, are shown in the 
following fii"ures : 
In July, 1931, a hewer received for 

20 1 / s shifts 
Plu~ the "fnmily allowance" 

162.74 marks 
5.26 " 

Total 168.00 marks 

The following deductions were made : 
Insurance ... 
The wage tax and the "crisis tax" 
Repairing instruments 

23.02 marks 
4·05 
2.55 " 

Total: 2g.62 marks 
38.o5 .. Rent 

Total: 6;.67 
Remainder for living expenses ... .100.33 marks 

Already in January, 1931, the wages of this 
worker were reduced by 11.31 marks (before 
January he earned 174.05 marks). The wage cut 
in October. 1931, and the reduction of the 
"family niJowance" . by six pfennigs further 
reduced his wages by 9.72 marks per month 
while the wage cut under the fourth emergency 
decree issued in January, 1932, brought with it 
n new reduction of wages hy 15.02 marks. 

It is necessary to remember that a large pro
portion of the miners have 4-5 free shif~s per 
month amounting to a loss of 3o-35 marks out 
of the monthly wages. According to tl~e news
paper of the Christian Union of Miners, m 
February, ·1931, th(' average number of free shifts 
per miner in the Ruhr amounted to 3t per month. 
During the succeeding m~nths this figure did not 
decrease but actually increased. 

In the budget of many of the workers of the 
"Thyssen" mine there are references to cuts in 
the monthly wages by 1o-15 marks effected in 
the summer and nutumn C'f 1931 through trans
fers to lower wage groups. This is a very wide
spread practice of cutting wages in the Ruhr. In 
this connection the "Ruhr Echo" writes: 

"In the mining industry for instance, the 
situation is such that the employers reduce cer
tain groups of workers to lower grade scales. 
Such examples have taken place not only in the 
n1ining- industry in whtch there are about 30 
different rates. but also in the other industries." 

The org;misation of the struggle of the Ruhr 

miner~ a~:ainst this pressure or the employer~ upon 
their living standards has unquestionably mel 
with a number of objective difficulties. 

The first o£ these is the existence or a hu~:e 
army of unemployed and the constant growth of 
this army. The total number of miners employed 
in the Ruhr decreased between Det:ember, 1929, 
and january, 1931, from 3Eb,331 to ay<>,313. 
This means that ga,4g8 miners were dismisst.·d 
in the l~Ourse of one year. Between January and 
July, 1931, to Janunry, 193~, hetwr~n 2o,ooo ami 
25,000 more miners lost employment. The fear 
of the employed workers losing their jobs in 
consequence of u strike plays a definite part in 
the organisation of the economic struggle. 

A~other difficulty is presented by the ever
growing terror of the police, employers and 
Fascists against the strikers which leads in each 
strike to the purging of the mines from the most 
militant revolutionary workers. In a speech 
delivered at the meeting of th~ all-German Com
mittee of the revolutionary trade-union opposition 
in March, 1932, the Chairman of the Red Miners' 
Union stated : 

"We have no less than 4,000 functionaries whu 
have been victimised while thou!Sands have be~:n 
discharged this year. There are places in which 
the Red shop-committee members hnve been dis
missed five times in succession. . . . Completl· 
pit groups (of the Union and Red opposition) 
have been thmwn out of the mines, not once, 
but severnl times•· (Stenogram, page 31 1). 

The slight reduction of ti1e prices of consumers' 
goods, while lagging far behind the wage cuts, 
still enabled the employers and the trade-union 
bureaucrats to lull the miners by talk of "pre
serving the real standard of living despite the 
wage cuts.'' 

A characteristic thing about the price move
ment is the fact that the prices of bread, potatoes 
and sugar, which hold an important place in th<· 
budget of the poorly-paid workers not only did 
not go down, but actually went up. 

The basic difficulty in the organi!lation of the 
miners' struggle consists of the extensin' 
influence of the Reformist and Christian tradt>
un!on bureaucracy, who seek by aiJ means (by 
skilful mnn~uvres and open strike-breaking) t(l 
keep the miners from taking part in the struggle 
and who broke the strikes whcne\'er they did 
occur. The Reformist union of miners has about 
40,000 members in the Ruhr, while the Christian 
union has about 30,000 members (the member
ship of the Red union in the Ruhr amounting to 
16,ooo). In all the strikes of the miners during· 
the past period-in the general strike of 1931. in 
the October strike of the same vear and in thl~ 
January movement of 1932-the. Reformist and 
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< 'hristian trade unions of miners prod (limed the 
strikes to be "outlawed" and urged their mem
bers to continue to work. Their tactics in break
ing up the strikes Wl' shall deal with further on. 
on. 

l'..xpencncc has shown that all these difficulties 
can be overcome (the January strike of 1931, the 
extensive strike movement of the miners in Poland 
and Czecho-Slovakia where the biggest of these 
difficulties also exist) and that the sharpening of 
the dass contradictions in Germany creates addi
tional opportunities for the development of the 
struggle of the masses (the f.:'rowth of the dis
content among the workers, the growing fermen
tation among the members of the Reformist and 
Christian trade unions, the class solidarity and 
activity of the unemployed, the unceasing pressure 
of the bourgeoisie which again and ag<lin stimu
l;ttes the workers towards militant re$istance, 
etc.). The most important cause of the decline 
of the class struggle in the Ruhr during this 
period is to be found in the weaknesses of the 
subjective factor--of the Party, Red trade-union 
;md revolutionary trade-union opposition of the 
Ruhr valley. 

The mam weaknesses of the Party and of the 
Red Trade-Union Opposition as displayed in the 
economic struggle in· the Ruhr since the X I 
Plenum of the E.C.C.I. are as follow : 

a. The insufficient political initiative and 
political aggressiveness towards the enemy 
(instead of an independent choice of the time for 
the struggle as was the case in January, 1931, 
they wait for the blows and manreuvres of the 
<~mployers; instead of a political offensive against 
the Social-Democrats and the Reformist trade
umon bureaucracy (whose position has been even 
less tenable by their support of Bruning and the 
introduction of wage cuts), defence against their 
manreuvres. 

b. The incorrect methods of preparation fqr 
and learlership of the struggle ( sch('matism. 
regimentation, the absence of the united front 
from below, an incor-rect approach to the Reform
ist and Christian workers; preparations from 
above, instead of at the places of work). 

c. The incorrec-t nH·tho<ls of the leadership of 
the Red .:\fincrs' l;nion by the Party organis
ation (petty appraisal, supplantation, etc.). 

d. The opportunist fluctuations in the estima
tion of the importance of partial strikes and on 
the question of the: general st rikc. 

e. The weakness of the entire mass ':vCirk in 
the mines and pits, the W«:'rlk :·nnncr:ti.,n with tf-:,. 
masses. 

f. The nr:k· icalJy complete ~~~scncc ()f work in 
tht' J~«:>for:mist arHi Christian trade unions (the~ 

liquioation of the groups of the Red Trade-Union 
Opposition in the mines, etc.). 

In January, 1931, the trade-union opposition 
organised a strike of 6o,ooo miners, ~•g-ainst the 
12 per cent. wage cut demanded by the employers. 
During this period no Red Union of Miners existed 
in the Ruhr, while the Red Trade-Union Opposi
tion ;lmong the miners hml only 4,ooo mem
bers. What made the organisation of that strike 
possible? First of all, the fact that the Red 
Trade-Union Opposition seriously prepared for 
the strike, most of the preparatory work being 
carried out in the mines. In its report on the 
preparation for the struggle the all-German 
leadership of the Reel Trade-Union Opposition of 
the miners, wrote : 

"The preparation for the miners' strike began 
in June, 1930 . . . About 1 ,ooo meetings were 
held in the mines (from December g, 1930). The 
"Ruhr Echo" devoted a page every day to the 
miners' struggle under the heading "The Mines 
are Prepared to Fight,'' this page containing 
reports of the Central Committee for the Prepar
ation of the Struggle. This page was published 
separately every day in s,ooo copies and distri
buted in 134 mines and was also posted in the 
workers' villages and in the streets leading to the 
pits .... 

''Preparatory committees of struggle were set 
up in 101 mines. . . . About so of them carried 
on their work every day. 
... ''In 30 mines programmes of demands 

were worked out at general meetings which 
helped to mobilise the miners.'' 

Further, the fact that the Party was mobilised 
for the preparation and conduct of the struggle : 

"The C. P. of Germany ably supported the pre
paration for the struggle. By calling special 
Party conferences locally and meetings of the 
g-roups the Party was mobilic-:~d down to its last 
organised unit." (From the same report). 

Then there was the fact that the Red Trade
Union Opposition, basing itself upon the con
nection with the masses in the mines established 
during the period of the preparation for the 
:-;truggle, succeederl in completely retaining the 
initiative of fixing the date of the struggle, 
following the t·orrect policy d taking the enerny 
by surprise. 

"On December 12, the conferL"nce (of mine 
delegates) adopted a decision that the signal to" 
strike \viii consist of a notification of the Cent <Jl 
Committee of Struggle to the effect that the fig-ht 
is to begin. This decision was necessary in order 
to catrh the enemy unawares and prevent him 
from taking counter measures" (report of the 
c~ll-German leadership of the "Miners' Red Trade
Union Opposition). 
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This decision Wi'lS discussed at the general 
mine meetings. 

By displaying considerable initiative and l'arry
ing on mass preparatory \vurk the 1h·d Tradt~
L:niun Opposition succec..:dcd in quickly reacting· 
to the man~uvres of the t r~ulc-union burcaunacy. 

The leaclt:rship uf the miners' Reformist trade 
union at first responded to our strike preparations 
IH· the statemen-t' that "at a time of a crisis it is 
i~1pussil>ll' to advance \vage demands and decide 
upon the cancellation of the wage agreentt·llt.'' 
(From the same report). However, when the 
Red Trade-L'nion Opposition declared at the 
mine meetings that this means tlmt the trade-union 
bureaucracy is prepared to accept a wage cut the 
Reformist leadership, cunironted with the grow
ing· strike sentiments among the workers, carried 
uut a manreuvre; after the wage agreement had 
been annutled by the employers the Executive 
< ~ommith~e uf the reformist union uf miners put 
forward the demand fur a 50 pfennig- wag<.• 
increase and a seven-hour shift. The Red Trade
Union Opposition then withdn,:w its rlcmands for 
a wage increase of one mark ami a six hour shift 
dc~claring that in the interests of unity in the 
strug-gle it \\·as prepared to fight for the demands 
;ulvanced by the Reformist trade union, being 
nmfident that these deman<is could be secured 
only by means of a strike. Since the Reformist 
h~adership naturally <iid nothing to prepare for 
:1 struggle for its own demands, this manreuvre 
was exposed by the Red Trade-Union Opposition 
lll'fon~ the masses. 

All this made it possible for the Red Trade
L"nion Oppu:.-.ition to mobilise the workers for the 
-.trike on its O\\'n record. On Januctry 2, C\'en 
before the negotiations between the employt.,rs, 
the trade unions and the arbitration bodies for a 
reduction of the wages led to any definite 
decision, to their cornpkte surpri;-;e, a strike 
\\'as declared in 32 mines. On January J, 53 
mines were on strike (37 completely and 16 par
tially). The decision to open ·the strike was 
adopted on January 1 at a conference of mine 
delegates <md was confirmed in the morning of 
January .2, at the pit meetings which added to 
the former demands the following: 

uThc immediate cancellation of all dismissals; 
the mine administrations must undert~ke not to 
rl·duce the wages ; for giving work to the unem
ployed '' 

Tlwse demands were rmme<liately presented to 
the admmistration. 

''The workers' meetings (held in the morning 
of January 2) authorised the committees of 
strug-gle immediately to open negotiations with 
the administration of the mines and pits. Up 
to the completion of the negotiations the workers 

remain at the meeting-s held in the \\'ashing- rooms. 
In c:rse the demands should be n:jected th,.. 
Slrikcs would begin at onl"e." (Ibid). 

The power of the Red Trade-Union Oppo~itiot, 
in the organisation of this strike consisted in that 
it did evt~rything- in the closest contact wirh tht" 
masses of miners. This contact was maintained 
during the days of the strike as \veil. 

"Strikers' meetings were held darly .. 
Between the Central Strike Committee numbering 
Ro members which was elected at the conferencP 
of January and which included Sociai-Democrattt' 
and Christian workers . . . and the district and 
mine strike committee~· constant connections wl·re 
maintained throug-h messengers and instructors. 

Despite the unprecedented police terror 
there were mass strike pickets ... in which the> 
uncmployett took an active pat·t. . . . Where, 
owmg to the police terror, it was impossible to 
picket the mines the strike committees organised 
pickets in the mining- villages. . . During- the 
days ot the strik~ the masses were on the 
streets.,, 

The political initiative, the activity and the 
mass preparations created the conditions for the 
organisation and conduct of the strike against 
the will of the trade-union bureaucracy and made 
it possible to attract more than 62,000 miners into 
the ~truggle despite the savage terror. The 
(rovernmcnt hastened to issue the cumpulsorv 
arbitrat1on award cutting the wages by 6 per 
cent. (the cm.ployers demanded an 8 per cent. 
wage cut in the last negotiations while the 
Reformi~t trade-un10n bureaucracy agreed to a 
4 per cent cut. From January 6 the strike began 
to decline and several days later came to an end. 
Upon the conclusion of the strike a Red Umon 
of Miners was orgam!'ed at a conference of mine 
delegates. 

The January strike of I9JI. in the Ruhr, could 
unquestionably have set ved as a point. of depar
ture ft>r the development t)f the economtc struggle 
in the Ruhr and throughout the country. It 
could not but have stimulated the growth of 
militant sentiments among- the workers and the 
strengthening of the prestige df the Red T~~d~
U nion Opposition among the masses. I hrs 
should have hecn ablv utilised w1th a view to the 
changing situation. ·However, neither the Party, 
the newly-created Red Cnion, nor the Red·Trade-
l~nion Opposition, <iid this. . . 

It is necessarv to note that already 111 th1s 
g-enerally well-prepared and well-con<iucted strike 
a number of weaknesses were demonstrated 
which subsequently were particularly aggravatcJ. 
The most important of these was the narrow base 
of the unitc<i front from below. Of the 101 pre
paratory committees of strug-gle only 4i proved 
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to be n.·al org·ans of the united front. The other 
54 commitlt.'e!) did not succeed in leading their 
mines in the struggle c.:hiefly owing· to the fact 
that they v•t·rc founded upon a \'cry narrow basis 
and wen· passi\·e. The Red Trade-Union 
Opposition succcedell in g·aining very little sup
pun among the Reformist and Christian workers 
in the strike; the big conferences ltt·ld during the 
prcp;u·ation for the stru~,a;l<~, such. as the <~onfer
ence held on July 6, 1931, with the. participation 
of 7lO mt!mbers, wt•re attemkd by only 3 Social
Democrats and one Christian worker. Even at 
the <'onfcrence held during the strike (January 1) 
there were among- the Moo delegates from th~ 
mint·s only 36 memb<·rs of thl: Reformist union, 
12 members of the Christian union and 4 Fascists. 
There were also cases of none but members of 
the Party and R<·d Tradc-lJ nion Opposition join
ing· the strike. In a letter on the strike it was 
reported, for inst;mce, that ','there have been such 
cases as 10 or J<> comrades alone leaving the 
mine, believing that in this way they were sup
porting the miners' strug·gle. '' 

To ovcrl'omc these weaknesses and, with a 
view to the experience of the successfully-organ
ist~d mass strike, to develop a gn!at strug·glt~ of 
the miners against all further pressure upon their 
living standards-such was the task. 

To do this it was nl•cessarv first of all to take 
into tonsidcration the l'hangcd methods of the 
enemy. At the C'nd of H):lO the G{'rman bour
geoisie started an otrensivc all a~long the front 
upon tht~ wage rates of 1 he workers after the 
super-tariff rates had already been reduced. 
Having met with resistance on the part of the 
Berlin metal workers in ~ovember, 1930, and of 
th~ Ruhr miners in January, 1931. the employers 
too.k up highly diversl' forms of lowerin~ the 
standards of life. 

In the Ruhr constant dismissals and transfer::, 
of· workers to lower grades have been practised 
in the mines ever since the spring of 1931. In 
Jun<', the so-called "familv allowances" wen· 
rl!dueed while the \\'orking d~ty was lengthened. 

EYer mort• extensively, beginning ,vith \Vn1den
burg an,l spreadin~ to all the tlther mine fields, 
the so-called ''Krimper-.;;ystem'' hrg-an to lw 
<'mploy<·d involving the replacement of the 
\\'nrkers fnr two or th rn· !1tonths with the sub
sequent re-employment of the former workers. 
tim:-; establishing- turn~ bt ~" ;~cr: tl·,, ... employed and 
uncmplo\'ed workers. Even· time that one set of 
work<.'rs ·was replal'cd by a;wth\·r the number ol 
"'orkers was reduced and the picct' n1tes were cut. 

As regnrds discharg-rs, up to ..JO,ooo miners 
ost employmer:t during- the t~rst half of 193 r 
1lone. 

Under these new c<1:di:ions the P;1rty. the Red 

Trade Union and the Revolutionary Tnule-Un1on 
Opposition did not concentrate tlu·ir uttcntiotl 
upon the organisation of the workers' strug-gle 111 

the mine against the new forms of lowermg thetr 
living ~tnndartls. The entire l'Hrty and trade·· 
union press ("Ruhr-Edw, ·• "(iruhenarbeitPr") 
wrote about preparing tor the c0ming "fight of 
500,000" (that is miners and metal work(·rs) while 
it \Vas necessa•·y to dt~velop the strug-gle :tt th<· 
places of work without any delay. The abstract 
directions nbout preparing "a fight of soo,ooo'" 
<listracte(1 the organisations from the concn•tc 
strugg-le of tht• clay. For the first 7-8 mtmths of 
I9JI the partial struggle in the shops was practie· 
ally neglected. 

This situation wns clue to the weak conncl'tton 
with the shops nn<l to the underestimHtion ol thr 
importance of the partial strikes. 

As regards the partial strikes, the Chairma11 of 
the Miners' Red Union had to note as one of the 
biggest weaknesses of this period : 

"Tht underestimation of the importance of tlH' 
partial strikes~ Our comrades hau the idea that a 
successful struggle is possible if there is "firing· 
all nlong· the line." (Comrade Funk's article in 
"I n~cwcrkspress," No. fh, 1931 ). 

The Rt>d Union of l\1 iners, which during this 
period built up its pit groups, thus developed 
without connection with the concrete struggle in 
the pits, without connection with the defencl' 
of the every-day needs of the workers, with their 
protection against dismissals and with tlw 
vari(ms forms bv which their living standards 
were lowered. · 

The failure to protect the daily needs of thl' 
workers in the pit!i during this whole period 
constitutes the main reason of the setbacks in 
October and in January, 1932. For it was prt
cisely during this period that the Red Tradl' 
l~nion :mel the Red Trade-Vnion Opposition 
could and !'hould hm·e g-ained the confidencl' 
of the workers .mel brought thl' worker:-; 
into motion by organising llllndreds and 
thousands of strikes in the mines, protest strikes, 
dem()nstrations, etc., could have unquestionably 
scored victori~s in hundreds of cases and thus 
best prepared for mass strike struggles. To Com
rade Dahlen's question of why the workers in th(' 
Ruhr did not strike in Januarv, 11.),2, when the,· 
were called upon to st~ike by. the- -Red member·~ 
of the factory ,·ommittees and why they did not 
tlef<'n<l 1 he factory committee members against 
hcing arrestl•<l.. hP rcct'ived fn>m a miner tlw 
following- reply : 

"During the last year a.nd a half the piece rates 
in the mine have been reduced in several stages 
from 2 murks to 87 pfcnnigs witht1Llt resistance on 
the part of the Red Trade Union, without resist-
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ance on tlw part of the Red factorv commiltt!l~ 

-members. The workers do not feel c;mfident thnt 
this time the Red Trade Union Opposition and 
the Red Trade Union will act any better in case 
of a wage cut." (Stenographic report of tht: 
Enlarged Plenum of the all-German ( 'ommitt~t· 
of the Red Trade-Union Opposit.ion held \-larch 
2, 1932). 

\Vithout a consideration of th1~ fuctor 1t IS 

difficult to determine correctly the cause of the 
declining tendency of the economic struggle m 
the Ruhr ~ince tl1c January strike of 1931. During 
these months, when the employers conducted H 

~ystcmatic attr~k upon the workers in the miues 
and pits while the Red Trade Union and the Red 
Tradc-l~nion Opposit1on remained passive t.hey 
lost the initiative in the· struggle and the con
nection with th<' masses which thcv had in th~~ 

January strik.c of 1931. · 

* * * * 
In Oetober, I 931, the employers in the mining 

intlu~t ry ngain took up an offensive along a wide 
front, demanding a 12 per cent. wage cut. 
Remembering the experience of the January strike 
of H)JI, they now made every preparation to 
;tttack the workers unexpectedly and take them 
hy :-;urprise. For this purpose they fi1·st of all 
agreed with the trade-union bureaucracy not to 
talk "too much" about the annu11ment by them 
"f the wage agreement and their intention to cut 
wages by 1 2 per cent. 'Vhen this demand of the 
l'mploycrs became known from the words of the 
Secretary of the Christian Union, Recktinghausen, 
the Red V nion issued in August an appeal to the 
workers to be rendy to strike. The new demand 
for a wage cut aroused a wave of indignation in 
the mines and pits. This was reported by tht~ 
bourgeois newspapers, such as the .. Hcssische 
Landl•szeitung" of September which wrote: "The 
dangc·r which threatens us ,(from ·the possible 
~trikC' in-the Ruhr) is greater to the State and 
husiness than the currency prices in London.'' 
Immediately the employers ancl trade-union 
hurcnucrats started manreuvring. The latter 
issued a denial that any "wage cut and a can
,·ellation of the wage agreement are impending." 
The entire bourgeois press, inspired by the 
Employer!'' Association, published the statement 
thnt the Reichskanzler intended to prolong by 
means of an emergency decree the existing wage 
agreement, many of the b,)urgeois newspHpers, for 
J.{reatcr effect, wrote about the "grave position of 
the miners., The Red Trade Union and tht> Red 
Opposition did not properly react to the employers' 
manreuvres, and according to the report of the 
union .leadership "the strike sentiments during 
thi!' period-in the middle of September - had 
~ubsided. ·• This means, in dfect, that the work 

o_f the _Rt!d lin~on and of th~ Trade-Union Opposi
tum ot prcpanng- for a struggle was temporarily 
\~eakened. The employ.crs s~cured what they 
\\ant~d; namely, they gamed tame. The decision 
of t.hc arbitration court to cut wages by 7 per 
.:cnt. came as a eompletc surprise to the workers. 
A frc:sh \\'a~·~ of. dist·on.tcnt developed. The organ 
?f the. R.~toramst Lmon of Miners "B~r({bau
mdustnc, No. 41, wrote as follows: 

''The arbitration award of a i per cent. wage 
cut arou~cd g-reat indignation among the miners 
and had 1t not been altered the Communist tactics 
of putsches and strikes would have been more 
successful." 

J:low~ver, it was not s0 much the <.~hangc of the 
~rbat_rat1on award which came during the strike 
1tself, as the· manreuvrcs of the Reformist trade
uni?n bureaucracy, and our own weakuesscs 
~h1ch tlccidt;<l the faih~re of our strike sluf.:an. 
1.he Reformist leadersh1p carrietl out a senes of 
bag ma~reuv,res.. T~cy knew very well what a 
mass mmers stnke m Octobt'1' would have mt·ant 
to the de':elopment of. the c~ass struggle in tier
many durmg the commg wmtcr, the worst in u 
hundred. years. In very radical language the 
trade-u1~1on bure.aucrats opposed this new wage 
cut, wh1le declarmg at the same time that : 

"Isolated strikes will not achieve the object, 
tht: workers must be prepared for a general strike 
unless the unbearable policy of cutting wuges by 
7 and 10 per eent. is discontinued.'' (From the 
speech of a member of the Exccutivf~ of the 
Reformist Unio.n in Bohum). 

They called union membership meetings in some 
parts of the Ruhr valley, which they had not dune 
before, and declared there as well that the trnde 
unions at the necessary moment will issue· a call 
for "big action," that in the meantime it is 
important "not to divide up the forces." Only 
at a few of the meetings, according to the Reform
ist "Rcrgbauindustriezeitung, n did the Commun
ists come out with a call for a strike. The "Ruhr
echo" and "Grubenarbeiter" did not even report 
these meettngs. 

The Red Trade Union -and the Trade-Union 
O~position did not succeed in at once exposang 
th1s manreuvre. On the contrary, our function
aries themselves fell into the trap. About the 
sentiments "for a general strike" Comrade Funk 
wrote as follows : 

''The general strike is the only weapon agamst 
t.he wage robbers, this tendency prevails not so 
much among the miners as among ·a section of 
our functionaries.' ' (See ''I ngewerk~pre~s'' of 
November J, 1931). 

.\nothcr important manoeuvre of the Reformist 
trade-union bureaucracy at this moment was the 
slogan of the "united front of the trade unions.'' 
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On October 1, all the Reformist and Christinn 
newspApers published an appeal by all the trade 
unions (of the aii-Germnn Federation of Trade 
llnion~, the Christian and the Hirsch-Dunker 
organisations) culling for "united action." 

Our Press in the Ruhr prnctically failed to reuct 
to this demagogic trick of the Reformists 

Alreadv after the arbitration award has been 
announced the Execulive of the Reformist Miners· 
Trade Union carried out a new manreuvre; 
namely, it sent a telegram to the Ministry of 
Labour asking that the arbitration award should 
not be made compulsory. They gave great 
publicity to their "action," and since the l{ed 
Union itlld the Trade-Union Opposition proved 
tlu~msclves to be quite helpless in the face ot the 
Reformist manreuvres in all the weeks precedmg 
the strike, this manreuvre also had its effect. 

"\Vhf!ll the Red factory-committee members 
spoke to the miners in the wash-rooms on the 
first day of the strike they heard on all' sides the 
reply: ''Let us wait and see whether the award 
will he made compulsory." 

\Vhile tlw employers and the trade-muon 
bureaucrats displayed a large variety of 
manre_uvres the Party organisation, the Rt!<l 
LTnion· and th~ Revolutionary Trade-Uuion 
Opposition displayed, despite their apparent 
activity (appeals, long appeals, to struggle iu 
tlw Pn~ss), extremely limited initiative. The 
mass preparation in the mmes wets murh weaker 
than it was in January. Most of the work con
sisted of proving that a reduction ot wages was 
inevitable and of a weak defence against the 
mann>uvres of the employers and trade-uniou 
bureaucracv. The actions and statements of the 
Reformists. (the dem~md not to make the arbitra
tion award compulso•·y, "the united front of the 
trade unions,'· "the general strike" in the 
futurt•) rather than our slogan of the strike, 
rather than our demands (the wages to remain 
at the pre-January level, a seven-hour shift w1th 
,~qual Wilg"f'S, t.•tc.) served as the mctio subject of 
di~cussions among- the workers. This was a 
rl'sult of our weak initiative and insufficient mal's 
pn·paration. The choice of the moment for the 
dr.daratinn of the ~trik~: followed the same line, 
it was declared immediately after the publication 
of th<' arbitration award. The employers who 
had expected the st rikc to be declared just then 
appointed at the last moment free shifts during
tht>SC' clays in the big-g-est mines. Thus, these 
mines wl'rc cxcluclcd from tht' strike. 

Altogether about 20,000 workers struck in th~ 
Ruhr and ab11ut Jo,ooo in the other regions 
(Vpper Silesia, \\'alcienburg-), the ~trike lasting
onlv a ff'w da,·s. The (io\'ernmcnt issued a 
decision- to reduct' the workers' contributions to 

insurance by f per t.•ent. so that the wage cut 
amounted to Ji per cent. 

A most importnnt factor responsible for the 
weak extent of the strike was the insufficient 
urgani~atiun of a united front with the Reformist 
workers and influence of the Reformist trade 
union. 

"The workers of 6o mines discussed in the 
morning (of the day when the strike wa~ 
declared) in the wash-rooms the question of the 
strike. Under the influence of the Reformist 
factory committee members they went down into 
the mines." (Sefkov at the Plenum of the All
German Committee jn October, 1931). 

This fact strikingly reveals that the members 
of the Party and of the Red Trade-Union Opposi
tion during the preparatory period did not raise 
within the Reformist trade unions the question 
of the strike before the Reformist workers, before 
the lower Reformist functionaries, that no 
attempt was made to break through to th\!m, 
that previously the question was not put point 
blank to the Reformist factory committees and 
to the lower Reformist trade union organisations 
of what they would do in case of a wage cut and 
a declaration of a strike against it. This not 
having been done the Reformist workers and 
functionaries had to decide at the last moment 
whether they were to go against their own union 
tog-ether with the Red Opposition or they were 
to submit to the decisions of the union. It was 
clear that to convince them at the very last 
minute, without preliminary systematic work with 
them, that it was necessary to go against tiwir 
leadership, was a difficult task. 

During the strike the Party organisations and 
the Red Opposition committed left-sectarian and 
right-opportunist mistakes. In a ·number of 
mines the attempt was made to replace the mass 
preparation by leading into the strike only the 
advanced workers, the members of the Party and 
of the Red Union. 

A g-rave error ood an expression of dismay and 
politic-al disorientation during the strike was the 
communication sent to the Ruhr leadership of the 
German Federation of Trade Unions, - on tne 
third day of the strike when it was already on 
the point of collapse, - proposing- a joint 
strug·g-le. 

Another serious right-opportunist mistake was 
the direction issued by the leadership of the Red 
Trade-Union Opposition to all the Red shop com
mittees to send to Rruoini:' resolutions of protest 
ag-ainst the wage cut. 

All this represents an attempt to replace the 
r<'al political initiative, the leader'ship and mass 
\·.·ork by top machinations and the decreeing of 
~.trikes (calling out only the union members, etc.), 
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this being a result of the weak connection exist
ing between the organisation and the factories, 
of the lack, for a number of months following the 
XI Plenum of the E.C.C.I., of every-day work of 
protecting the interests of the workers. 

* * * 
All the weaknesses in the work of the Party, 

Red Trade Union and Revolutionary Trade-' Jnion 
Opposition of the Ruhr were revealed in the most 
concentrated form in the January movement of 
1932 opposed to the emergency decree of the 
Bruning Government, which provided for a 1o-1 5 
per cent. wage-cut for all the workers. 

The preparation for the movement against the 
emergency decree was preceded by two important 
Plenums of the All-German Committee of the Red 
Trade Union Opposition in September and at the 
-end of October, 1931. In September, the C.C. 
.of the C.P. of Germany published the resolution 
of its Politbureau dealing with the weaknesses of 
the Party m the organisation of the economic 
struggle. This resolution and the decisions of 
the Plenums of the All-German Committee (the 
resolution of the October Plenum of the Red 
Trade-Union Opposition) subjected to just criti
cism the weaknesses in the organisation of the 
united front from below, in the preparation of the 
strikes in the work at the factories and within 
the R;formist trade unions. They contained 
essentially correct suggestions as to the measures 
necessary to overcome these weaknesses. The 
regional leadership of the Party organisation and 
of the Red Trade-Union Opposition of the Ruhr 
fully endorsed these decisions. Here it is neces
sary to state that when a concrete case arose 
necessitating clear self-criticism on the part. of 
the Party organisation and the ~ed ~·rade-Umon 
Opposition regarding the est1mat1on of . the 
October strike this self-criticism was ent1rely 
insufficient. '1 i1e re!tolution of the region:ti co•~'· 
mittee of the Party on the lessons of t h~ October 
strike, while pointing .out a number of 1mportant 
defects, estimated the strike as a ''success'' and 
a step forwards. The experience of the Janua1·y 
movement of 193.2 in the ~uhr sho~s that. the 
lessons of the October stnke, the mstruchons 
of the R.I.L.U. and the •iecisions <•f the leader
ship of the C.P. of Germany and of the Red Trad~
Union Opposition in the Ruhr had not been 
assimilated and carried out. 

In the first place it is necessary to n?te .that ~he 
emergency decree aroused tremendous md•gnat10n 
among the workers of the Ruhr. In a letter to 
the C. C. of the C. P. of Germany dated December 
29 the Ruhr Regional Committee wrote: 

"The strike movement against the emergency 
decree in the mining industry will have greater 

proportions than the first independent strike after 
the Fifth Congress held in January, 1931." 

This was based firstly upon the very militant 
sentiments of the workers and secondly upon the 
efficient preparation for the strike. The former 
was true. That the workers' sentiments were 
highly militant is shown also by the report of the 
instructor ot the C.C. and by the statemP.nt ot 
Comrade Dahlen who happened to be in the Ruhr 
Province at that time, that : 

"In january and October, 1931, Husemann 
was still able to put up against us in the Ruhr 
fighting corps, the workers affiliated to the 
Reformist trade unions marched solidly, some
ti'!'es armed and protected b.Y the police, to the 
mmes. 

" ... In the January {I9Jl) movement the 
masses of memb(•rs of the free trade unions 
refused to do this ... '' (Stenog1aphic Report of 
the Plenum of tht• All-German Committee, 
March, 193.3). 

Even judging by the Social-Democratic Press 
it is possible tu note that moreover, even among 
the Reformist workers strike sentiments prevailed 
(" Bergbauindustriezeitung' '), and it was pre
cisely because of this that the Reformist trade
union bureaucracv resorted to a series of fraudu
lent manoeuvres. ·These militant sentiments, how
ever, are far from tantamount to a readiness to 
respond immediately to the first strike call. The 
struggle had to be organised, prepared, it had 
to have perfectly clear slogans, mass work had 
to be conducted. None of this took place in the 
Ruhr. The assertion made in the letter of Decem
ber, .2q, about good preparation was a baseless 
phrase founded upon the hope that the militant 
sentiments would ''of themselves'' take the torm 
of a strike movement. 

The policy itself in the organisation of the 
January movement in the Ruhr was ':~~clear .. It 
consisted of the slogan of a mass pohtlca} stnke 
unconnected with the programme of partial 
economic demands. For this reason the factory 
demands which did exist dnring tht~ October 
strike even if in a small numher, were nearly 
totally absent. 

"In the Ruhr district the mistake consisted in 
that the factory demands were completely over
looked, the political strike alon~ being advanced 
to the forefront as the slogan of action. 11 

(Stenogram of the Plenum of the Rt·d Trade
Union Opposition, held in Marc~, 1932). . 

11 The Press ("Ruhrecho," "Grubenarbe1ter ) 
and the meeting-s dealt only with a strike against 
Bruning. In the agitation conriucted during this 
movement there was a great deal of talk and 
"strong expr~ssions" : "To crush," "To smash," 
''An unprecedented proletarian storm is develop-
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ing," "A wave of labo~r anger is sweeping the 
Ruhr," etc. And in the shops the situation was 
as follows: .JO preparatory committees were sup
posed to have existed, but in reality there were 
only 22 and not one of them conducted syste
matic preparations for the struggle. The factory 
demands were not advanced, the workers in the 
shops were not prepared for the struggle. The 
entire mas~ preparation actually resolved itself 
into active agitation for a strike by the groups of 
unemployed who congregated before the shops, 
distributed leaflets, etc., and to active work on 
the part of a few union functionaries. 

Having failed to submit the question before 
the workers, to see to the organisation of com
mittees of struggle at the workers' meetings, the 
Central Strike Committee decreed the beginning 
of the strike. 

"The · Central Strike Committee decided in 
accordance with a previous resolution to begin 
the strike on Monday, January 4, all along the 
line. Upon the publication of this decision it 
was necessary to strain every ounce of energy 
for action. The shops which did not go on strike 
on Monday had to be brought out by the workers 
already on strike on January 5 and 6." 
(Announcement of the Central Strike Committee 
of January J, 1932). 

In order to give the workers courage the strike 
-::ommittee published in its bulletin on the previous 
day (December 26 and in No. 4) the statement 
that: 

"On Januilry ~, a great political mass strike 
begins in the Ruhr, in Berlin and in the decisive 
plants throughout liermar:tY· 

". . . It is already clear that things will 
develop into a great political mass strike.'' 

Thus, the attempt was made to replace clear 
slogans and mass work by phrases and orders. 

In a number of enterprises only the members 
of the Party an.d Red Union went on strike. A 
large number of Red factory committee members 
opportunistically retreated before the task of 
callipg the workers on strike. The members of 
the Red shop committees of two pits refused to 
address the workers in the morning of the day 
of the strike declaration. In anot:.er pit a number 
of members of the Red shop committees arrived 
an hour or two late after the worker~ had 
alreadv gone to work. The police terror in 
Janua;y ·was even more ruthless than in tht• 
October strike when the police occupied not only 
a number of mines but also the wash-rooms in 
which the miners usual!v meet in tht' R nhr. ThC' 
entire Ruhr was under ~artial law. It is ~harac
teristic of the way the worker~ reacted to the 
police terror that in two mines in which most of 
the workers had already decided to work, this 

decision was immediately reversed as soon as the 
wash-rooms were occupied by the polic~. The 
workers of these mines (Westerhold and Berg
manngluck) drove the police out and went on 
strike. The total number of mines which 
responded to the strike call in the Ruhr in January 
was six while the number of strikers was approxi
mately J,OOU. 

The executive committees of the Reformist and 
Christian Trade Unions came out against the 
strike and called upon their members "to go to 
work solidly and not to be provoked by the Com
munist terror and putschism." The Reformist 
trade-union bureaucracy again vigorously came 
out against the strike with the argument that it 
was nt!cessary to avoid splitting the forces of the 
workers, that partial strikes would not lead any
where. In this matter they were vigorously 
assisted by the ''left" Social-Fascist Party of 
Seidewitz, the Brandlerites and the Trotzkists 
who maintained in unison that it was necessary 
to prepare tor a general strike and to avoid dissi
pating the forces. Further, the Social-Demo
cratic Party and the Reformist trade-union 
bureaucracy conducted a campaign for "lower 
prices,'' and urged that the emergency decree 
would 1hring a series of: 'improvements to the 
workers (lower rents). The Ruhr newspapers of 
the Social-Democratic Party reported the emerg
ency decree under the same caption as the 
.. Vorwarts": "A. reduction of wages, prices and 
rent.'' The press of the Communist Party, Red 
Trade-Union and unemployed committees some
what vigorously exposed this manceuvre, con
vincingly arguing that the wages were cut much 
more drastically than the prices and that the 
price of bread was even increasing. However, 
in this agitation as well, things did not pass 
without schematism (the "Ruhr-Echo" : "Con
sumers' goods have not been cheapened"). The 
next manreuvre of the Social-Democrats designed 
to dupe the workers was the introduction in the 
Reichstag of a Bill nationalising the mining
industry. This manceuvre was accompanied by 
extensive agitation of the Reformists among the 
miners, the organ of the Reformist union of 
miners ('' Bergbauindustriezeittwg' ') stressing
particularly that this was an "internatioaal 
action" in which the Reformist International of 
:\liners participated. Tht: exposure of this 
manreuvr<' by the Party and the Red Trade-Un: '" 
Opposition was very weak. At first they failed 
altogether to react to this manceuvrc and later 
they devoted a few artides to it, some of whic-h. 
~>xposed rather vaguely the deceitful character of 
this manreuvre (they did not contrast this 
manceuvre with'our conception of nationalisation 
;md did not oppose the Reformist demagogy by 
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cotwn.•te demilnds for the immediate· improvement 
uf the miners' conditions). A certain .section of 
tht· \\'u~kcrs were definitely influenced by the 
~cfu?"tst ma~u~uvrc-s, However, the biggest 
role m the fatlurt.• of the January movement in 
tbl' Rulu \yus ~layctl by the mistaken slogans 
and the cntt~ely nworrect methods of preparation 
and lcndershtp of the struggle on the part of the 
l~arty organisation and Red Trade-Union Opposi
!•un of the Rul1r Province. That even the Reform
Ists had co~mtcc.l em the possibility of u broader 
mo\·e~ent an junmary, 1932, is shown ·by ithe 
followang statement published in the Sodai
Faseist "Vorwirts'' nfter the january movement 
of 1932 : 

"When one thinks of the fact that these' days 
not only nmong the miners but in every industa·ial 
region destitution is rampant, ~hat evt~rywhere 1the 
wage cuts lead tn the belts being tight,.hed 
another notch, it appt•ars mirat·ulous that tht' 
spa.-li of the Communist strike slog-an did not 
cause a fire.'' 

* * * * 
The methods of regimcutation wh1ch were 

revealed with specaal acuteness in the movement 
of Jan autry, 193 2, were not accidcn tal. l'he 
relations between the regional Party leadership 
and the tradc-uuiQn organisation in the Ruhr 
cannot be regarded as correct, thev must be 
rebuilt on the basis of the cxperiet;ee of the 
movement during the past year. 

In ti)C January movement of 1932 the Union 
was completely overshadmvcd. The instructor 
of the C.C. of the Party writes that "The con
solidated Union of miners docs not appear on tht' 
scene because it is not allowed to do so." 

This app!ies not ouly to this strike, in the entire 
daily work the Party organisations of the Riuhr 
not only adnmced ancl decided but carried h1to 
clTt:ct questions (elections of thf' lowe• union 
n~anagements, etc.) which represent part and 
parccl of the work of the tTnion its(•lf. 

It is quite obvious that the methods of reg-i
mentation and petty guardianship do not make 
for a dcvelopmet1t of initiAtive by the union orgat1-
isations and their conversion into truly mas~ 
organisations. 

The weak conneetion with the factories rcvc~le<.l 
in all the strikes of the past period is due to. the 
fact that the pit grotips of tlw llnion carry on 
their work outside the pits. 

"There, in the Ruhr, our pit groups have ;slid 
all along the line into the position of territorial 
groups. • . . Not only arc their nu~etings held 
in the villages but the agenda of these meetilngs 
essentially consists of questions unconnected with 
the mine." (Stt·nogram of the Plenum of the Red 
Trade-Union Opposition, held in Mard1 1932)~ 

This st:rn·s as- a refledion of the fat·t that the 
g-roups tlo not t•ngagc in their basit· task that of 
t ht·. org-ttnisat ion of the everyday struggle for 
t hctr demands. 

\\'orst of all is the condition of the work within 
the Reformist and Christian miners' unions. The 
experience of all the three strikes of 1931/.'J" in 
the Ruhr shows that the prog-ress and result of 
the strikes are mainly decided by the position of 
the worker~ org·anised in the Reformist union. 
And it was a grave error to have liquidated the 
Red opposition g-roups in the mines after the 
foundation of the Red Union of Miners. The 
leading comrades of the Reel Trade-Union 
Opposition themselves a<.lmit that with the 
foundation of the Union : 

"The· regional t·ommittee of the Red Trade
Union Opposition issued a cirt·ular stating: 'All 
!he groups of the Red Trade-Union Opposition 
m the shops have ceased to exist, they must be 
transferred to the Red Union ! . . . Already in 
February, 1931, there were no groups of the Red 
Trade-Union Opposition in the phs. (Stcnogram 
of the Plenum of the R.T.U--:-0., March, HlJZ). 

It may be confidently stated that had ~ctive 
~roups existed within the Reformist Miners' 
Union during the preparation for the October 
strike we would have been able to capture a 
number of union meetings called to disrupt the 
struggle. We would have been able to lead to 
the struggle_ most of the 6o mines in whi,,h the 
workers hesitated to join the strike and where 
the decisive word was uttered 1)\· the Reformist. 
fHctory-i\ommittec members. Ou~ing the January 
mo\'ement of 1932, when the Reformist workers 
were in a state. of the ~n·atest indignation, it 
hccanw particularly apparent that the absence of 
work within the- Reformist uni1111 facilitates "the 
trade-union burcaucran' in all their manot-uvres. 

In the Christian union work had never been 
conducted and the position remains uni:hangcd 
to this day. 

The Party and the Red Tratlt:-l' nion Opposi
tion almost l'ompletely ignored the actiYil\· of tht' 
Fascists during these strikes. During the 
January strike of 1931 the ·Fascist leadership 
organised shm•k ck•t:tehmt'nts against the strikers; 
clurlllg' the October strike the Regional Commit
tee of the National Socialist Party openly 
ag-itated ag-ainst the strike. The C. P. of Ger
many did not react to this in any \vay. During 
the January moYement of 1932 the Ruhr news
paper of the National Socialists published 
articles in the spirit of the Berlin "Angriff" 
urging fighting readiness "for the great retribu
tion'' and, like the Social-Fascists, containing 
warnings, against the "dis5ipation of the forces." 
According to the report of Comrade Dahlem : 
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"The Krupp nHmagement carried out the fol
lo\ving man<1'uvrc : on this day they put to work 
the so-called 'Nazi shift.' This is the shift 
·Hmong which the Nazis have the ·greatest 
influence." (Stcnogram of the Plenum of the 
Red Trade-Union Opposition, March, 1932). 

The Red Trade-Union Opposition and the 
Party did not react to this as well as to a number 
of similar factors despite the fact that they made 
possible an exposure of the demagogy of the 
Fascists among those workers whom they arc 
trying to influence. . 

After th(' movement ot january, 1932, the 
Ruhr organisation criticised many of the mistakes, 
p<trticularly the underestimation of the organis
au·;n in the shops, of the workers' struggle for 
their daily ncetls. However, here, opposite mis
takes were made. Thus, the editorial of the 
"Ruhr-Echo" on partial strikes said: · 

"Only the sum of many factory battles can 
develop into a general struggle whose political 
importance will grow powerfully with each new 
fighting fal'tory." 

Here is ren~nled the non-appreciation of the 

task of the organisation of the mus strug·1;·e for 
which the individual factory strikes represent the 
best preparation but which is not at all made up 
of the addition, of the "sum of the many factory 
battles.'' 

This new mistake shows thiit the leading organs 
of the Party and of the Red Trade Union Opposi
tion must help their Ruhr organisations both to 
correct their mistakes and to overc<,me the short
comings in the concrete mass work. 

Tht- alteration of thP. methods of work, activt: 
work within the tradf' unions of the Reformist 
workers, a change of the approach to them, the 
overcoming of the view that • • it is impossible to 
do anything with them 311yway,'' courageous and 
concrete organisation of the united fron.t with 
these workers and with the lower functionaries 
of the Reformist trade unions for joint struggle, 
an active struggle against the penetration of 
Fascists into the factories, a truly mass work in 
the defence of the interests of the workers in the 
factories-it is in this direction that the turn in 
the work of the Reel Trade-Union Opposition 
must primarily be made. 

THE MINERS' STRIKE IN CZECHO-SLOVAKIA AND ITS LESSONS 

(ContimuJ from page 329) 

H;md," but support this (ion!rnment on the 
principle of the "lesser evil; ·• 

This wholl· progrctmmt: is presented rather un
disJtuist:dly in the spt~cdt oi Klolal:, the lender of 
the Czechish NHtionnl Socialists, a confidante of 
~·1Hsaryk. He demands tht: e11<l of the "Kcrensky 
regime" whid1, in recent times, and especially 
during the mint>workers' st.rikl·, has ostl-nsibly 
insinuated itself, r<~t·ommcnds tJu· i!ppointment ot 
a "\\.'ar Cabin<~t" of quick nrtion~-ostensibly fur 
·war aJ,:"a(n~t the crisis ··- and t~xposes his pt o
~namm,. with the slogan of a ··•<.;cc·cmd Rt~puhlic, '' 
which is d<tmnably similur to 1 i11• Hitl•·ritc slog-ar. 
uf t:hc "1 hire! f~cil"h." 

Simultaneously wtth the rise of the struggle for 
cconomk partial demands, the Party begi~s a 
broad t·ampaigai of exposure of these plan~ which 
<tre doscly linked to~cther with the war prepara
tions bf the Czechish bourgeoisie, and fc.-:.- tht" 
mobilisation of the masses agninst capitalist 
didcttorship,-for th~ revolutionary way out of 
the t·risis. And also bert! the fight for th€' reform
ist worl.-ers, the fi~ht to win them over imto the 
pmlt~tarian united frqnt is a central questien,-in 
f u II accord \vith the e:xperieiu.-es and le~scm:; given 
io 11~ hy the great mint<rs' strike. 
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REVOLUTIONARY UNDERGROUND WORK 
HoVJ Not to Pr~par~ for Underground Conditions of Revolutiotrary Wot'k. 

0. \VEBER. 

A · CIRCULAR has come into our hrands 
whkh, several months ago, was addressed 

by t~e Central Committee of the Young Com
mumst League in a certain countrv, to its district 
committcc·s. In this circular 'a oomber of 
~et~O<ls _of l'On trot '~·ere suggested to local organ
Isations m prepartlbon for going into strictly 
underR'round <.."'nditioms in the event of war. 
.\mong- others; the following sugge!;tions were 
made tc- the district committees: (a) All district 
committees. must prep•1.re special addresses; (b) 
they must mform the Central Committee within 
eight days exactly where the district committees 
can be found when they go underground; (c) 
that thev must submit to the Central Committee 
within eight days the names and addresses of 
the deput\' district secretaries who are to take 
over the ieadcrship of district committees in the 
event of the arrest or conscri'ption of the present 
~ecretaries. There were a few other instructions 
of a similar character. 

In regard to this document the following ob
!;ervations must be made. 

The authors of a document must be congratu
lated for the zeal they show in preparing the 
Young Communist League organisations for 
underground work in the event of war breaking 
out; but the~· must be pulled up sharply for this 
circular. Such things must never be written. 
Thl're is no guanmtee that such a document wilJ 
not fall into the hands of the police, and if it doe!', 
wilt give the clue by which the police will be able 
to discover and break up the illegal or2'anisations 
which will hav~ been built up on the lines of the 
circular. Instructions on concrete organisational 
question~ rl'~arding preparation for underground 
condition~ must be given only verbally and only 
!>Y ab~olutdy tried and trustworthy people. Only 
In extreme ca~es !'thould instruction5 be given in 
\\'riting and these Rhould <..-ontain onlv the mo!lt 
g-C'neral instructions and !!'hould be written in 5uch 
;t manntr a5 to give the police no clue a5 to whom 
to look for and where to find them if the instruc
tions c.lo fall into their hands. The wor5t pro
posal of all in this circular i~ that the name~ and 
addrcsst!s of the <kput)' leader~ of the local Y..C. I. 
c:ornmitlc>t'~ should be ~cnt to the Central Com
mit tct'. Thi,.; woulrl give the pol it·~ direct in
formation. .\t !he very least it ~hould have been 
'pt'l..'l fiC'd that t hrse nam«.>s am<f oCldre!ll~es be given 
!>t ridl.Y orally :lllrl b~· a tru!l'tttd comrade. Sending 
such information by post should have been 

strictly forbidden under penalty of expulsion from 
the League. In the old days the Bolsheviks, it 
is true, did send secret addresses through the 
post. But it should be borne in mind that Russia 
is a much larger country than the one which we 
are now concerned with in connection with this 
circular. The vastness of the country made per
sonal communication between Party organisations 
very difficult in Russia. Moreover, and this is 
very important to remember, the Russian Bolshe
viks who carried on this work had had consider
able experience in carrying on secret work ; they 
knew how to use secret codes, invisible ink, etc., 
etc. Furthermore, they had a well-equipped, 
secret apparatus at their disposal. 

A few remarks must be made concerning the 
so-called • •deputy leaders'' referred to by the 
authors in this unfortunate circular. Are such 
deputy leaders necessary? Obviously, in build
ing up any kind of Party leadership (legal or 
illegal) that leadership must be so organised that 
in ca~e a leading worker drop~ out, for whatever 
reason, another equally qualified member of the 
Party committee can take his place. To keep 
some of the best Party workers in reserve against 
the event of arrest -of the Party leadership, as 
some illegal parties do, is an altogether different 
thing. When c.ertain comrades are kept in re
serve in this way, they are divorced from active 
Party work, they are put in ucold storage" as 
it were. Experience shows that this method of 
organisation is suitable only ir. two cases : ( 1) in 
times of big strikes and other great, mass revo
lutionary movements ; but even in this ca!'e the 
method should not be applied to the Partv com
mittees but to the mass organs of struggle ·elected 
at such times. It i!' useful in ~uch cases to have 
two or three emergencv staffs for the militant 
committees, who. on the arrest of the first com
mittee, can immediately take up its duties. (2) 
in time of war (imperialist war or civil war), 
when, in connection with impendin~ military 
operations (or sudden mobilisation) it is Reces
"arv in good time to select several persons who 
shall give up regulnr Party work for a time and 
efl'cdivelv conce~tl themselves in order that they 
may be il\·ailable to carry on the Party work as 
soon as the Partv organi~mtion i!!i disrupted by 
mob:Jisntion or military operations. Incidentally, 
in preparing the Party org-anisntions for imperial
Ist war!;, provision· must be made for training 
working women and peasant women for work in 
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:.be leading Party and Y.C. L. organisations as 
~&eTI as for work in the illeg-al Party nnd Y.C.L. 
appar:ttus. In the course of the ordinary, every· 
day work of the legal pnrtics, however, it is 
im·xpedicnt to set aside specinl <lc.•puty leaders (let 
alone reserve committees nr bureaux of commit
tees). Why? Firstly, in view of th~ extreme 
shortage of leading workers in all PartieA, it is 
vc~· .difficult, and sometimes impo!'~ible, to put 
t ric.'<f and reliable. leading •·omradt•s out of action 
for a time. Secondly, evc.~n if it were possible to 
take a few leadinK workt~rs from active work and 
put them into reserve, thc.·sc comrades would 
tx·~ome divorCl'CI f.-om t~verytlay Party work, 
would lose contaet with it, and so would not be 
in the position to tuke over. tlic dutie!'- of 'eader
ship 'vhen the l."'ntingenc.~y arme. Thirdly and 
finally, in case of n raid and the arrest of the 
members of the acting Party c.:ommittee, theRe 
deputy leaders would inevitablv hnve much diffi
culty ·in getting the necessary· contacts with the 
illegal Party apparatus, with its cells and frac
tions working in the ma!l's organisations under 
the leadership of the Party committees. There
fore, in the light of international experience, to 
ensure continuity in the work of the illegal Party 
committees, it is better in ordinary circum
stances, instead of creating special reserve!lt 
which would be kept in a state of inaction, to 
adopt the following organi!ltational measures: ( 1) 
To remove immediatelv from active work all 
members of the Party oommittees (and particu
larly of Party Bureaux) who, it is believed, are 
being watched by the police, or who have been 
involved through the arrest of other comradeR or 
through provocation. With all due precautions 
bein(;. taken, these comrades, whenever possible, 
shouiC: be sent to another town. (2) As a rule.•, 
work in the illegal Pnrty apparatus l'hould not 
be entrusted to the members of the ·Party com
mittees but to special apparntus workers who 
mu!lit be effective)\' concealed and work under the 
guidance of the respective memben of the Party 
committees as their direct atu~ist~nt~. (3) In 
case of the discovery and nrrest of individual 
members of the illegal Partyt committee, these 
must be replaced at once by members appointed 
by the higher Party Committee as well as by 
(''(~opting- members on the re<..'Ommendation of tht> 
remaining committee member!' and particularly 
by :tctive Party members nominnteci by the most 
impt~rtant factory cells and fractions in important 
mass org:misations. (4) !\lcmber~ of the Party 
·committee (or members of the bureaux of Party 
-committees) should not, as a rule, attend (~om· 
mittec met>tings• or conferences or P;•rty meetinJ!'~ 
all :.t the same time, ~l that in the C"\'ent of tht' 
members attending the mee-ting!" being ~lrr<'~tf'<l, 

the members remaining at liberty can quickly 
restore the organisation and maintain ~tinuit) 
in the Party leadership. 

ORGANISATIONAL RXPBRIBNCK 0P THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF POLAND. 

In Februarv this year, the Plenum of the Cen
h·al Committ~e of the Polish Party took plac~ at 
whic.·h a detailed resolution on the organis~tional 
problems of the C. P. of Poland was adopted. 
This resolution is an important document for the 
C. P. of Poland and for the whole of the Com
muni!llt International. The C. P. of Poland has 
many ·important successes to record in 1931 in 
regard to the organisational consolidation of the 
Partv. These successe!ll are reftected in the 
doubling of the membcr~hip of the Party !n 1931 
(un increase o~ JcYf per ce~t.) and partacul~rly 
in the leadershap of the str1ke movemetlt. ~he 
statistics of the strike movement in Poland, whach 
have· already beoo quoted in the pages of the 
''Communist International,'' show that in the 
fil'!'t quarter of •931, ~s per cent. of the s~n
taneous strikes and 45 per cent. of aU strskes 
ended in defeat for the workers, whereas in the 
fourth quart~ of 1931, only nine per cent. of the 
spontaneous strikes and five per cent. of all the 
strikes ended in defeat. These figures !llhow 
that the C.P. of Poland is now very closely linked 
with the masses of the proletariat and that it has 
learned to commence strikes and to bring them 
to an end at the opportune moment. Tbe reso
lution adopted at the plenum of the .C.P. of 
Poland points out that whil.e there have been 
achievements in regard to organisation, serious 
organi~ational ~eaknesses have t>e<:ome. re~ealed 
in the Party whu:h are expressed pramaraly an the 
continued · weakne!'s of the factory groups. 
These are very serious and very true statements in 
the resolution on organisation passed by the Cen· 
tral Committee of the C.P. of Poland. Tht shccess
ful struggle against the cnpitalist ofteneive ancJ 
against the war preparations of the imperinlis~s 
cnn be organised only if the Part• su~eeds. 111 
establishing strong- factory groups. The ·tesolutaon 
o~ the February Plenum of the Ce.ntral Qommittl•e 
of the C. I'. of Pohmd enumerates t.hc following 
reasons for the weaknes1 of the factory groups in 
Poland : ( r) The small number of factory groups 
nn«l the tendency that i!' observed in the Party to 
cfeliocratelv restrict the membership of the factory 
groups to· very small limits on the plea tHat it is 
neeessarv to maintain !l'ecrecy ; ( 2) The factory 
groups are not sufficiently active, eveo during 
strikes. The resohution quotes cases when the 
driving force of strike-s were the trade union d,,_ 
partments of the respective Party committees, 
while the factory groups played hardly any r~le at 
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all; (3) The continuation within the Party of 
P.S.P. ( Poli~h Socialist Party) and Bund (Jewish 
Social D<:mocratic League) traditions regarding 
organisational qu('stions (for example, the exist
ence until recently, of separate Polish and jewish 
groups, in spite of the repeated instructions of the 
Central Committee to di.ssolve such). 

The resolution calls for a fight against this 
tendency in the Party to restrict the membership 
of the factory groups and points out that in order 
to maintain strictest secrecy, the factory groups 
should be organised according to shops, all shop 
groups to be subordinated to a leading Party body 
covering the whole factory. The resolution also 
calls for more detailed instruction to be given by 
the leading Party bodies to the factory groups. 
Both the proposals contained in the resolution on 
organisation passed by the Central Committee of 
C.P. of Poland are quite correct, but quite inade
quate. We on our part would like to add the 
following: 

Shop, shift and g-ang nuclei should be organised 
irrespective of the number of members in the 
factory nucleus. Party work in the factory 
should be commenced with the organisation of 
Party groups in the shops, shifts and gangs, in 
short in everv unit of the factorv where Partv 
members are' employed. Unless these Party 
groups are established it will be impossible to 
organise the work of the factory nucleus as a 
whole, as the instructions of the Comintern on 
work in the factories published in 1931 have 
already pointed out. In regard to the Pnrty 
committees giving instructions to the factory 
nuclei we would add that these ins.tructions must 
be serious and concrete to the highest degree. 
One of the principal reasons for the unsatisfactory 
nature of the work of factory nuclei is the had 
internal organisation of the factory nucleus, one 
of the features of which is the absence of a proper 
division of labour among the members of the 
factory nucleus. 

The Plenum of the Central Committee of the 
C.P. of Poland should have carefully discussed 
the instructions of the C.I. on work in the fac
tories and should have adapted them to rr.ect 
Polish conditions and at the same time should have 
suggested modifications for the internal structure 
of the factory nuclei. We would like to ~uggest 
the fotlowing plan for the division of labour within 
the factory nucleus : ( 1) The secretary of the 
factorv nucleus. His functions should be to main
tain cOntacts between the shop, shift and l?"ang 
nuclei and with the individual comrades working
in those shops where nuclei have not yet been 
established; maintain contacts with the Y.C.L. 
nucleus and with the respective Partv committees ; 
make arrangements for the meetings of the bureau 

of the fadon· nucleus, fur meeting-s of the .1ctive 
workers in the factory and for .gL'IH:ral factory 
nucleus meetings. (2) A treasurer. (3) The 
leader of the factory newspaper who should also 
act as organiser of the distribution of Party 
literature in the factory. (4) A comrade to main
tain contacts with the fraction in the trade union 
whose members arc employed in the given factory 
and also to act as organiscr of the trade union 
work in the factory. 

The question of the structure of the facton· 
nucleus is closely linked up with the question ~f 
the structure and methods o~· work pf the Party 
Committees which guide the nctiv!ties of factory 
nuclei. The resolution on organisation passed by 
the Februarv Plenum of the Ccntr;d Committee 
of the C. P. ·of Poland calls the Partv 's attention 
to two serious organisational weak~csses in the 
lower Party committees: ( 1) They are set up in 
a haphazard fashion; (.2) in setting up these Party 
committees and in their work, the principles of 
internal Partv democracv are not sufficiently 
adhered to. . \Vhilc the~c two statements are 
absolutely correct they are not sufficiently con
crete. Admittedly difficult as the conditions are 
in Poland in view! of the police regime, the Partv 
must nevertheless see to it that all the leading 
bodies are elected at Party meetings (or Party 
conferences). Experience has shown that this is 
possible in Poland. The director of the organ
isational department of the Central Committee of 
the C. P. of Poland reported to the Comintern that 
in 193 r the C. P. of Poland organised several 
regional conferences at which numerous factory 
nuclei were represented. At these conferences 
all the important questions of Party life were 
discussed and not a single ooe of these confer
ences were discovered by the police. These facts 
support the claim that the Party committees of 
the C. P. of Poland must be elected committees. 
It goes without saying, of course, that in each 
separate case the election of the Party committee 
must be very carefully prepared and all the rules 
of secrecy must be very strictly observed. 

The membership of the Party committees must 
be such that the members themselves will be able 
to maintain good contacts with the important 
factory nuclei and Partv fractions in the important 
mass organisations. Hence, in preparing for the 
election of Party committees, a very care
ful selection of the candidates put forward 
by the organisations operating on these 
important sectors of the class struggle must be 
made. Experience in revolutionary underground 
work has shown that one of the best forms of 
carrying throug-h the election of illegal Party 
committees is the following: ( 1) The Party con
ference (or general meeting) elects a small com-
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mittee of from three to five persons consisting- of 
the most trustworthy comrades (including a 
member of the higher Party committee). This 
committee takes a vote of the members by secret 
ballot and counts the vote. The committee re
ports the result of the dection only to the 
representative of the higher Party committee and 
to the successful candidates. Provision must be 
made for the event of members dropping out from 
the illegal Party committee, for whatever reason, 
in the intl'rval between Partv conferences. In 
that event, they must be repl~ced in the manner 
suggested above without waiting for the next 
Party conference to be held. In the event of it 
being impossible to convene a Party conference 
for the election of a Party committee, then it 
would be best to form the latter with the aid of a 
higher Party Committee which appoints several 
members to form a small, strictly secret core of 
the Party committee to which elected representa
tives of the important factory nuclei and Party 
fractions in the important mass organisations 
should be added to complete the required number 
of committee men. Finally, the February Plenum 
oi the Central Committee of the C.P. of Poland 
should have discussed the question of the internal 
structure of the Party committees. The resolu
tion vaguely recommends that the work of the 
departments be improved. But of which depart
ments? We would like to Slllggest the following 
plctn for the division of labour within the illegal 
Part\· committee. 

( 1.) A secretary, to act also as Party organiser. 
His function should be to maintain contact with 
the nuclei and local organisaions as well as with 
the higher Partv bodies, and be responsible for 
preparing the agenda and proposals for the meet
ings of the bureau and of the plenum of the Party 
t.'Oillmittee. In order to carry out these functions 
the secretary recruits a small body of active 
members to carry out the technical side of the 
work, for example: (a) a c-omrade to take charge 
of the re-.. :ords; (b) a eomrade to write the corres
pondence, take charge of the secret code, etc. (c) 
a comrade to make arrang-ements for rooms for 
meetings, addresses for correspondence, etc. 

(2) A treasurer, to a::t also as the organiser 

of all the financial affHirs of the Party committee. 
He, too, has a small body of helpers which may 
include non-proletarian elements-intellectuals, 
etc. 

(3) One comrade must be in charge of the 
secret printing press and be responsible for the 
distribution of Party literature (legal, semi-legal 
and illegal). 

(4) One comrade must be appointed to main
tain contacts with the fractions in the various 
kgal and semi-legal organisations (trade unions, 
co-operative societies, sports organisations, etc.) 
operating in the area of the given Party organ
isation. It should be the function of this comrade 
also to assist the illegal apparatus of the Party 
committee in taking advantage of the various 
legal and semi-legal opportunities. 

(5) In those districts where military barracks 
are situated, a comrade must be appointed to lead 
a special apparatus for carrying on work among 
the soldiers (soldiers' nuclei, contact with these 
nuclei, special literature, etc.). The fact that a 
special apparatus has been set up for this work 
does not relieve the general Party apparatus of 
the task of conducting mass anti-militarist work. 

(6) In connection with the development of the 
workers' and peasants' self-defence movement, 
in those districts where fair-sized factory -and 
village workers' and peasants' defence corps 
already exist, a special instructor must be 
appointed as assistant to the secretary whose 
function shall be to lead this work. He must 
carry on this work in close co-operation with the 
corresponding nuclei as part of the work of 
strengthening the organisational pos;tions of the 
Party in the factories and among the agricultural 
labourers and poor peasants in the villages. 

This suggested plan must under no circum
stances be adopted mechanically. The question 
of separating or combining various functions in 
Party work must be decided after carefully 
weig-hing- up the personal qualities of the members 
of the Party committee, their ability to lead this 
or that branch of Party work. For the purpose 
of carrying out any 'special task the Party com
mittee mav establish special temporary groups 
~nd committees. 
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